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Osteoporosis is a degenerative disease that endangers human health. At present, chemical drugs used for osteoporosis have serious
side effects. -erefore, it is valuable to search herbs with high safety and good curative effect in antiosteoporosis. Erzhi formula
(EZF), an ancient classic compound, has been reported to have a beneficial effect in antiosteoporosis, but its mechanism is unclear.
In this paper, the active compounds of EZF were found in Systems Pharmacology Database, and gene targets related to os-
teoporosis were obtained in GeneCards. -e GO functional and KEGG pathway enrichment analysis were performed by
Metascape. -e network of “components-targets-signal pathway” was constructed by Cytoscape. Next, molecular docking
between the active components and hub genes related to the PI3K-Akt signaling pathway was conducted by Autodock. In the
verification experiment, the zebrafish induced by prednisolone (PNSL) was used to reproduce glucocorticoid-induced osteo-
porosis (GIOP) model, and then the reversal effects of EZF were systematically evaluated according to the behavior, skull staining
area, bone mineralization area (BMA), average optical density (AOD), and cumulative optical density (COD). Finally, it was
shown that 24 components in EZF could regulate 39 common gene targets to exert antiosteoporosis effect. Besides, the main
regulatory mechanisms of EZF were 4 signaling pathways: PI3K-Akt, JAK-STAT, AGE-RAGE, and cancer pathway. In PI3K-Akt
signaling pathway, wedelolactone, dimethyl wedelolactone, specnuezhenide, ursolic acid, acacetin, beta-sitosterol, apigenin, and
kaempferol can bind tightly with EGF, IL-2, and IL-4 genes. Compared with the model group, the moving distance, swimming
speed, and cumulative swimming time of zebrafish in EZF group were significantly increased (P< 0.05). Meanwhile, the BMA and
COD of zebrafish were significantly improved after the intervention of EZF (P< 0.05). In summary, the 24 components of EZF
exert their antiosteoporosis effects by regulating 39 related gene targets, among which the PI3K signaling pathway is crucial. EZF
can promote bone formation and reversed GIOP through “multicomponent/multitarget/multipathway” and the medium dose of
EZF may be the most suitable concentration for the treatment of GIOP in zebrafish model.

1. Introduction

Osteoporosis is a silent disorder characterized by reduced
bone density and structural deterioration [1], which is
caused by the change of bone microstructure and makes
patients vulnerable to have brittle fractures. Osteoporosis
leads to a remarkable decrease of life quality and increases
the mortality and disability rate at the same time. According

to the World Health Organization (WHO), more than 200
million people are affected worldwide, and it is more
prevalent in postmenopausal women, with about 25 to 30
percent prevalence in the United States and Europe [2]. It is a
chronic condition that affects one in three women and one in
five men over the age of 50 [3]. Glucocorticoids (GCs) are
widely used in chronic noninfectious inflammatory diseases,
allergic diseases, and organ transplantation. Even
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physiological doses of GCs can cause bone loss, so osteo-
porosis is one of the most serious side effects of GCs.
Generally, this kind of osteoporosis caused by long-term use
of GCs is called glucocorticoid-induced osteoporosis (GIOP)
[4, 5], which may lead to up to 20% of osteoporosis cases [6].
Generally, it develops in a time-dose-dependent manner,
and an increased risk of brittle fractures may be observed
within the first month of treatment even at low (<2.5mg
prednisone equivalent) GC daily dose [7]. Published
guidelines for the treatment of patients with chronic GCs
recommend calcium and vitamin D supplementation, bone
mineral density testing, and bisphosphonate therapy [8–10].
However, according to the guidelines for treating GIOP,
even if it is treated with the recommended drugs, patients
may face the threat of systemic calcium loss, erosive
esophagitis, ulcer bleeding, hypocalcemia, decline of renal
function, jaw necrosis, or atypical femoral fracture caused by
reduced gastrointestinal absorption and renal tubular
reabsorption [11–13]. In conclusion, it is urgent to find a
relatively safe and effective drug for the treatment of GIOP.

As a well-known formula in China, EZF is mixed of
Fructus Ligustri Lucidi (FLL) and Ecliptae herba (EP) with a
ratio of 1 :1. It has been commonly used for treating
menopausal diseases. FLL was first recorded in “-eMedical
Focus Explanation” in the Qing Dynasty [14]. FLL is the fruit
of Ligustrum lucidum Ait., which is commonly used to
nourish liver and kidney system, improve eyesight, and
strengthen muscles and bones in Chinese medicine. EP, the
dry aerial part of Eclipta prostrata L., has been widely used
since ancient times to nourish the liver and kidney,
strengthen teeth, darken hair and beard [15, 16]. -ere have
been many studies on EZF in the remedy of GIOP. For
example, Yang et al. reported that the combination of EZF
and Epimedium can significantly prevent glucocorticoid-
induced bone loss, increase the content of BMP-2 which is
the bone formation marker, reduce serum TRACP, and
inhibit bone resorption [12, 13]. What is more, EZF, as an
ancient classic prescription for chronic diseases like GIOP,
has been playing an undeniable role since ancient times.
-erefore, the advantages of EZF in the treatment of GIOP
are not only reflected in its safety and effectiveness but also
reflected in the excavation and inheritance of effective classic
prescriptions. However, the relationship among its phar-
macological effects, therapeutic targets, and signaling
pathways for GIOP remains unclear, which limits the wide
use of EZF in clinical practice.

Chinese materia medica is a complex system of multi-
component, multitarget, and synergistic action among
components. Clearly explaining the relationship among
these components, targets, and pathways is a hot and dif-
ficult problem all the time. Fortunately, network pharma-
cology, which has been continuously improved and
developed since Li’s first proposal [17, 18], is a new discipline
that systematically reveals the action of Chinese medicine on
human body and predicts the potential mechanism by
constructing the complex network of “drug-active ingre-
dients-gene targets-disease” [19]. -e greatest advantage of
the development and application of this technology is that
the “network” combines the evaluation of network topology

and dynamics, so as to provide visual analysis of complex
drug components of EZF [20]. In conclusion, network
pharmacology can be applied to the research on the potential
mechanism of EZF for GIOP, which provides a new per-
spective and strategy for the research of ancient classic
prescriptions. Besides, zebrafish is a full sequence model
organism with highly conserved innate immune system,
including cell types and signaling molecules [21]. -e ad-
vantages of zebrafish such as optical clarity, development
speed, and fertility make it a popular vertebrate model for
developmental biology research and animal model for
studying disease processes [22]; in particular, its bone
morphology can be observed directly by staining. In this
paper, a network-pharmacology approach was followed to
explore the antiosteoporotic mechanism of EZF, and then
the medicinal efficacy was confirmed by zebrafish model.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Screening Active Components and Corresponding Targets.
Active ingredients of EZF were searched based on Tradi-
tional Chinese Medicine Systems Pharmacology Database
and Analysis Platform (TCMSP, http://tcmspw.com/tcmsp.
php, PubChem, https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov, and
SwissTargetPrediction database, http://www.
swisstargetprediction.ch). Notably, the screening condi-
tions in TCMSP were oral bioavailability (OB)≥ 30% and
drug-likeness (DL)≥ 0.18 [23]. Immediately, the corre-
sponding drug targets were searched according to the
captured active ingredients. Finally, the target proteins
reviewed in human were transformed into gene symbols by
UniProt database (https://www.uniprot.org/) [24].

2.2.CollectionofOsteoporosis-RelatedTargets. -e collection
of disease genes depends on the utilization of GeneCards
database (https://www.genecards.org/) [25]. “Osteoporosis”
and “glucocorticoid osteoporosis” were set as key words in
the database and their related targets were obtained.

2.3. Screening theCommonTargets betweenDrug andDisease.
-e function of COUNTIF was used to capture the common
targets between genes related to active components in EZF
and the disease target genes of osteoporosis. -en, we im-
ported the common targets into the Bioinformatics platform
(bioinformatics.com.cn) [26]. Lastly, a Venn diagram of the
EZF-GIOP-related targets was obtained successfully.

2.4. Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI) Network Construction
and Hub Gene Screening. PPI is composed of proteins
through their interactions to participate in various links of
life processes such as biological signal transmission, gene
expression regulation, and energy and material metabolism
[27]. -e STRING database (https://string-db.org) was used
to perform a PPI network analysis based on the common
targets obtained [28]. -e species was limited to “Homo
sapiens” with parameter of moderate confidence greater than
0.4.-en we obtained a network of PPI. Next, TSV files were
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imported into CytoHubba, which is the plug-in unit in
Cytoscape (3.6.0). One of the CytoHubba algorithms (De-
gree, Maximal Clique Centrality (MCC), Clustering Coef-
ficient, Density of Maximum Neighborhood Component
(DMNC), BottleNeck, Maximum Neighborhood Compo-
nent (MNC), Radiality, Edge Percolated Component (EPC),
Eccentricity, Closeness, Betweenness, and Stress) was used
to find the top 10 hub genes.

2.5. Enrichment Analysis. -e enrichment analysis mainly
included two parts: Gene Ontology (GO) functional en-
richment and the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Ge-
nomes (KEGG) pathway enrichment. Before using
Metascape platform (http://metascape.org/gp/index.html#/
main/step1) for analysis [29], it is also necessary to import
common targets into the “Multiple Gene List” and then click
“Custom Analysis.” GO functional enrichment analysis
contains biological process (BP), cellular component (CC),
and molecular function (MF) [30]. Moreover, the top 16
signaling pathways are significantly related to drug disease
selected from the results of KEGG enrichment analysis [31].

2.6. Construction of the Network of “Active Components-Gene
Targets-Disease”. Two Excel files named “Network” and
“Type” should be established, respectively, before analysis.
Next, the two files were imported into the Cytoscape 3.6. 0
software successively [32]. Finally, the “active components-
gene targets-disease” network [33] was successfully con-
structed by Cytoscape.

2.7. Molecular Docking Verification. On the one hand, we
obtained the active components’ structure from PunChem
website (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) and saved it in
SDF form. -en we used ChemBio3D software to minimize
the binding energy and converted it into 3D structure. On
the other side, the protein structures of hub genes were
found from PDB database (https://www.rcsb.org/search)
and saved as PDB structure. Hydrogenation of proteins and
small molecular ligands was performed with PyMOL. Fi-
nally, Autodock Vina was used for molecular docking and
calculating the binding energy [34].

2.8.ExperimentalAnimals. -ewild type AB strain zebrafish
embryo with 3 days post fertilization (3 DPF) was supplied
by Yi Shu Li Hua company (Nanjing, China) andmaintained
according to standard conditions (14 :10 h light/dark cycle at
28°C) [35]. Animal experiments were conducted in accor-
dance with the Guidelines for Animal Experiments of
Jiangsu University and approved by the Animal Ethics
Committee.

2.9. Preparation of EZF. Firstly, the EP and FLL were
crushed, respectively, and passed through a 60-mesh sieve,
and then they were mixed according to the ratio of 1 :1 to
prepare EZF.-emixture was refluxed with 10 times ethanol
(50%) twice for 1 hour each time, and the two filtrates were

combined. After refluxing, the collected extracts were
evaporated in a rotary evaporator until there was no alcohol.
Lastly, samples were lyophilized in a freeze dryer.

2.10. Animal Grouping and Intervention. Zebrafish embryos
with normal morphology were placed in incubator and
cultured in 6-well plate containing E3 culture medium. -e
culture environment was maintained at 14 h/10 h light/dark
cycle, and the room temperature was controlled at
28.5± 0.5°C. After 3 days post fertilization (3 DPF), the
zebrafish larvae were divided into seven groups: blank
control group (E3), blank DMSO group (E3 + 0.5% DMSO),
model group (E3 + 0.5% DMSO+25 μM PNSL), EZF low-
dose group (E3 + 0.5% DMSO+25 μM PNSL+ 0.1 μg/mL
EZF), EZF medium-dose group (E3 + 0.5% DMSO+25 μM
PNSL+ 1.0 μg/mL EZF), EZF high-dose group (E3 + 0.5%
DMSO+25 μM PNSL+ 10.0 μg/mL EZF), and positive
control group (PC, E3 + 0.5% DMSO+ 25 μM PNSL+ 15 μM
etidronate disodium) randomly (n� 15).-e specific culture
and administration methods were shown in the previous
published article [36].

2.11. Observation of Behavior and Bone Mineralization.
-e groups of zebrafish mentioned above were placed in 6-
well plates with 6 fish per hole, and then the data of
swimming behavior of zebrafish were recorded and analyzed
by animal behavior analyzer. After 10 DPF, zebrafish were
anesthetized with MS-222 solution, fixed with 4% parafor-
maldehyde solution, and dyed with Alizarin Red S. -e final
step of pretreatment was bleaching and decolorizing [37].
Lastly, the bone staining of zebrafish was observed under the
microscope. All zebrafish samples were stored in glycerin
solution. After obtaining the image of the ventral side of the
skull by microscope, BMA, AOD, and COD of zebrafish
skull were quantitatively analyzed by ImageJ software.

2.12. Statistical Analysis. All data were presented as the
mean± SD and statistically analyzed with statistical software
SPSS 19.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL). One-way analysis of
variance was used for difference analysis, and P< 0.05 was
considered as significant difference. [38].

3. Results

3.1. Common Targets between “Active Ingredients” and
“Osteoporosis”. 53 active compounds of EZF were obtained
in TCMSP, and their 266 corresponding gene symbols were
found. Furthermore, 1276 gene symbols related to the
prevention of osteoporosis were acquired from GeneCards
database. Venn analysis was used to obtain the common
gene targets of “active ingredients” and “glucocorticoid
osteoporosis,” as shown in Figure 1. Finally, the 24 screened
out chemical components corresponding to 39 gene targets
of EZF are given in Table 1. -e results showed that EZF
could regulate 39 of the related targets to intervene in
osteoporosis.
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3.2. PPI Network and Hub Gene. 39 common targets were
imported into the STRING website to obtain the interaction
relationships with each other. As shown in Figure 2(a), we
can get a PPI network diagram by setting parameters. -e
nodes represent proteins and edges represent protein-pro-
tein associations, from which we can learn that there are 39
nodes and 187 edges and the average node degree is 9.59.
Using CytoHubba plug-in of Cytoscape, the top 10 core
target genes were selected through MCC algorithm calcu-
lation (Figure 2(b) and Table 2).

3.3. GO and KEGG Pathway Enrichment Analysis. 39 EZF-
GIOP related targets were imported into metascape, and
then the results of KEGG pathway analysis and GO-MF,
GO-BP, and GO-CC analysis were obtained one by one.
According to the results, EZF could regulate GIOP through
several signaling pathways, such as PI3K-Akt, cancer, JAK-
STAT, AGE-RAGE, HTLV-I infection, Hepatitis C, Epstein-
Barr virus infection, ovarian steroidogenesis, C-type lectin
receptor, FOXO, complement and coagulation cascades,
transcriptional misregulation in cancer, insulin resistance,

Table 1: Chemical components corresponding to gene targets of EZF.

Source Chemical components Gene targets
FLL Luteolin IL10, RB1, JUN, TOP1, ICAM1, IL2, TYR, IFNG, IL4, INSR, MET
FLL Apigenin F7, Bcl-2, PLAU, RB1, JUN, ODC1, IGF1R, ICAM1, IL2, IFNG, IL4, INSR, ALPI
FLL Alpha-humulene REN

FLL Quercetin F7, Bcl-2, PLAU, IL10, EGF, RB1, JUN, ELK1, ODC1, TOP1, STAT1, CYP1A2, F3, CYP1A1,
ICAM1, VCAM1, NOS3, IL2, CYP1B1, PLAT, IFNG, MPO, INSR, IRF1

FLL Geraniol HMGCR
FLL Hydroxytyrosol PLAU, STAT1, IRF1
FLL Caffeic acid PLAU, CYP1A1
FLL Eugenol PLAU, CYP1A1, CYP1B1
FLL Oleanolic acid ICAM1
FLL Beta-sitosterol Bcl-2, JUN

FLL Daidzein JUN, NOS3, LDLR, CAT, IGF1R, STAT1, ICAM1, APOB, VCAM1, NOS3, ECE1, IL4, GH1,
GHR

FLL Kaempferol NOS3, F7, Bcl-2, JUN, STAT1, CYP1A2, CYP1A1, ICAM1, VCAM1, CYP1B1, INSR
FLL Ursolic acid PLAU, Bcl-2, JUN, ICAM1, CREB1, NOS3
FLL DBP GSK-3β
FLL Salidroside Bcl-2
FLL Taxifolin ICAM1, APOB
FLL Lucidumoside D_qt (灵芝苷) NOS3, GSK-3β

FLL Oleoside dimethyl ester_qt (油苷二
甲酯) NOS3

FLL Specnuezhenide IL2, TYR
EP Acacetin NOS3, Bcl-2
EP 3′-O-Methylorobol (3′-O-甲酚) GSK-3β, NOS3
EP Pratensein (红三叶草素) NOS3, GSK-3β

EP Demethyl wedelolactone (去甲基蟛
蜞菊内酯) GSK-3β

EP Wedelolactone (蟛蜞菊内酯) GSK-3β

Components corresponding targets OP and GIOP targets

227 39 1687

Figure 1: Venn diagram of drug targets and disease common targets.
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cushing syndrome, renal cell carcinoma, and microRNAs in
cancer. In addition, the main signaling pathways were PI3K-
Akt and pathways in cancer, JAK-STAT, and AGE-RAGE
(Figure 3).

Interestingly, GO-BP analysis showed that EZF regulated
biological process to treat GIOP including response to in-
organic substance, reactive oxygen species biosynthetic
process, JAK-STAT cascade, response to nutrient levels,
response to peptide, positive regulation of cell migration,
and response to lipopolysaccharide (Figure 4). Besides, GO-

MF analysis manifested that EZF regulated the molecular
functions of heme binding and peptide hormone binding as
shown in Figure 5. GO-CC analysis indicated that the
regulation of the external side of plasma membrane, lytic
vacuole, and receptor complex were beneficial to the ther-
apeutic effect of EZF (Figure 6).

3.4. Network of “Chemical Components-Target Genes-Sig-
naling Pathways”. In order to elucidate the internal rela-
tionship between the chemical components, key targets, and
signaling pathways of EZF clearly, the Cytoscape 3.6.0
software was successfully used to establish the “chemical
components-target genes-signaling pathways” network
(Figure 7).

PI3k-Akt signaling pathway played an important role
in cell signal transduction and metabolism [39]. Protein
kinase B (PKB), also known as Akt, was a serine/threo-
nine kinase [40] which protected cells from apoptosis
followed by activating PI3K. Moreover, PI3K-Akt sig-
naling pathway could reduce osteoblast apoptosis and
prevent osteoporosis by antagonizing oxidative stress
[41–43]. -is result showed that there were 17 active
components in EZF which acted on PI3K-Akt pathway
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Figure 2: Protein-protein interaction (PPI) network and top 10 hub genes. (a) Protein-protein interaction (PPI) network; (b) top 10 hub
genes selected by MCC method.

Table 2: Top 10 hub genes ranked by MCC method.

Rank Name Score
1 IL10 1146366
2 ICAM1 1140888
3 JUN 1135839
4 EGF 1056786
5 IFNG 1049040
6 VCAM1 979608
7 IL4 974160
8 MPO 897120
9 CAT 856930
10 IL2 605522
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(Figure 8), indicating that PI3K-Akt signaling pathway
was one of the important regulatory pathways of EZF in
antiosteoporosis.

3.5. Molecular Docking. IL2, IL4, and EGF exist in both hub
genes and PI3K-Akt signaling pathway (Figure 2(b) and
Figure 8), so we selected the corresponding proteins of these

genes as receptors. Similarly, we selected the 17 active
components in EZF and PI3K-Akt signaling pathway as
ligands. A total of 51 times were docked, and the results were
put in Supplementary Files 1 and 2.-en we selected the top
ten conformations with the lowest binding energy and
optimal conformation to display (Table 3 and Figures 9(a)–
9(j)). -rough the docking results, we speculate that the
components of EZF such as wedelolactone, dimethyl
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-log10 (P)

10 12 14

ko04151: PI3K-Akt signaling pathway
hsa05200: Pathways in cancer
hsa04630: JAK-STAT signaling pathway
ko04933: AGE- RAGE signaling pathway in diabetic complications
ko05166: HTLV-I infection
hsa05160: Hepatitis C
hsa05169: Epstein-Barr virus infection
ko04913: Ovarian steroidogenesis
hsa04625: c-type lectin receptor signaling pathway
hsa04068: foxo signaling pathway
ko04610: Complement and coagulation cascades
ko05202: Transcriptional misregulation in cancer
hsa04931: insulin resistance
hsa04934: cushing syndrome
hsa05211: Renal cell carcinoma
ko05206: MicroRNAs in cancer

Figure 3: KEGG enrichment analysis for signal pathways. -e y-axis shows top significantly enriched KEGG categories, and the x-axis
displays the number of enrichment genes of these terms (P< 0.05), and the color represents the adjusted P value; the redder, the more
significant the enrichment. -e height of the column is related to P value. -e higher the column is, the more significant the enrichment is.
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GO:0010035: response to inorganic substance
GO:1903409: reactive oxygen species biosynthetic process
GO:0007259: JAK-STAT cascade
GO:0031667: response to nutrient levels
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GO:0032496: response to lipopolysaccharide
GO:1901615: organic hydroxy compound metabolic process
GO:1903708: positive regulation of hemopoiesis
GO:0030155: regulation of cell adhesion
GO:0097190: apoptotic signaling pathway
GO:0001819: positive regulation of cytokine production
GO:0062012: regulation of small molecule metabolic process
GO:0032355: response to estradiol
GO:0070997: neuron death
GO:0042445: hormone metabolic process
GO:0030193: regulation of blood coagulation
GO:0014068: positive regulation of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase signaling
GO:0060333: interferon-gamma-mediated signaling pathway
GO:1904646: cellular response to amyloid-beta

Figure 4: GO-BP biological process of enrichment analysis. -e y-axis shows top significantly enriched GO-BP categories, and the x-axis
displays the number of enrichment genes of these terms (P< 0.05), and the color represents the adjusted P value; the redder, the more
significant the enrichment. -e height of the column is related to P value. -e higher the column is, the more significant the enrichment is.
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GO:0020037: heme binding
GO:0017046: peptide hormone binding
GO:0002020: protease binding
GO:0001085: RNA polymerase II transcription factor binding
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GO:0050661: NADP binding
GO:0003682: chromatin binding

Figure 5: GO-MFmolecular function of enrichment analysis. -e y-axis shows top significantly enriched GO-MF categories, and the x-axis
displays the number of enrichment genes of these terms (P< 0.05), and the color represents the adjusted P value; the redder, the more
significant the enrichment. -e height of the column is related to P value. -e higher the column is, the more significant the enrichment is.
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EP

FLL

Figure 7: -e “chemical components-target genes-signal pathway” network of EZF in treating osteoporosis. FLL: Fructus Ligustri Lucidi;
EP: Ecliptae herba.

PI3K-AKt

Figure 8: PI3K-Akt pathway in preventing osteoporosis mediated by EZF.
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GO:0062023: collagen-containing extracellular matrix
GO:0090575: RNA polymerase II transcription factor complex
GO:0043025: neuronal cell body

Figure 6: GO-CC cellular component of enrichment analysis. -e y-axis shows top significantly enriched GO-CC categories, and the x-axis
displays the number of enrichment genes of these terms (P< 0.05), and the color represents the adjusted P value; the redder, the more
significant the enrichment. -e height of the column is related to P value. -e higher the column is, the more significant the enrichment is.
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Table 3: Top 10 molecular dockings optimal binding energy.

Rank Proteins and compounds Mode Affinity (kcal/mol) Dist from rmsd Best mode rmsd
1 IL4, wedelolactone 1 −7.6 0.000 0.000
2 EGF, ursolic acid 1 −7.6 0.000 0.000
3 IL2, ursolic acid 1 −7.5 0.000 0.000
4 IL4, acacetin 1 −7.3 0.000 0.000
5 IL2, beta-sitosterol 1 −7.3 0.000 0.000
6 IL4, apigenin 1 −7.2 0.000 0.000
7 IL4, kaempferol 1 −7.2 0.000 0.000
8 EGF, specnuezhenide 1 −7.1 0.000 0.000
9 IL4, demethyl wedelolactone 1 −7.1 0.000 0.000
10 IL4, specnuezhenide 1 −7.1 0.000 0.000
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wedelolactone, specnuezhenide, ursolic acid, acacetin, beta-
sitosterol, apigenin, and kaempferol play an important role
in the treatment of GIOP.

3.6. Behavioral Observation of Zebrafish. -e moving dis-
tance, swimming speed, and cumulative swimming time of
each group were obtained by Noldus DanioVision tracking
chamber and EthoVision XT (Wageningen, Netherlands)
version 8.0 monitoring software. Obviously, the activity of
PNSL group more significantly decreased compared to that
of the blank group and the blank DMSO group (P< 0.01).
Compared with the model group, the moving distance,
swimming speed, and cumulative swimming time of the EZF
medium-dose group, EZF low-dose group, and and positive
control group were significantly increased (P< 0.05), while
there was no significant difference in these indexes between
EZF high-dose group and model group. -e quantitative
results are shown in Figure 10.

3.7. Staining Observation. According to microscopic ob-
servation (Olympus IX71/IX81, Olympus Corporation, Ja-
pan) of the staining results (Figure 11), the BMA, AOD, and
COD were significantly decreased after the intervention of
PNSL (P< 0.001) compared with the blank group. Com-
pared with the model group, the BMA, AOD, and COD in
the positive drug group were significantly improved
(P< 0.01). Each group of EZF also had significant im-
provement (P< 0.05); in particular, the EZF medium-dose
group had the most powerful effect in reversing GIOP
(P< 0.01, Figure 12). -e results suggest that medium dose
of EZF may be the most appropriate concentration for the
treatment of GIOP in zebrafish model.

4. Discussion

Hormone changes, physical disability, accelerated aging, and
inflammation-related osteoclast activation were the main
potential factors of osteoporosis [44, 45]. As known to all,
the use of GCs was a recognized cause of secondary OP.
GIOP led to decreased bone strength and osteoporotic
fracture and further aggravated the dysfunction and dis-
ability of patients. A meta-analysis from randomized con-
trolled trials and control groups found that the annual
incidence of vertebral fractures was 2.8% to 8.2% in patients
after taking oral GCs [46]. Zebrafish has many special ad-
vantages in establishing osteoporosis model, such as
transparent embryo and rapid bone development. Most
importantly, it is highly homologous with human related
genes, tissues, organs, and development, in which the gene
similarity is as high as 87% [47]. -erefore, zebrafish has
significant advantages in the establishment of osteoporosis
model. -e inhibitory effect of GCs on bone formation has
been clear, and it can induce an osteoporotic phenotype in
many animal models, such as mouse, rat, rabbits, ewes,
beagles, pigs, and zebrafish [48]. GCs had little effect on
neurological, vascular, and muscular development of
zebrafish. -erefore, they can be used to construct many
pathological models. For example, sleep deprivation model
was induced by light stimulation [49], depression model was
induced by reserpine [50], thrombus model was induced by
phenylhydrazine (PHZ) [51], epilepsy model was induced by
pentylenetetrazol (PTZ) [52], vascular insufficiency model
was induced by tyrosine kinase inhibitor [53], vascular
defect model was induced by axitinib [54], and sapje strain
model was always used for muscle atrophy [55]. GCs are
only recognized to induce osteoporosis and cannot be used
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Figure 9: Top ten molecular dockings diagram of EZF for treating GIOP. (a) IL4, wedelolactone; (b) EGF, ursolic-acid; (c) IL2, ursolic acid;
(d) IL4-, acacetin; (e) IL2, beta-sitosterol; (f ) IL4, apigenin; (g) IL4, kaempferol; (h) EGF, specnuezhenide; (i) IL4, dimethyl wedelolactone;
(j) IL4, specnuezhenide. “a” shows the amino acid residues and hydrogen bond lengths attached to the active component (ligand), where the
colored rainbow represents the ligands and the pure color represents the amino acid residues. “b” is the complete docking of protein and
ligand.
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to induce other diseases in zebrafish.-erefore, GC is mainly
used as a model drug to induce osteoporosis.

EZF had significantly antiosteoporotic effect on ovari-
ectomized rats [39, 40]. In this paper, we focus on con-
structing the network of “chemical components-target
genes-signaling pathways” through network pharmacology,
so as to clarify its main mechanism in treating GIOP. -en
the therapeutic effect of EZF was verified by GCs-induced
zebrafish model. GCs had multiple pharmacological targets,
so they had many advantages, including promoting osteo-
clast, inhibiting osteoblast, inhibiting the synthesis of sex
hormone, and inhibiting the absorption of calcium and
phosphorus [56–59]. -is study found that the 39 common
characteristic targets of EZF and GIOP are as follows: IL10,
RB1, JUN, TOP1, ICAM1, IL2, TYR, IFNG, IL4, INSR,MET,
F7, Bcl-2, PLAU, ODC1, IGF1R, ALPI REN, EGF, ELK1,
STAT1, CYP1A2, F3, CYP1A1, VCAM1, NOS3, CYP1B1,
PLAT, MPO, IRF1, HMGCR, LDLR, CAT, APOB, ECE1,
GH1, GHR, CREB1, and GSK-3B. -rough systematic lit-
erature search, it was found that IL10 decreased bone loss in
inflammatory diseases [60, 61], the expression of Bcl-2 gene
could inhibit the proliferation of osteoblasts and apoptosis of
osteoclasts [62], and GSK-3β had an irreplaceable role in

bone metabolism.-erefore, this work is consistent with the
existing reports, and, more importantly, we have explored
and predicted many targets that have not been reported.

Among the 24 constituents corresponding to 39 com-
mon targets, 19 compounds were in FLL and 5 compounds
were obtained from EP. It had been reported that luteolin
could inhibit the proliferation of osteoblasts by preventing
the overproduction of ROS and then enhance the expression
of osteoblastic markers to promote the differentiation of
osteoblasts [63]. Apigenin could significantly reduce tra-
becular bone loss in OVX mice [64]. Quercetin widely
existed in Chinese herbal medicine, which reduced osteo-
porosis induced by ovariectomy through regulating auto-
phagy and apoptosis of rat osteoblasts [65]. EP and its
component wedelolactone inhibited the proliferation and
differentiation of osteoclasts [66]. -ese potential active
ingredients contained in EZF had latent promising clinical
application prospect for the curation of GIOP. Besides, the
zebrafish experiment we chose further verified the phar-
macological effect of EZF in reversing GIOP.

KEGG enrichment analysis screened out 4 signaling
pathways with high correlation, which were PI3K-Akt,
pathways in cancer, JAK-STAT, and AGE-RAGE signaling
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Figure 10: Effect of EZF extract on the behavior of GIOP zebrafish (n� 15). (a)-emoving distance detected by animal behavior analyzer in
each group. (b)-e swimming speed detected by animal behavior analyzer in each group. (c) Cumulative swimming time detected by animal
behavior analyzer in each group. Compared with the blank group, ##P< 0.01; compared with the model group, ∗P< 0.05 and ∗∗P< 0.01.
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pathway. Among them, the correlation degree of PI3K-Akt
signaling pathway was the highest one, which could be
considered as a potential target [67–69]. Revealed research
indicated that the protein expression of PI3K, p-AKT, and
p-GSK-3 could significantly reverse the GIOP in mice [70].
Moreover, PI3K-Akt pathway could act on specific target
genes such as FOXO and GSK-3β to reduce the oxidative
damage of osteoblasts and osteoclasts [71]. Our present
study listed out the 17 active components of EZF which
could adjust 12 gene targets mediated by PI3K-Akt signaling
pathway in the treatment of GIOP. Janus kinase (JAK)-
signal transduction and activator of transcription (STAT)
signaling pathway were important pathway that mediates the
signal transduction of many cytokines, growth factors, and
hormones [72, 73]. Recent reports indicate that inhibition of
JAK-STAT can reconstruct normal bone mineral density in
ovariectomized mice [74]. Some clinical diagnosis results of
diabetic patients such as decreased bone mineral density,
inhibition of bone turnover markers, and bone mass damage
may be influenced by AGE-RAGE signaling pathway [75].

Among the 4 signaling pathways, PI3K-Akt signaling
pathway shows the most obvious intensity. In this network
(Figure 8), there were 17 active components and 3 hub genes
(EGF, IL2, and IL4) related to it. By analyzing the results of
51 docking times, we can find that wedelolactone, dimethyl

wedelolactone, specnuezhenide, ursolic acid, acacetin,
beta-sitosterol, apigenin, and kaempferol had high activity.
It had been reported that wedelolactone and dimethyl
wedelolactone can enhance BMSC differentiation towards
osteoblasts and promote bone formation [76]. Specnuez-
henide is one of the iridoid glycosides and plays an im-
portant role in promoting the proliferation of bone marrow
mesenchymal stem cells in vitro and inhibiting replicative
aging [77]. Cao et al. reported that oleanolic acid and
ursolic acid, as the active components of FLL, had a
beneficial effect on calcium balance and calcium stimu-
lating hormone circulation level, so it is expected to become
a candidate drug for the prevention and treatment of os-
teoporosis [78]. Acacetin, beta-sitosterol, apigenin, and
kaempferol, as active components of Chinese medicine,
have been screened and reported for many times in the
treatment of many diseases [79, 80]. In addition, EZF was
quantitatively analyzed by HPLC, and the contents of active
components such as specnuezhenide and wedelolactone
were detected. -e related results are shown in Supple-
mentary File 3. -e prediction with network pharmacology
helped us accurately locate the molecular mechanism of
EZF in antiosteoporosis.

Despite the wide spread of this technology, network
pharmacology still has some limitations. Firstly, the existing

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f ) (g)

Figure 11: Reversal effect of EZF on bone mineralization in GIOP zebrafish (n� 15). (a) Blank control group. (b) Blank DMSO group.
(c) Model group. (d) EZF high-dose group. (e) EZF medium-dose group. (f ) EZF low-dose group. (g) Positive control group.
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databases are not complete enough, so we have to use
different platforms to improve the accuracy of researchers’
speculation. Secondly, different model algorithms have
been formed and developed in Cytoscape and Autodock,
which may cause the experiment to be more difficult.
Hence, it is necessary to select appropriate algorithms
according to different purposes to ensure the accuracy of
the results. -irdly, the method is mainly used in quali-
tative research. It cannot be ignored that there is a dose-
response relationship between drugs and diseases, but the
current network pharmacology is still difficult to quantify
the target compounds [81]. In the future, combining the
development of instrument analysis with data analysis, we
hope to find a fast and nondestructive method to effec-
tively solve the above limitations. It is expected to be
widely used in the development of ancient classic
prescriptions.

5. Conclusion

EZF has a good effect on reversing the inhibition of glu-
cocorticoid-induced bone formation. -e 24 components of
EZF were found to be the material basis of antiosteoporosis
by regulating 39 related gene targets and multiple signaling
pathways.
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Figure 12: Quantitative analysis of the effect of EZF in reversing GIOP in zebrafish (n� 15). (a) -e average optical density in different
groups. (b) Cumulative optical density in different groups. (c) Staining area in different groups. Compared with the blank group,
###P< 0.001; compared with model group, ∗P< 0.05 and ∗∗P< 0.01.
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Supplementary Materials

Supplementary File 1: 51 molecular docking results. Sup-
plementary File 2: 51 molecular docking diagrams of EZF for
treating GIOP. Supplementary File 3: determination of
active components in EZF by HPLC. (Supplementary
Materials)
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Background. +is study used a combination of network pharmacology and experimental confirmation to clarify the mechanism of
the compound kidney-invigorating granule (CKG) in treating osteoporosis (OP). Methods. +e main bioactive compounds and
corresponding targets of CKG were collected and screened via the Traditional Chinese Medicine Systems Pharmacology Database
and Analysis Platform (TCMSP), Yet another Traditional Chinese Medicine (YaTCM), and UniProt databases. Disease targets of
OP were summarized in GeneCards and the Comparative Toxicogenomics Database (CTD). Targets of CKG for OPwere obtained
by Venn diagram.+e protein-protein interaction (PPI) network was constructed by the STRING database and then screened for
hub genes through Cytoscape 3.7.2 software. +e Gene Ontology (GO) and the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes
(KEGG) enrichment were analyzed and visualized by R software. +en, CB-Dock was used for molecular docking verification.
Finally, we confirmed the antiosteoporosis effect of CKG through animal and cell experiments. Results. A total of 250 putative
targets were obtained from 65 bioactive compounds in CKG. Among them, 140 targets were related to OP. Topological analysis of
the PPI network yielded 23 hub genes. Enrichment analysis showed the targets of CKG in treating OP might concentrate on the
MAPK signaling pathway, the TNF signaling pathway, the PI3K-Akt signaling pathway, etc. +e results of molecular docking
showed the bioactive components in CKG had good binding ability with the key targets. +e experimental results showed that
CKG-medicated serum had a promoting effect on proliferating hBMSCs, increasing the expression of AKT, PI3K, ERK1, and IkB
in cells and decreasing the expression of IKK in cells. Conclusion. CKG has a complex of multicomponent, multitarget, and
multipathway. +is study lays the theoretical foundation for further in vitro and in vivo experimental studies and further expands
the clinical applications of CKG.

1. Introduction

Osteoporosis (OP) is a systemic metabolic bone disease
characterized by low bone mass, low bone density, and bone
microstructure destruction, which leads to increased bone
fragility and susceptibility to bone fracture. OP is considered
a “silent disease” since it progresses without symptoms until
a fracture occurs [1]. In the 2010 U.S. census, around 10.2
million adults aged 50 and older were living with OP [2]. An
estimated 10.9 million males are suffering fromOP in China,

while the number of females suffering from OP is 49.3
million [3]. +e incidence of OP increases yearly with the
aging of the general population. Current treatments for
osteoporosis include bisphosphonates, raloxifene, calcium,
and vitamin D [4]. Nevertheless, these approved drugs have
also shown significant side effects, such as the increased risk
of hypercalcemia and hypercalciuria due to long-term vi-
tamin D supplementation [5]. Since bisphosphonates are
incorporated within the bone matrix with high affinity, long-
term treatment with bisphosphonates may lead to atypical
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femur fractures [6]. Raloxifene is associated with adverse
effects such as thromboembolism, pulmonary embolism,
and cerebrovascular death [7].

Compared with Western medicine, traditional Chinese
medicine (TCM) has unique advantages in treating OP, such
as low cost, multilevel, and prominent curative effect.
+erefore, TCM is gradually attracting considerable atten-
tion from the international medical community and is ac-
cepted by non-Chinese as an additional and alternative
medical treatment for OP due to these characteristics.
Clinically, OP is regarded as “bone atrophy” and “lack of
bone marrow” in TCM. According to TCM syndrome
differentiation, OP is divided into kidney Yang deficiency
syndrome, blood stasis syndrome and kidney deficiency
syndrome, blood stasis and Qi stagnation syndrome, liver
and kidney Yin deficiency syndrome, spleen and kidney
Yang deficiency, and asthenia of the spleen and stomach
syndrome.

Compound kidney-invigorating granule (CKG) is a
TCM formula commonly used at the First Affiliated
Hospital of Anhui University of Chinese Medicine. CKG
is an effective cure for the OP of blood stasis and kidney
deficiency syndrome. It is composed of six kinds of
traditional Chinese drugs, namely, Radix Astragali (RA,
Huang-qi in Chinese), Radix Paeoniae Alba (RPA, Bai-
shao in Chinese), Radix Cyathulae (RC, Chuan-niu-xi in
Chinese), Herba Epimedii (HE, Yin-yang-huo in Chi-
nese), Caulis Polygoni Multiflori (CPM, Ye-jiao-teng in
Chinese), and Concha Ostreae (CO, Mu-li in Chinese).
Preliminary clinical studies have shown that CKG can
significantly improve the clinical symptoms, bone min-
eral density (BMD), and visual analog scale (VAS) in
postmenopausal nonelderly patients with OP. +ere were
no adverse reactions that occurred during the study, and
there were no significant abnormalities in the safety
observation index. +erefore, CKG is safe and effective in
treating postmenopausal nonelderly osteoporosis [8].
However, the pharmacological mechanism of CKG in
treating OP is unknown.

TCM has become a significant source that provides
potential lead compounds for drug development, espe-
cially those used to treat complex diseases, owing to its
multicomponent and multitarget characteristics [9].
Guided by holistic thinking, TCM exerts unexpected
curative effects in difficult and complicated diseases that
Western medicine finds difficult to tackle [10]. However,
due to the complex components of TCM prescriptions,
traditional pharmacological methods to find out their
unique actions through experiments may not be suitable
for TCM research [11]. Western drug pharmacology
molecular research may be stuck in a problem when
applied to TCM prescriptions since it clarifies single or
limited biological molecules from the perspective of re-
ductionism instead of considering the overall theory of
the organism [12]. On the contrary, network pharma-
cology uses the “target network, multi-components”
research model to replace the traditional “one target, one
drug” research model. +erefore, network pharmacology
conforms to the core of the overall philosophy of TCM

[13]. +is combination of pharmacokinetic evaluation
and bioinformatics has made a significant contribution to
the study of the molecular of TCM [14]. People apply the
strategy to the pharmacological research of TCM com-
pounds and explain the complex relationship between
biological and herbal prescriptions [12]. Accordingly,
regarding the unknown mechanism of CKG, this study
adopted the method of network pharmacology to explore
the molecular biology mechanism of CKG in treating OP.

+e present study uses various platforms, databases, and
tools to predict the bioactive compounds, potential targets,
and pathways of CKG, aiming to explore the pharmaco-
logical network of CKG on OP and verify it through related
experiments. Figure 1 shows the detailed technical strategy
of the research.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Collection and Screening of Bioactive Ingredients. +e
bioactive ingredients of CKG were identified by the Tra-
ditional Chinese Medicine Systems Pharmacology Database
and Analysis Platform (TCMSP) (https://tcmspw.com/
tcmsp.php) [15]. It compensates the insufficient informa-
tion in the Yet another Traditional Chinese Medicine
(YaTCM) database (https://cadd.pharmacy.nankai.edu.cn/
yatcm/home) [16]. Oral herbal medicines must overcome
obstacles in absorption, distribution, metabolism, and ex-
cretion (ADME) to be effective. In this process, oral bio-
availability (OB) is one of the most important
pharmacokinetic parameters [17]. As a qualitative concept,
drug-like quality (DL) is used in drug design for the eval-
uation of the drug ability of a molecule and is utilized to
optimize the pharmacokinetics and properties of a drug [18].
+is study chose OB≥ 30% and DL≥ 0.18 as the criteria for
screening bioactive ingredients. +e OB and DL indicators
of each ingredient in CKG were retrieved from the TCMSP
database.

2.2. Prediction of Drug Targets for CKG. +e protein targets
of the screened bioactive ingredients of CKG were obtained
from the TCMSP database. +e obtained protein targets
were converted into gene targets in the Universal Protein
Resource (UniProt) database (https://www.uniprot.org/)
[19], a comprehensive database of protein sequence and
annotation data.

2.3. Construction of Drug-Compound-Target Network. +e
obtained bioactive ingredients, gene targets, and herbs were
entered into Cytoscape 3.7.2 software (https://www.
cytoscape.org/) for data visualization and construction of
the “D-C-T” network [20]. +e network nodes represent the
herbs, gene targets, or bioactive components, and the edges
indicate their interaction.

2.4. Collection of Gene Targets for OP. OP-related human
gene targets were obtained from two databases: GeneCards
(https://www.genecards.org/) and the comparative
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toxicogenomics (CTD) database (https://ctdbase.org/). +e
term “Osteoporosis” was used as the keyword for the search
[21, 22].

2.5. Collection of Relevant Targets for Formula Treatment of
Diseases. +e results of gene targets of CKG were matched
with the disease-associated genes of OP. +e jvenn
(https://www.bioinformatics.com.cn/static/others/jvenn/)
was used to realize the visualization of the drug-disease

target and to draw Venn diagrams [23]. +en, the inter-
secting gene targets of CKG and OP were collected as the
relevant targets of CKG for treating OP, which might be the
potential target set of CKG in treating OP.

2.6. Construction of a Compound-Target Network at Bio-
active Ingredients of Formula with Intersecting Gene Targets.
+e obtained bioactive ingredients and intersecting gene
targets were imported into Cytoscape 3.7.2 software for

CKG

TCMSP
YaTCM

TCMSP
Uniprot

Compounds

Compounds Targets Disease Targets

Common Genes

STRING
″C-T″ network

″D-C-T″ network

OP

Genecard
CTD

PPI network

Topology

Molecula docking prediction and
animal and cell experiment verification

GO and KEGG enrichment analysis

Figure 1: +e technical strategy of the current study.
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data visualization and construction of the “C-T” network.
+e nodes of the network represented the intersecting
gene targets and bioactive components, and the edges
indicated their interaction.

2.7. Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI) Network Construction
andCoreGene Screening. +e common gene targets of CKG
and OP were entered into the STRING database
(https://string-db.org/) [24]. +e selection parameter was
set to “Homo sapiens” for species, the confidence level was
set at 0.950 for the minimum required interaction score,
and hid disconnected nodes in the network. +e PPI
network analysis results were downloaded in TSV format.
+e file was imported into Cytoscape software for topo-
logical property analysis. +en, this study evaluated the
topological properties of the nodes in the interaction
network by calculating three parameters, namely, “degree
centrality (DC),” “betweenness centrality (BC),” and
“closeness centrality (CC)” via the App CytoNCA [25].
+ese three parameters measure the importance of nodes in
the network and indicate the nature of the nodes in the
network. Nodes with high DC, BC, and CC implied that
they were playing an essential role in the network. We
obtained the core genes in the network by screening above
the median value twice based on the results of the topo-
logical property analysis of PPI.

2.8. Gene Ontology (GO) and the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes
and Genomes (KEGG) Enrichment Analysis. Various bio-
informatics analyses and visualization of the results can
be achieved through the software R project (https://www.
r-project.org/). Firstly, the ENSMBL gene ID of each core
gene was obtained from RStudio, AnnotationHub, and
org. Hs.eg.db, and then the GO function enrichment
(molecular function, MF; biological process, BP; and
cellular component, CC) and KEGG enrichment were
enriched by RStudio, DOSE, and Cluster Profiler. In the
programming language, pvalueCutoff � 0.05 and
qvalueCutoff � 0.05 were set. +e results of the analysis
selected the top 10 items of BP, MF, and CC in GO
enrichment and the top 20 filtered pathways most closely
related to OP, then displayed the results of the GO en-
richment analysis as a bar graph and the results of the
KEGG enrichment analysis as a bubble graph.

2.9. Molecular Docking Verification. Since there is no uni-
form standard for target screening of bioactive molecules,
the 5 proteins with the highest degree of PPI network were
selected for molecular docking with the 10 molecules with
the highest degree of the “C-T” network. +e bioactive
compounds were downloaded as 2D structure files using the
PubChem database (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/),
converted into a 3D structure with ChemBio3D Ultra 14.0,
and saved as a mol2 format file [26], whereas the RCSB PDB
database (https://www.rcsb.org/) was used to retrieve and
download the files in “PDB” format of the core target
proteins [27]. +en, the proteins and molecules files were

imported into the CB-Dock website (https://clab.labshare.
cn/cb-dock/php/index.php) for molecular docking. Finally,
the docking model with the lowest binding energy was
selected and visualized.

2.10. Experimental Verification

2.10.1. Materials

(1) Medicinal Materials. All Chinese medicines of CKG were
purchased from the First Affiliated Hospital of Anhui
University of Traditional Chinese Medicine. +e prescrip-
tion medicinal materials of each dose of CKG are HE (20 g),
RC (15 g), RA (18 g), CO (10 g), RPA (20 g), and CPM (25 g),
30 doses in total.

(2) Antibodies and Reagents. +e following antibodies and
reagents were used for this study: high-glucose Dulbecco
minimum essential medium (HG-DMEM) and fetal bovine
serum (FBS) (Gibco, Rockville, MD, USA); 0.25% trypsin-
EDTA solution, penicillin-streptomycin, and phosphate-buff-
ered saline (PBS) (Hyclone, Logan, UT, USA); protein ex-
traction kit (KEYGEN, Nanjing, China); AKT, PI3K, ERK1,
IkB, IKK antibody, and GAPDH antibody (Wanleibio, She-
nyang, China); CD29 antibody, CD34 antibody, and CD44
antibody (Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA); and cell counting
kit-8 (CCK-8) (Beyotime Biotechnology, Shanghai, China).

(3) Instrument. +e following instruments were used for this
study: CO2 incubator (NuAire, MN, USA), Multiskan
spectrum (BioTek Instruments, VT, USA), flow cytometer
(Beckman Coulter, CA, USA), high-performance centrifuge
(Eppendorf, Hamburg, German), western blot system
(Tanon Science & Technology, Shanghai, China), ice ma-
chine (XUEKE ELECTRIC, Changshu, China), inverted
microscope (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan), cell
counter (Countstar, Shanghai, China), clean bench (AIR-
TECH, Suzhou, China), cell culture plates, and cell culture
flasks (Corning, NY, USA).

2.10.2. Isolation, Culture, and Identification of Cells. +is
investigation was approved by the Ethics Committee of the
Anhui University of Chinese Medicine. Written informed
consent was obtained from all participants before the study.
Bone marrow was obtained from OP patients who under-
went surgery in the orthopedics department of the First
Affiliated Hospital of Anhui University of Traditional
Chinese Medicine and volunteered to participate in this
study. Separating and culturing hBMSCs (human bone
marrow mesenchymal stem cells) via the method of whole
bonemarrow adherent. Bonemarrow samples applied in cell
culture plates were cultured in HG-DMEM containing 10%
FBS, 100U/mL penicillin, and 100 μg/mL streptomycin,
then cultured in a 37°C incubator with a 5% CO2 atmo-
sphere. +e medium was changed every 2 days until the cells
became confluent, about 80%–90%. +e cells were then
passaged. +e surface marker phenotypes (CD29+, CD44+,
and CD34−) were characterized by using flow cytometry.
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After the cells were confirmed to be hBMSCs, cells from
passages 3 to 5 were used in subsequent experiments.

2.10.3. Preparation and Preservation of CKG-Medicated
Serum. +e experiment was approved by the Animal Ethics
Committee of the Anhui University of Chinese Medicine.
Twenty-four 4-week-old SPF Sprague–Dawley rats weighing
200–250 g, half male and half female, were purchased from the
Experimental Animal Center of Anhui Medical University
(Experimental Animal Production License Number: SCXK
(Wan) 2017-001). Animals were placed in plastic cages at
22± 1°C with a 12h light-dark cycle. Food and water were
available ad libitum. +ey adapted for a week in this envi-
ronment. +e decoction method of the CKG prescription is as
follows: after 60 minutes of soaking in sufficient water, the
original drugs with the water were decocted in a Chinese herbal
medicine decoction machine, then brought to a boil over high
heat, and then simmered for 1 hour. +e process was repeated
three times.+e decocting solution was pooled together, added
into an electrothermal constant temperature water tank, and
concentrated to 2.9 g of the original drugs per mL.+e samples
were sealed and stored in a refrigerator at 4°C. Animals were
randomly divided into medicated serum (MS) (n� 12) and
nonmedicated serum (NS) (n� 12) groups. MS group animals
were administered intragastrically with CKG concentrated li-
quor (20mL/kg) once a day for 7 days. NS group animals were
administered intragastrically saline on the same schedule. 12 h
before the final treatment, fasting but not watering. 1 h after the
final treatment, rats were weighed and intraperitoneally
anesthetized using 1% pentobarbital sodium (60mg/kg). Blood
was collected from the abdominal aorta. +e collected blood
was allowed to stand at room temperature for one hour, then
centrifuged at 3000 r/min for 15min, and the upper serum was
taken from the ultraclean workbench. Serum samples from all
individual animals of each group were pooled. +en, it was
filtered through a 0.22μm filter membrane, heat-inactivated at
56°C for 30min, and stored at −80°C until used.

2.10.4. Detect the Promoting Effect of CKG-Medicated Serum
on Cell Proliferation. Cells were collected in the logarithmic
growth phase and a single cell suspension was prepared. Cells
were seeded into 96-well microplates at 1× 104 cells/well in
200μL medium after counting with a cell counter. NS and MS
(at concentrations of 2, 5, and 8%) were added to the culture
medium for 24h. +e culture medium was then removed and
100μL of CKK-8 solution was added to the well and incubated
for 24h, 36h, and 48h. Subsequently, the CKK-8 solution was
removed, and 100μL of DMSO was added to dissolve the
formazan crystals. +e optical density (OD) value was read at
450nm by using a microplate reader. Cell proliferation
rate� (ODMS−ODNS)/ODNS.

2.10.5. Western Blot. hBMSCs were plated into 6-well plates.
After 12 h, they were treated withMS (at concentrations of 0,
2, 5, and 8%). +e treating time is decided by the results of
2.9.3. Total proteins were extracted from the protein ex-
traction kit, separated using SDS-PAGE, and then

transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) mem-
branes, which were blocked with 5% nonfat dry milk in
TBST buffer. +e primary antibodies were added at proper
dilution and incubated at 4°C overnight, and the secondary
antibody was added and incubated for 60min, PVDF
membranes were washed with precooled PBS three times.
Finally, the signals for the immunoreactive proteins were
visualized by enhanced chemiluminescence reagents and
then analyzed with Quantity One software. +e experiment
was repeated 3 times independently.

3. Results

3.1. Identification of Bioactive Components in CKG. +e
screening criteria were OB≥ 30% and DL≥ 0.18. We got 76
bioactive ingredients via the TCMSP database, including 23 of
RA, 16 of RPA, 5 of RC, 26 of HE, 3 of CPM, and 3 of CO. 65
bioactive ingredients were obtained after the removal of du-
plicate components. Results are detailed in Table 1. Sitosterol is
the common bioactive ingredient of RA, RPA, and HE.
Kaempferol is the common bioactive ingredient of RA, RPA,
HE, and CPM. Mairin is the common bioactive component of
RA and RPA. Quercetin is the common bioactive component
of RA, HE, CPM, and RC. 22, 23-Dihydrostigmasterol is the
common bioactive ingredient of RPA, HE, and RC.

3.2. Acquisition of Drug Targets and Construction of the “D-C-
T”Network. By searching targets of the bioactive ingredients
in the TCMSP database and performing protein-gene named
transformations in the UniProt database, we got 1641 targets
in this study. After removing duplicate data, 250 targets were
obtained. After removing the bioactive ingredients without
targets, they successfully constructed the “D-C-T” network
by inputting the files containing drugs, bioactive ingredients
with targets, and gene targets into the Cytoscape software.
+e squares represent drugs, the rounds represent bioactive
ingredients, and the diamonds represent various targets.
+ere are 310 nodes and 1705 edges in the “D-C-T” network.
Figure 2 shows the network.

3.3. Acquisition of Disease Targets, Intersection Targets, and
Construction of the “C-T” Network. By searching and inte-
grating them in the GeneCards and CTD databases, we got 1246
OP gene targets. By taking the intersection of targets of OP with
targets of CKG,we got 140 intersecting genes. Figure 3 shows the
drug-disease targets Venn diagram. +e “C-T” network was
constructed by entering 140 intersecting genes and bioactive
ingredients into Cytoscape software. +ere are 187 nodes and
1028 edges in the “C-T” network. Table 2 shows the degree
values of the compounds in the “C-T” network. Results are as
detailed in Supplementary Table 1. Figure 4 shows the network.

3.4. Construction, Topology of PPINetwork, andAcquisition of
Core Genes. We imported the obtained intersecting genes
into the STRING database to acquire the interaction rela-
tionships between them and saved the data as a file in TSV
format. Figure 5 shows the PPI network diagram. We
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Table 1: +e information of the bioactive compounds of CKG.

Abbreviation Mol. ID Molecule name OB (%) DL Herb
COMMON1 MOL000359 Sitosterol 36.91 0.75 RA,RPA,HE
COMMON2 MOL000422 Kaempferol 41.88 0.24 RA,RPA,HE,CPM
COMMON3 MOL000211 Mairin 55.38 0.78 RA,RPA
COMMON4 MOL000098 Quercetin 46.43 0.28 RA,HE,RC,CPM
COMMON5 MOL000358 22,23-Dihydrostigmasterol 36.91 0.75 RPA,HE,RC
CPM1 MOL002259 Physcion diglucoside 41.65 0.63 CPM

RA1 MOL000033
(3S,8S,9S,10R,13R,14S,17R)-10,13-dimethyl-17-[(2R,5S)-5-propan-2-
yloctan-2-yl]-2,3,4,7,8,9,11,12,14,15,16,17-dodecahydro-1H-cyclopenta

[a]phenanthren-3-ol
36.23 0.78 RA

RA2 MOL000239 Jaranol 50.83 0.29 RA
RA3 MOL000296 Hederagenin 36.91 0.75 RA
RA4 MOL000354 Isorhamnetin 49.6 0.31 RA
RA5 MOL000371 3,9-di-O-methylnissolin 53.74 0.48 RA
RA6 MOL000378 7-O-methylisomucronulatol 74.69 0.3 RA
RA7 MOL000379 9,10-dimethoxypterocarpan-3-O-β-D-glucoside 36.74 0.92 RA

RA8 MOL000380 (6aR,11aR)-9,10-dimethoxy-6a,11a-dihydro-6H-benzofurano[3,2-c]
chromen-3-ol 64.26 0.42 RA

RA9 MOL000387 Bifendate 31.1 0.67 RA
RA10 MOL000392 Formononetin 69.67 0.21 RA
RA11 MOL000417 Calycosin 47.75 0.24 RA
RA12 MOL000433 FA 68.96 0.71 RA
RA13 MOL000439 Isomucronulatol-7,2′-di-O-glucosiole 49.28 0.62 RA
RA14 MOL000442 1,7-dihydroxy-3,9-dimethoxy pterocarpene 39.05 0.48 RA
RA15 MOL002565 Calycosin-7-O-beta-D-glucopyranoside 41.6 0.81 RA
RA16 MOL009289 (−)-Medicarpin 49.22 0.34 RA
RA17 MOL000374 5′-hydroxyiso-muronulatol-2′,5′-di-O-glucoside 41.72 0.69 RA
RA18 MOL000398 Isoflavanone 109.99 0.3 RA
RA19 MOL000438 (3R)-3-(2-hydroxy-3,4-dimethoxyphenyl)chroman-7-ol 67.67 0.26 RA

RPA1 MOL001919 (3S,5R,8R,9R,10S,14S)-3,17-dihydroxy-4,4,8,10,14-pentamethyl-
2,3,5,6,7,9-hexahydro-1H-cyclopenta[a]phenanthrene-15,16-dione 43.56 0.53 RPA

RPA2 MOL001924 Paeoniflorin 53.87 0.79 RPA
RPA3 MOL000492 (+)-Catechin 54.83 0.24 RPA
RPA4 MOL001918 Paeoniflorgenone 87.59 0.37 RPA
RPA5 MOL002710 Pyrethrin II 48.36 0.35 RPA
RPA6 MOL001930 Benzoyl paeoniflorin 31.27 0.75 RPA
RPA7 MOL001921 Lactiflorin 49.12 0.8 RPA

RPA8 MOL001910 11alpha,12alpha-epoxy-3beta-23-dihydroxy-30-norolean-20-en-
28,12beta-olide 64.77 0.38 RPA

RPA9 MOL001928 Albiflorin_qt 66.64 0.33 RPA
RPA10 MOL001925 Paeoniflorin_qt 68.18 0.4 RPA
RPA11 MOL007014 8-debenzoylpaeonidanin 31.74 0.45 RPA
RPA12 MOL007025 Isobenzoylpaeoniflorin 31.14 0.54 RPA
HE1 MOL004427 Icariside A7 31.91 0.86 HE
HE2 MOL001792 DFV 32.76 0.18 HE
HE3 MOL003044 Chryseriol 35.85 0.27 HE
HE4 MOL000006 Luteolin 36.16 0.25 HE
HE5 MOL001771 Poriferast-5-en-3beta-ol 36.91 0.75 HE
HE6 MOL001510 24-epicampesterol 37.58 0.71 HE
HE7 MOL003542 8-Isopentenyl-kaempferol 38.04 0.39 HE
HE8 MOL004380 C-homoerythrinan, 1,6-didehydro-3,15,16-trimethoxy-, (3.beta.)- 39.14 0.49 HE
HE9 MOL004394 Anhydroicaritin-3-O-alpha-L-rhamnoside 41.58 0.61 HE
HE10 MOL004425 Icariin 41.58 0.61 HE
HE11 MOL001645 Linoleyl acetate 42.1 0.2 HE
HE12 MOL004373 Anhydroicaritin 45.41 0.44 HE
HE13 MOL004384 Yinyanghuo C 45.67 0.5 HE
HE14 MOL004391 8-(3-methylbut-2-enyl)-2-phenyl-chromone 48.54 0.25 HE
HE15 MOL004386 Yinyanghuo E 51.63 0.55 HE
HE16 MOL004396 1,2-bis(4-hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl)propan-1,3-diol 52.31 0.22 HE
HE17 MOL004382 Yinyanghuo A 56.96 0.77 HE
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Figure 2: drug-compound-target network. Blue diamond nodes indicate targets, cyan square nodes indicate herbs, coral red round nodes
indicate bioactive ingredients of RA, chrome yellow round nodes indicate bioactive ingredients of RPA, dark green round nodes indicate
bioactive ingredients of HE, lilac round nodes indicate bioactive ingredients of CO, bright yellow round nodes indicate bioactive ingredients
of CPM, lavender round nodes indicate bioactive ingredients of RC, and dark purple round nodes indicate bioactive ingredients of herbs
together. +e size of the compound-related nodes indicates the size of the degree value.

Table 1: Continued.

Abbreviation Mol. ID Molecule name OB (%) DL Herb

HE18 MOL004388 6-hydroxy-11,12-dimethoxy-2,2-dimethyl-1,8-dioxo-2,3,4,8-tetrahydro-
1H-isochromeno[3,4-h]isoquinolin-2-ium 60.64 0.66 HE

HE19 MOL004367 Olivil 62.23 0.41 HE
HE20 MOL000622 Magnograndiolide 63.71 0.19 HE
HE21 MOL002556 7-methoxy-8-(2′-hydroxy-3′-ethoxy-3′-methylbutyl)coumarin 40.36 0.21 HE
HE22 MOL008046 6-demethoxycapillarisin 52.33 0.25 HE
RC1 MOL012298 Rubrosterone 32.69 0.47 RC
RC2 MOL012286 Betavulgarin 68.75 0.39 RC
RC3 MOL012542 β-ecdysterone 44.23 0.82 RC
CO1 MOL010617 5,8,11,14,17-eicosapentaenoic acid 45.66 0.21 CO
CO2 MOL005320 Eicosanetetraenoic acid 45.57 0.2 CO
CO3 MOL010861 Vitamin D3 45.66 0.48 CO

1106 110140

Disease Drug

Figure 3: Drug-disease targets Venn diagram.
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imported the TSV data into Cytoscape software. +e net-
work has 113 nodes and 350 edges. +en they used
CytoNCA to analyze the PPI network based on DC, BC, and
CC parameters. +e criteria for the first screening were

Degree ≥4, BC≥ 0.0055, and CC≥ 0.324. +e results showed
43 nodes and 186 edges. +e second screening threshold was
Degree ≥8, BC≥ 0.0116, and CC≥ 0.35. +e second
screening result was 23 nodes and 94 edges. Figure 6 shows

Figure 4: +e compound-target network. +e colored circular nodes indicate the intersecting gene targets, and the red circular nodes
indicate the bioactive components of CKG. +e size of the nodes indicates the size of the degree value.

Table 2: +e abbreviations and degree values of the top 10 bioactive ingredients of the “C-T” network.

Abbreviation Degree
COMMON4 431
COMMON2 170
COMMON5 51
HE4 46
RA10 27
RA6 23
RA4 22
HE12 20
HE14 20
RA11 16
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the process of topology. +e core genes were JUN, TP53,
TNF, AKT1, MAPK1, RELA, IL6, VEGFA, RB1, ESR1,
CDKN1A, MYC, CCND1, CASP8, MAPK14, FOS, CXCL8,
IL1B, EGFR, NFKBIA, STAT1, PPARG, and NOS3. Figure 7
shows the hub genes. Table 3 shows the top 5 degree values of
hub genes.

3.5. Enrichment Analysis of GO and KEGG. GO enrichment
analysis got 1723 entries, of which 1621 were BP entries, 20
were CC entries, and 82wereMF entries. BP analysis showed
the targets principally relate to regulating DNA-binding
transcription factor activity, response to lipopolysaccharide,
response to molecules of bacterial origin, response to me-
chanical stimulus, cellular response to biotic stimulus, cel-
lular response to lipopolysaccharide, epithelial cell
proliferation, cellular response to molecules of bacterial
origin, response to reactive oxygen species, and muscle cell
proliferation. Analysis of the CC category showed the targets
mostly within nuclear chromatin, the RNA polymerase II
transcription factor complex, the transcription factor
complex, the nuclear transcription factor complex, the

cyclin-dependent protein kinase holoenzyme complex,
membrane raft, membrane microdomain, membrane re-
gion, the serine/threonine-protein kinase complex, the
transferase complex, and the transferring phosphorus-
containing groups. +e MF of these proteins includes
ubiquitin-like protein ligase binding, activating transcrip-
tion factor binding, ubiquitin protein ligase binding,
phosphatase binding, protein phosphatase binding, RNA
polymerase II transcription factor binding, cytokine re-
ceptor binding, core promoter binding, DNA-binding
transcription activator activity, RNA polymerase II-specific,
and repressing transcription factor binding. +e results of
the GO analysis are as shown in Figure 8. +e KEGG en-
richment analysis yielded 180 entries, including the MAPK
signaling pathway, the TNF signaling pathway, the PI3K-Akt
signaling pathway, osteoclast differentiation, the NF-kappa
B signaling pathway, and the Wnt signaling pathway. Fig-
ure 9 shows the top 20 filtered pathways most closely related
to OP for the KEGG enrichment analysis. According to the
KEGG analysis of the hub genes, we obtained the signal
pathway diagrams of the MAPK signaling pathway, the
PI3K-Akt signaling pathway, and the TNF signaling

Figure 5: +e protein-protein interaction network of targets of CKG against OP.
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pathway. Comprehensively analyzing the three pathways, we
can conclude that these pathways are all regulated by Akt,
which can negatively regulate Raf, thereby affecting the
Ras/MAPK signaling pathway. Akt regulates NF-kB by

phosphorylating IKK and is directly involved in the regu-
lation of the PI3K-Akt signaling pathway. +e diagrams of
the three signal pathways and their interconnection are
stored in Supplementary Table 5.

Figure 7: +e network of the top 23 hub genes.

113Nodes 350 Edges 43Nodes 186 Edges 23Nodes 94 Edges

Degree≥4
BC ≥0.0055
CC ≥0.324

Degree≥8
BC ≥0.0116
CC ≥0.351

Figure 6: +e process of topological screening for the PPI network.
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3.6. Molecular Docking Analysis. Five core targets JUN,
TNF, TP53, Akt1, and MAPK1 were selected based on the
degree values, and then molecularly docked with the core
bioactive ingredients kaempferol, quercetin, 22,23-dihy-
drostigmasterol, luteolin, anhydroicaritin, 8-(3-methylbut-
2-enyl)-2-phenyl-chromone, isorhamnetin, formononetin,
calycosin, and 7-O-methylisomucronulatol obtained by
swiping the degree values. It is generally accepted that for a
protein-ligand complex, the lower the binding energy, the
higher the binding affinity. We set binding
energy≤−5.0 kJ/mol as the standard. Figure 10 shows the
results of molecular docking. +e results in Figure 10 show
that the minimum binding energy of all selected bioactive
ingredients to the receptor is much less than −5.0 kJ/mol.
Table 4 shows the specific information of the lowest binding
energy among the 10 active ingredients docked with each
core target. Figure 11 shows the visualization of the docking

results. +e molecular docking results show the vital bio-
active ingredients have excellent binding to the core targets
for OP treatment.

3.7. Experimental Verification

3.7.1. Characteristics and Identification of hBMSC
Phenotypes. All primary cell cultures were used at early
passages (3–5 passage), as shown in Figures 12(a)–12(d)).
After 6 days of primary culture, hBMSCs had attached,
exhibited spindle and flat shapes, and reached a confluence
of around 70%. Passage 2 and 3 hBMSCs reached 85%
confluence on day 5 after passaging. Passage 4 hBMSCs
reached 85% confluence on day 4 after passaging and re-
sembled a shoal of fish. As shown in Figures 12(e)–12(g), P4
cells were detected with flow cytometry. Notably, the cells
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Figure 8: GO enrichment analysis.

Table 3: Top 5 hub genes of treating OP of CKG and topological values.

Name Betweenness centrality Closeness centrality Degree
JUN 0.14728269 0.46551724 27
TP53 0.1435125 0.43724696 25
TNF 0.11585625 0.42687747 25
AKT1 0.10719742 0.41698842 22
MAPK1 0.07457652 0.421875 19
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were positive for the typical hBMSCs markers CD29
(98.9%) and CD44 (99%), with concomitant absence of
CD34 (0.02%). +erefore, we concluded that most of the
isolated and purified cells expressed standard markers of
hBMSCs.

3.7.2. e Promoting Effect of CKG-Medicated Serum on Cell
Proliferation. To detect the effect of CKG-medicated serum
on hBMSCs’ growth, we incubated cells in basic medium
with different concentrations of NS and MS (2, 5, or 8%) for
24, 36, and 48 h. According to the results of the CCK-8 assay
(Figure 13), the CKG-medicated serum treatment

significantly improved hBMSCs growth at different time
points. +e cell proliferation rate was the highest when cells
were treated with 5% MS for 36 h (P< 0.05).

3.7.3. Western Blot. Comprehensively analyzing the
screening results of the core targets and the KEGG en-
richment analysis results, we can infer that CKG exerts its
antiosteoporosis influence through multiple pathways. +e
top 3 pathways most closely related to OP in KEGG en-
richment analysis are the MAPK signaling pathway, the
PI3K-Akt signaling pathway, and the TNF signaling path-
way. +e top 5 core targets of CKG for treating OP are JUN,
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Figure 9: KEGG enrichment analysis.
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Figure 10: Heat maps of molecular docking between bioactive ingredients of CKG and core targets.

Table 4: Docking scores of the top 10 bioactive ingredients of CKG with 5 core targets.

Target PDB ID Compound Affinity (kcal/mol)
JUN 2g01 8-(3-methylbut-2-enyl)-2-phenyl-chromone −9.3
TP53 2j21 Luteolin −7.8
TNF 2az5 Luteolin −9
AKT1 1unq 22,23-Dihydrostigmasterol −7.4
MAPK1 3w8q Kaempferol −9.4

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 11: Continued.
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(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j)

Figure 11: Binding mode and a 2D interaction map of compounds with core targets. (a) +e binding mode of 8-(3-methylbut-2-enyl)-2-
phenyl-chromone with JUN; (b) the 2D interaction map of 8-(3-methylbut-2-enyl)-2-phenyl-chromone with JUN; (c) the docking process
of luteolin with TP53; (d) the 2D interaction map of luteolin with TP53; (e) the binding mode of luteolin with TNF; (f ) the 2D interaction
map of luteolin with TNF; (g) the binding mode of 22,23-dihydrostigmasterol with AKT1; (h) the 2D interaction map of 22,23-dihy-
drostigmasterol with AKT1; (i) the binding mode of kaempferol with MAPK1; and (j) the 2D interaction map of kaempferol with MAPK1.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 12: Continued.
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TNF, TP53, AKT1, and MAPK1. AKT plays an important
role in theMAPK signaling pathway, the PI3K-Akt signaling
pathway, and the TNF signaling pathway. AKT can nega-
tively regulate B-Raf through phosphorylation of the B-Raf
amino-terminal regulatory domain, which in turn affects the
Ras/Raf pathway [28]. +e inhibition of AKT leads to the
enhancement of Ras/MAPK signaling [29]. TNF-α up-
regulates several molecules such as the P2X7 receptor
through the PI3K-Akt signaling pathway, the intracellular
calcium concentration and secondary messengers, the entry

of transcription factors into the nucleus, and the differen-
tiation of bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells into oste-
oclasts [30]. +erefore, this study chose to observe the effect
of CKG-medicated serum on the MAPK, PI3K-Akt, and
TNF pathway-associated proteins in hBMSCs to verify that
CKG participates in theMAPK signaling pathway, the PI3K-
Akt signaling pathway, and the TNF signaling pathway by
regulating AKT to play its part in treating OP.

Western blot results are shown in Figure 14. +e his-
tograms show quantitation of MAPK, PI3K-Akt, and TNF
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Figure 12: Identification of hBMSCs. hBMSCs at passage 4 were identified with flow cytometry. (a–d)+e cell morphology of passage 1 (day
6), 2 (day 5), 3 (day 5), and 4 (day 4), respectively. Flow cytometry was used to analyze the levels of the biomarkers in hBMSCs (e–g). +e
hBMSCs were positive for CD29 (e), CD44 (f), and negative for CD34 (g).
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pathway-associated proteins in hBMSCs. Compared with
NS, after 36 h of treatment, the AKT, PI3K, ERK1, and IkB
protein expression levels in hBMSCs treated with 2, 5, and
8%MS increased.+e gradual increase of AKT, PI3K, ERK1,
and IkB protein expression levels was detected prominently
by western blot as the CKG-MS concentration gradually
increased. Compared with NS, after 36 h of treatment, the
IKK protein expression levels in hBMSCs treated with 2, 5,
and 8% MS decreased. +e gradual decrease of IKK protein
expression levels was detected prominently by western blot
as the CKG-MS concentration gradually increased.

4. Discussion

OP is a metabolic disease caused by various factors, such as
age, endocrine, viral infection, and various cytokines
[31–33]. Given the multitarget and multipathway pharma-
cological properties of TCM, we think it is more effective in
the treatment of OP.+is characteristic of TCMmay make it
difficult to further study its intrinsic mechanisms. A network
pharmacology approach combining systems biology and
computer technology may provide a direction for the study
of the complex mechanism of TCM [11]. In the present
study, we used this approach to clarify the pharmacological
mechanisms of OP alleviation by CKG.

In summary, this study analyzed the application of CKG
in OP treatment by network pharmacology. We got 69
chemical ingredients, 250 targets of CKG, 1246 disease
targets of OP, and 140 intersecting targets of CKG and OP.
Topological analysis of the PPI network yielded 23 hub
genes. GO enrichment analysis got 1723 entries, of which
1621 were BP entries, 20 were CC entries, and 82were MF
entries. +e KEGG enrichment analysis yielded 180 entries.
According to enrichment analysis and molecular docking

technique, we inferred that the compounds of CKG
(kaempferol, quercetin, 22,23-dihydrostigmasterol, luteolin,
anhydroicaritin, 8-(3-methylbut-2-enyl)-2-phenyl-chro-
mone, isorhamnetin, formononetin, calycosin, and 7-O-
methylisomucronulatol) could exert antiosteoporosis effects
by targeting multiple proteins (JUN, TNF, TP53, AKT1, and
MAPK1) and signaling pathways (TNF signaling pathway,
osteoclast differentiation, MAPK signaling pathway, PI3K-
Akt signaling pathway, NF-kappa B signaling pathway, and
Wnt signaling pathway).

+e three bioactive compounds in CKG with the highest
degree values were 22,23-dihydrostigmasterol, kaempferol,
and quercetin, which were obtained from collections of
multidatabase information and stringent screening condi-
tions. According to relevant studies, 22,23-dihy-
drostigmasterol (beta-sitosterol) can play an important role
in antiosteoporosis treatment by affecting osteoblasts’ ac-
tivity [34]. Kaempferol promotes bone formation in part via
the mTOR signaling pathway [35]. Quercetin inhibits os-
teoblast apoptosis and inflammatory response, promotes
osteogenesis, angiogenesis, and osteoclast apoptosis [36].
+e top five core targets in order of degree value are JUN,
TNF, TP53, AKT1, and MAPK1. Based on existing relevant
literature and studies, JUN accelerates the growth and
healing of bone in a drilled defect model [37]. TNF-α directly
improves RANKL expression in osteoblasts and promotes
osteoclast formation [38]. Related in vivo and in vitro ex-
periments indicated that TP53 gene expression and serum
P53 levels were upregulated in OP patients and OP mouse
models; high p53 levels were associated with reduced bone
mass, which could be partially reversed by knocking down
p53 [39]. Restraint of AKTl can inhibit BMSC proliferation
driven by HB-EGF [40]. MiR-186-5p can reduce IL-1β-
induced inflammatory damage of chondrocytes by
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Figure 13: CKG-medicated serum treatment increased the proliferation of hBMSCs. (a) +e CKG-medicated serum treatment for 24, 36,
and 48 h significantly increased the proliferation of hBMSCs (n� 6). ∗P< 0.05, compared to the NS group of the same concentration;
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Figure 14: Effects of CKG-medicated serum on the expression of MAPK, PI3K-Akt, and TNF pathway-associated proteins. (a, c, e)Western
blot was performed to detect AKT, PI3K, ERK1, IkB, and IKK expression levels in CKG-medicated serum-treated hBMSCs. (b, d, f )
Quantification of the pathway-related proteins expression. (b) Quantification of the AKTand PI3K expression shown in (a) by normalizing
to GAPDH. (d) Quantification of the ERK1 expression shown in C by normalizing to GAPDH. (f) Quantification of the IkB and IKK
expression shown in (e) by normalizing to GAPDH. ∗P< 0.05 compared to the previous level group; ∗∗P< 0.01, compared to the previous
level group.
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increasing MAPK1 [41]. Enrichment analysis results showed
the primary pathways in the therapeutic process include
viral-related signaling pathways, bacteria-related signaling
pathways, IL-17 signaling pathway, TNF signaling pathway,
osteoclast differentiation, MAPK signaling pathway, PI3K-
Akt signaling pathway, NF-kappa B signaling pathway, and
Wnt signaling pathway. +e top 3 pathways most closely
related to OP in KEGG enrichment analysis are the MAPK
signaling pathway, the PI3K-Akt signaling pathway, and the
TNF signaling pathway. PTH induces bone loss through the
microbe-dependent expansion of intestinal TNF+ Tcells and
+17 cells [42]. Inhibition of NF-kappa B and MAPK sig-
naling can reduce RANKL-induced osteoclastogenesis [43].
+e PI3K-Akt signaling pathway involves OP inhibition by
promoting osteoblast proliferation, differentiation, and bone
formation [44].

+e results of molecular docking showed the core bio-
active ingredients in CKG had good binding activity to the
core targets for treating OP. Comprehensively analyzing the
results of PPI, KEGG enrichment analysis, and molecular
docking, we speculated that CKG contributes to OP treat-
ment by engaging in multiple pathways. Analyzing the re-
sults of KEGG, we concluded that the three most important
pathways are the MAPK signaling pathway, the PI3K-Akt
signaling pathway, and the TNF signaling pathway.+rough
comprehensive analysis of the three pathways, we noticed
that these pathways are all regulated by AKT, which can
negatively regulate Raf, thereby affecting the MAPK signal
pathway. AKT regulates the TNF pathway by phosphory-
lating IKK and is directly involved in the formation of the
PI3K-Akt signal pathway. AKT is not only the core target
screened by PPI but also the bridging protein between the
top 3 pathways in the KEGG enrichment analysis. And
related research studies have verified that regulating the
AKT protein can affect these three pathways. +erefore, we
speculate that CKG exerts an antiosteoporotic effect by
affecting the expression of AKT.+en, we conducted related
experiments. We used the CCK-8 method to observe the
changes in cell proliferation rates after treating them with
CKG-containing serum at different concentrations. Western
blot was used to observe the changes of MAPK, PI3K-Akt,
and TNF pathway-associated protein expression in cells
treated with different concentrations of CKG-containing
serum. +e experimental results showed that CKG-con-
taining serum can promote the proliferation of hBMSCs and
that different concentrations of CKG-containing serum can
increase the expression of AKT protein in hBMSCs.
+erefore, we conclude that the antiosteoporosis effect of
CKG may be achieved by regulating AKTand then engaging
in the MAPK signaling pathway, the PI3K-Akt signaling
pathway, and the TNF signaling pathway.

+is study also has some limits, such as the accuracy and
timeliness of database data, algorithms, and software
characteristics of various analysis platforms. However, based
on the completed research, the platforms and algorithms
used in this study can meet the research needs. Besides, this
study verified the mechanism of CKG in the OP treatment
only through molecular docking and animal, cell, and
protein experiments. But the results of this study can already

indicate that CKG is involved in the main pathway of
antiosteoporosis. +us, we need to improve related exper-
iments later to support the theory.

5. Conclusion

In this study, the method of combining network pharma-
cology and experimental confirmation was used to inves-
tigate the complexity of multicomponent, multitarget, and
multipathway of CKG, which provides essential information
for further understanding of the drug-target interaction, a
basis for extracting practical drug ingredients from CKG for
OP treatment, and a reference for future demonstration of
the scientific truth of TCM.
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Aim. To explore the mechanism of resveratrol in reducing the soft tissue damage of osteoarthritis (OA) based on network
pharmacology. Methods. Pharmmapper was used to predict the target of resveratrol, OMIM and Genecards were used to collect
OA-related disease genes, and David ver 6.8 was used for enrichment analysis. /en, animal experiments were carried out for
verification. /e rat OA model was established and the rats were randomly divided into 4 groups: model group, resveratrol low-
dose group, resveratrol high-dose group, and blank control group for follow-up experiments. Hematoxylin-eosin (HE) staining
was used to detect the degree of pathological damage of rat bones and joints. Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) was
used for the content of inflammatory factors. Western blot was used to detect the expression of Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4),
Myeloid differentiation factor 88 (MyD88), nuclear factor kappa B protein (NF-κB), cysteine protease-9 (CASP-9), Bcl-2 protein,
and Bax protein. Results. /rough network pharmacological analysis, this study found that resveratrol may regulate the TLR4
signaling pathway, PI3K-Akt signaling pathway, FoxO signaling pathway, Osteoclast differentiation, Rheumatoid arthritis, etc.
Animal experiments showed that compared with the model group, the pathological damage of bone and joint in the resveratrol
low-dose and high-dose groups was significantly improved. Compared with the model group, the serum levels of IL-1beta, IL-6,
IL-17, TNF-α, andMCP-1 in the resveratrol low-dose and high-dose groups were significantly reduced (P< 0.05); protein levels of
TLR-4, MyD88, and NF-κB p65 were significantly reduced (P< 0.05); caspase-9 and Bax protein levels were significantly reduced
(P< 0.05), and Bcl-2 was significantly increased (P< 0.05). Conclusion. Resveratrol may inhibit the activation of the TLR4-
mediated NF-κB signaling pathway and has a repairing effect on soft tissue damage in OA.

1. Introduction

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a degenerative joint disease charac-
terized by progressive articular cartilage destruction, sub-
chondral bone changes, osteophyte formation, and synovial
inflammation [1]. /e clinical symptoms are mainly joint
pain, swelling, stiffness, and mobility disorders, which se-
riously affect the quality of life of patients [2–4]. In the past
20 years, the number of patients with OA has increased
dramatically [5, 6]. It is estimated that the current prevalence
of OA in people over 50 years old worldwide is as high as

10% to 20%, and in the next 30 years, its prevalence may
double [7]. So far, the clinical treatment of OA is mainly to
relieve pain and maintain joint function. At present, non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) have been used
as a routine treatment for OA, but their adverse events
should not be underestimated [8]. /erefore, it is very
important to explore the occurrence and development
mechanism of OA and find safer and more effective treat-
ments for the prevention and treatment of OA.

Resveratrol is a natural polyphenol plant compound with
a symmetric diphenylethylene structure. Its content is high
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in the rhizomes of grapes, cranberries, peanuts, mulberries,
and other plants and the traditional Chinese medicine
Polygonum cuspidatum [9–11]. It has almost no toxic and
side effects on the human body and has been proven to have
anti-inflammatory, antitumor, antioxidant, and immune-
regulating effects [12]. Studies have shown that resveratrol
has anti-inflammatory and chondroprotective effects in a
rabbit OAmodel induced by endotoxin (LPS) [13]. Hua et al.
found that resveratrol can prevent sodium nitro-
soferricyanide-induced OA-like inflammation [14]. How-
ever, the mechanism of resveratrol in the treatment of OA is
still unknown.

As a new interdisciplinary developed in recent years,
network pharmacology has changed the previous drug
discoverymodel of “single gene, single target, single disease.”
/e emergence of network pharmacology is of great sig-
nificance for the discovery of new drugs and the multitarget
research of drugs, and it is mainly used for drug toxicity
prediction and drug readjustment indications [15, 16]. For
different kinds of diseases, the location and characteristics of
drug targets and disease genes in the network are different.
Research shows that the distance between the drug target
and the key node of the disease network has certain char-
acteristics in the network. In addition, studies have found
that in the process of rational drug design, the network
distance between drug targets and corresponding disease
genes has a tendency to become smaller and smaller [17].
/is suggests that it is of great significance to probe the
characteristics of drug targets in biological networks.
/erefore, this study would explore the molecular network
of resveratrol in the treatment of OA through network
pharmacology and further verify the related signaling
pathways and biological processes in OA rat models. /e
idea and process of this research are shown in Figure 1.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Potential Targets of Resveratrol Prediction andOADisease
Gene Collection. /e relevant chemical information and
several potential targets of resveratrol were searched through
the PubChem database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) [18],
and the chemical structure of resveratrol was drawn using
ChemDraw 3D software and saved in sdf format. /e
SMILES structure of resveratrol was also collected from
Pubchem. /e “sdf” format of resveratrol was input into
Pharmmapper (http://lilab-ecust.cn/pharmmapper/) to
predict its potential targets [19]. /e SIMES structure of
resveratrol was input into Swiss Target Prediction (http://
www.swisstargetprediction.ch/) [20], Similarity ensemble
approach (SEA) (http://sea.bkslab.org/) [21], and STITCH
Database (http://stitch.embl.de/) [22] to obtain the potential
targets. /e resveratrol targets were imported into UniProt
(http://www.uniprot.org/) to obtain the official gene symbol.
Finally, those targets were combined and deduplicated to
obtain the set of resveratrol potential targets.

OA disease genes were searched and collected using the
OMIM database (http://omim.org/) and Genecards (http://
www.genecards.org) [23, 24]. /e search results of Gene-
cards and OMIM were merged and deduplicated to obtain

OA-related genes set. /e resveratrol targets and OA genes
are shown in Table S1 (see supplementary materials). /e
potential target set of resveratrol and the OA target set were
compared, and the overlapping part of the two was con-
sidered as the target of resveratrol in the treatment of OA
(Table S2).

2.2. Resveratrol-OA Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI) Net-
work Construction and Analysis. /e String database
(https://string-db.org/) is a database for searching protein
interactions, including both direct physical interactions
between proteins and indirect functional correlations [25].
/e targets were input into String to collect the PPI data.
Cytoscape 3.7.1 software was utilized for visualization. /e
node degree and betweenness centrality are used to reflect
the importance of the node. /e larger the value of the
degree and the betweenness centrality, the more important
the node in the network.

In order to further understand the functions of core
target genes and the main pathways of resveratrol in the
treatment of OA, the resveratrol-OA targets in the resver-
atrol-OA PPI network were input into David database
(https://david.ncifcrf.gov/home.jsp) for Gene Ontology
(GO) enrichment analysis and KEGG pathway enrichment
analysis, and the species was selected as “Homo sapiens”
[26].

2.3. ExperimentalAnimals. Eighty (80) 6-week-old, SD male
healthy rats were purchased from Guangdong Experimental
Animal Center and raised in a standard environment, license
number SCXK (Guangdong) 2018–0016. /e weight of the
rat is (180± 10) g. /e rats were kept in a temperature-
controlled (22°C± 1°C) and light-controlled animal facility
(200 lux, 12-hour light-dark cycle) for 7 days. /e experi-
ment was approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of
Shantou University Medical College.

2.4. Reagents and Instruments. Resveratrol was purchased
from the National Institute for the Control of Pharma-
ceutical and Biological Products (batch number:
110742200517, purity 99.9%). Collagenase Type II, (Cat. No.:
C2-28, sigma company); BCA protein quantitative kit (batch
number Q1220551), phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF,
batch number: RE2173411), ethyl iodide Amide (IAA, batch
number QL224490), RIPA high-efficiency lysate (batch
number TJ272371), Ammonium bicarbonate powder (batch
number BCBN6056V) were purchased from Sigma Inc. /e
PVDF membrane was purchased from Millipore, USA (Cat.
No. IPVH00010). Trypsin-EDTA digestion solution was
purchased from Jiangsu KGI Biotechnology Co., Ltd. (Cat.
No. KGY0012). HRP goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody
IgG (Cat. No. ZB 2306) was purchased from Beijing
Zhongshan Jinqiao Biotechnology Co., Ltd. /e chemilu-
minescent substrate (Cat. No. A38555) was purchased from
/ermo Company. IL-1β (H002), IL-6 (H007), IL -17
(H014), TNF-α (H052), and MCP-1 (H115) ELISA kits were
purchased from Nanjing Jiancheng Institute of
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Figure 1: /e idea and process of this research.
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Bioengineering. Antibody TLR-4 (BA1717) and Antibody
MyD88 (A00025-1) were purchased from Boster Biological
Technology Co, Ltd. Antibody NFκB p65 (ATA33904) was
purchased from AtaGenix (Wuhan) Technology Co., Ltd.
Antibody Caspase-9 (ab32539), antibody Bcl -2 (ab182858),
antibody Bax (ab32503), and antibody β-actin (ab8226) were
purchased from Abcam Inc. /e desktop high-speed re-
frigerated centrifuge was purchased from Sigma Inc. /e
microplate reader was purchased from /ermo Company.
/e tissue disrupter was purchased from SPEX SamplePrep.

2.5. Animal Modeling, Grouping, and Intervention. /e rats
were randomly divided into a model group, resveratrol low-
dose group, resveratrol high-dose group, and blank control
group, with 20 rats in each group. /e rats in the model
group, resveratrol low-dose group, and resveratrol high-
dose group were modeled [27, 28].

After the rats were anesthetized with 3% sodium pen-
tobarbital (40mg/kg), the right knee joint was disinfected
with iodophor 3 times, and then the knee joint was punc-
tured with a 1mL syringe. 50 μL of Type II collagenase (425
U/mg) with a concentration of 4mg/mL was injected into
the joint cavity. No other special treatment was given after
the operation. On the 4th day, the above operation was
repeated once, and the animals were raised freely for 3 days
after making the model. /e rats in the control group were
injected with the same volume of normal saline at the same
place and time point.

After the model was completed, the drug was started
after 3 days of free breeding. Resveratrol low-dose group was
given resveratrol 40mg/kg and the resveratrol high-dose
group was given resveratrol 80mg/kg by gavage, twice daily
for 4 weeks. /e control group and the model group were
given the same amount of normal saline intragastrically.

2.6. Collection, Preparation, and Observation of Knee Joint
Specimens. After 4 weeks of intervention, the rats were
fasted for 10 hours. After the rats were anesthetized by 3%
sodium pentobarbital (40mg/kg) intraperitoneal injection,
about 4mL of blood was taken from the abdominal aorta and
placed in a 5mL heparin sodium anticoagulation tube. After
the blood was taken, the rats were sacrificed by neck dis-
location. /e entire knee joint was dissected and fixed with
4% paraformaldehyde for 24 h and decalcified with 15%
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) for 4 weeks. /e
cartilage was cut along the coronal surface of the joint,
dehydrated by ethanol, transparent in xylene, embedded in
paraffin, and sectioned. /e thickness of the section was
7 µm. /e isolated cartilage tissue is used to detect protein
inflammation and apoptotic protein expression by the
Western Bolt method.

2.7. Pathological Observation. /e articular cartilage sec-
tions were deparaffinized in xylene, then hydrated with
gradient alcohol, and stained according to the instructions of
the HE staining kit./e sections were stained in hematoxylin
for 5min, dyed in eosin staining solution for 2min, soaked

in distilled water, and then dehydrated in gradient alcohol in
turn. Finally, it was made into pathological sections.

2.8. Detection of Serum Inflammatory Factors by ELISA.
/e rat blood was centrifuged at 3,000 r/min for 10min, and
the supernatant was taken. /e antigen is dissolved in
50mmol/L carbonate coating buffer at 4°C, 100 µL/well is
transferred to a 96-well microtiter plate, the antigen is coated
overnight, and the coating solution is discarded. After
washing, each well was blocked with 150 µL of 1% BSA for 1
hour, washed with PBST 3 times, 100 µL of serum with
different dilution ratios was added, and control samples were
added and incubated at 37°C for 2 hours./en it was washed
5 times with PBST, 100 µL of diluted HRP-labeled secondary
antibody was added and incubated at 37°C for 1 h. After
washing 5 times with PBST, the color developer was added to
develop color for 20min and measured with a microplate
reader.

2.9. Detection of Inflammatory Factors by Western Blot.
/e rat cartilage tissue was prepared as a tissue homogenate,
dissolved on ice for 25min, centrifuged at 12,000 r/min for
10min, and cell lysate containing protease inhibitors was
added for total protein extraction. /e BCA kit was used to
determine protein content. An equal amount of protein
sample (20mg) was extracted and denatured at 100°C for
5min. /e proteins were then separated using SDS-PAGE
gel electrophoresis and transferred to PVDF membranes. At
4°C, the PVDF membrane was added with corresponding
monoclonal primary antibodies [TLR4 (1 : 200), MYD88 (1 :
500), NF-KBp65 (1 : 500), Caspase-9 (1 :100), Bcl- 2, Bax (1 :
100), β-actin (1 : 500)] and incubated overnight. /en the
horseradish peroxidase-labeled secondary antibody (1:2 000)
was added at 4°C. /e color was developed by the chemical
substrate luminescence method. ChemiDoc XRS+ System
gel imager was used for image scanning analysis, Image-
QuaNT software was used to measure its absorbance, and
each β-actin was used as an internal reference to analyze the
relative expression level.

2.10. Statistical Analysis. All the experimental data are
statistically analyzed with the statistical software SPSS 20.0.
/e experimental results are expressed as mean± standard
deviation. An Independent t-test was used for pairwise
comparison, and differences between groups were tested by
one-way analysis of variance.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Resveratrol-OA PPI Network Analysis. A total of 671
resveratrol potential targets and 3114 OA genes (3114 genes
were searched from Genecards and 42 were searched from
OMIM) were obtained. /ere are a total of 302 common
targets in the resveratrol potential target set and OA gene set,
which are considered as potential targets for resveratrol to
treat OA. Among the 302 Resveratrol-OA targets, 297 can
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interact with each other. Hence, these 297 were used to
construct the Resveratrol-OA PPI network (Figure 2).

3.2. Enrichment Analysis of Resveratrol-OA Targets. /e 297
Resveratrol-OA targets in Resveratrol-OA targets PPI net-
work were input into David for enrichment analysis. In the
enrichment results of FDR<0.05, the biological processes,
cell components, molecular functions, and signal pathways
that may be related to OA were screened. Finally, a total of
171 OA-related biological processes, 43 cell components, 90
molecular functions, and 30 signal pathways were obtained
(Table S3 and Figure 3). /e top 30 biological processes, cell
components, molecular functions, and signaling pathways
are shown in Figure 4. /e relationship between signaling
pathways and targets is shown in Figure 5. /e targets and
genes in the Toll-like receptor signaling pathway and NF-kB
signaling pathway are shown in Figure 6 as an example (the
Resveratrol-OA targets were marked in pink) [29].

OA is a common degenerative disease that plagues
middle-aged and elderly people. /e degeneration of ar-
ticular cartilage caused by the degradation of the cartilage
extracellular matrix is the main pathological change of os-
teoarthritis. /e extracellular matrix is mainly composed of
type II collagen and Aggrecan. Mature chondrocytes can
synthesize and secrete extracellular matrix, which plays a key
role in maintaining the dynamic balance between extra-
cellular matrix anabolic and catabolism [30]. Matrix met-
alloproteinases (MMPs) play an important role in the
degeneration of osteoarthritis. MMP-13 is the most effective
type II collagen degrading enzyme [31]. In OA pathological
process, the secretion of MMP-13 increases and destroys
Aggrecan and type II collagen in the extracellular matrix,
which ultimately leads to cartilage degeneration and de-
struction [32].

In the OA model induced by medial meniscus instability
surgery, MMP-13 knockout mice inhibited the development
of OA by protecting cartilage from proteoglycan loss and
structural damage [33]. In clinical samples, MMP-13 is
abnormally expressed at different stages of OA: it is upre-
gulated in the cartilage of patients with OA in the early stage
and downregulated in the late stage [34]. In addition, MMP-
13 is a central node in the cartilage degradation network
[35], and its activity can be regulated at multiple levels such
as transcription, epigenetic changes, and autophagy [36, 37].
/e intervention of resveratrol can decrease the expression
of MMP-13, Nuclear factor kappaB (NF-kB) and other
inflammatory factors closely related to OA, such as Inter-
leukin-6 (IL-6), Cyclo-oxygenase-2 (COX-2) [38], IL-1β
[39], etc. However, the mechanism of resveratrol’s anti-OA
effect has not been elucidated. Studies have shown that OA
may be related to chronic low-grade inflammation, and the
expression of a variety of cytokines and inflammatory
mediators in the OA state is significantly increased [40], and
these inflammatory responses may be related to TLR4. TLR4
can induce synovial cells, chondrocytes, etc., to secrete and
release IL-1β and other inflammatory factors, which play a
key role in the pathogenesis of OA./e study also found that
the expression of TLR4 in OA chondrocytes induced by

IL-1β increased significantly, but after treatment with
resveratrol, its expression decreased significantly. /erefore,
it is believed that the occurrence and development of OA
may be related to the activation of the TLR4 signaling
pathway [41], and resveratrol can exert anti-OA effects by
inhibiting the Toll-like (TLR4) signaling pathway [42].

TLR4 is one of the important members of the TLRs family
and plays a vital role in the process of inducing inflammation
[38]. At present, studies have shown that resveratrol can exert
anti-OA effects by inhibiting TLR4/MyD88-dependent and
independent signaling pathways [43]. Other studies have
shown that resveratrol can also exert anti-inflammatory effects
through the PI3K/Akt signaling pathway in macrophages [44].
PI3K is an important member of the phospholipid kinase
family [45, 46]. Akt is an important direct downstream mol-
ecule of PI3K, and activation of PI3K can directly promote Akt
phosphorylation and activation. /e activation or inhibition of
Akt can directly act on its downstream signal molecules and
then play a role in regulating cell proliferation, apoptosis, or
other important physiological processes [47]. It has been re-
ported in the literature that when LPS acts on human pan-
creatic cancer cells, it can upregulate the expression of PI3K
and Akt. But after adding TLR4 siRNA to silence TLR4, the
expression of TLR4 and p-Akt decreased significantly, and after
silencing TLR4 and then stimulated by LPS, the expression of
TLR4 and p-Akt was still lower than that of the simple LPS
group [48]. Xu et al. found that, compared with the hypoxia
group, the expression of TNF-a, IL-6, and IL-1β mRNA in the
group treated with resveratrol was significantly reduced
compared with the hypoxia group. After resveratrol treatment
or using LY294002 to inhibit PI3K, the expression of p-Akt
decreased significantly. /is shows that resveratrol can protect
pulmonary artery smooth muscle cells by inhibiting the PI3K/
Akt signaling pathway [49]. However, studies have also shown
that resveratrol can increase the protein expression of p-Akt in
vascular smooth muscle cells while inhibiting the expression of
inflammatory factors, that is, by activating the PI3K/Akt sig-
naling pathway to protect vascular smooth muscle [50]. Zong
et al. found that when LPS acts on RAW264.7 cells, the protein
expression of p-Akt increases and the PI3K/Akt signaling
pathway is activated. Under the combined action of resveratrol
and LPS, the activation of the PI3K/Akt signaling pathway was
more significant, and the protein expression of p-Akt was
further higher than that of the LPS group [51]. It shows that
Veratrol may play an anti-LPS-induced inflammatory response
in RAW 264.7 cells by activating the PI3K/Akt signaling
pathway./e systematic pharmacology part of this study shows
that resveratrol can regulate inflammation pathways such as
PI3K/Akt signaling pathway, NK-KB signaling pathway, and
TNF-α signaling pathway.

3.3. Pathological Changes. /e surface of the articular car-
tilage of the blank control group is flat, the cartilage structure
and tidemark of 4 layers are clear, and the chondrocytes are
arranged neatly. /e cartilage surface in the model group is
irregular, cracks are generated, the tidemark recognition is
poor, the cartilage structure of 4 layers is unclear, and the
cartilage cells proliferate. /e cartilage surface of the
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resveratrol low-dose and high-dose groups was more reg-
ular, cracks were reduced, a small amount of chondrocyte
proliferation was seen, and the tidemark was visible.
Compared with the model group, the degree of cartilage
pathological damage was reduced (Figure 7).

3.4. Effect of Resveratrol on Serum IL-1β, IL-6, TNF-α, and
MCP-1 Content. Compared with the control group, the
levels of IL-1β, IL-6, TNF-α, and MCP-1 in the model group
were significantly increased (P< 0.05). Compared with the

model group, the levels of IL-1β, IL-6, TNF-α, andMCP-1 in
the resveratrol low-dose and high-dose groups were sig-
nificantly reduced (P< 0.05) (Figure 8).

3.5. Effect of Resveratrol on the Expression of TLR-4, MyD88,
and NF-Κb p65 Protein. /e expression levels of TLR-4,
MyD88, and NF-κB p65 protein in rat cartilage tissue were
performed by Western blot. Compared with the control
group, the expression of TLR-4, MyD88 and the ratio of NF-
κB p65 in the model group were significantly increased
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Figure 3: Visualizations of functional enrichment and interactome analysis result. (a) PPI network colored by cluster; (b) clusters.

Figure 2: Venn diagram and Resveratrol-OA PPI network (the size of the node is positively correlated with its betweenness centrality.).
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(P< 0.05). Compared with the model group, the expressions
of TLR-4, MyD88, and NF-κB p65 in the resveratrol low-
dose and high-dose groups were significantly reduced
(P< 0.05) (Figure 9).

3.6. Effect of Resveratrol on the Expression of Bcl-2, Bax, and
Caspase-9 Protein. Compared with the blank control group,
the expression of Bcl-2 in the model group decreased
(P< 0.05), and the expression of Bax and Caspase-9 in-
creased (P< 0.05). Compared with the model group, the
expression of Bcl-2 in the resveratrol low-dose and high-
dose groups increased (P< 0.05), and the expression of Bax
and Caspase-9 decreased (P< 0.05) (Figure 10).

/rough network pharmacological analysis, this study
found that resveratrol was concentrated in the TLR4 sig-
naling pathway, and animal experiments were used to verify
the results. Experimental studies have shown that resveratrol

can improve the degree of pathological damage in OA rats.
Apoptosis is positively correlated with the severity of car-
tilage destruction and matrix depletion in human osteoar-
thritis tissue specimens. /e Caspase family plays an
important role in the process of cell apoptosis, and the
excessive activation of Caspase-9 and Caspase-3 in the
apoptotic cascade can promote cell apoptosis. /e anti-
apoptotic member Bcl2 can prevent cell apoptosis, while the
proapoptotic member Bax is located in the outer mito-
chondrial membrane or cytoplasm and oligomerizes under
stress to promote the release of factors from mitochondria,
thereby triggering apoptosis [52]. Burlacu found that the
ratio of Bcl-2 to Bax can reflect the relationship between Bcl-
2 and Bax in the process of cell apoptosis: an increase in the
ratio of Bcl2/Bax inhibits cell apoptosis, and vice versa
promotes cell apoptosis [53]. In this experiment, resveratrol
can reduce the level of Caspase-9 protein and increase the
ratio of Bcl-2/Bax. It shows that resveratrol inhibits the
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apoptosis of chondrocytes in OA rats. In the pathology of
bone and joint, proinflammatory cytokines play a key role.
/e levels of TNF-α and IL-6 are recognized cytokines that
reflect the degree of inflammation. /e high expression of
IL-6 can lead to the degradation of articular cartilage and
induce pain. TNF-α is an inflammatory response mediator
secreted by monocytes and macrophages. Long-term high
TNF-α levels may be the main reason for the development of
OA in wounded joints. IL-17 is a proinflammatory cytokine
secreted by T lymphocytes and monocytes. MCP-1 is a
representative of the β subfamily of chemotactic cytokines
and an important inflammatory response mediator of OA
[54]. /is study found that resveratrol can reduce the levels
of IL-1β, IL-6, IL17, TNF-α, and MCP-1 in the serum of OA
rats. It shows that resveratrol can maintain the normal

structure and function of joints by reducing the content of
proinflammatory cytokines.

TLR4/myeloid differentiation factor 88 (My D88) signal
transduction pathway is an inflammatory signal pathway
that has been studied in the prevention and treatment of
knee OA in recent years [55]. TLR4 is an important signal
pathway transduction protein, which is closely related to the
pathogenesis of OA. It is highly expressed in OA chon-
drocytes and participates in cartilage destruction. It can
activate various inflammatory factors through its down-
streamMyD88-dependent signal transduction pathway [56].
NF-κB is a primary transcription factor that controls the
expression of many proinflammatory genes and plays an
important role in cell processes. Literature reports that plant
extracts can affect the NF-κB pathway [57]. Studies have

Figure 5: Signaling pathway-target network. Blue diamond stands for signaling pathway. Green circles stand for Resveratrol-OA targets.
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reported that the use of siRNA to interfere with the ex-
pression of NFκB p65 can reduce the pathological process of
OA in rats, indicating that inhibiting the activity of NF-κB
can be used as a target for the treatment of osteoarthritis
[58]. /is study found that resveratrol downregulated the
protein levels of TLR-4, MyD88 and the ratio of pNF-κB
p65/NF-κB p65 in osteoarthritis rats. /is shows that

resveratrol can treat OA rats by inhibiting TLR-4/MyD88
and NF-κB signaling pathways.

In summary, resveratrol improves the degree of path-
ological damage in rats with bone OA, reduces cartilage
tissue apoptosis, increases the proportion of trabecular bone
and the proportion of cartilage, inhibits the degradation of
extracellular matrix, promotes the synthesis of extracellular
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matrix, and reduces the content of proinflammatory cyto-
kines. /is may be achieved through the NF-κB signaling
pathwaymediated by TLR4./is study provides a theoretical
basis for the clinical application of resveratrol in the
treatment of OA.

4. Conclusion

Resveratrol may inhibit the activation of the TLR4-mediated
NF-κB signaling pathway and has a repairing effect on soft
tissue damage in OA.
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Alveolar bone defects (ABDs) were a perennial problem, especially in the aged. Bisphosphonates, especially etidronate sodium
(ET), were frequently used in clinical treatment of ABD. However, the oral administration of ET had poor absorption (<1%).
)erefore, optimization of a suitable dosage form substituted with ET to locally repair the ABD was a straightforward approach.
Polylactide-co-glycolide (PLGA) is a biodegradable material and had been used in locally implantedmedical devices.)erefore, an
ET-PLGA microcapsule may help local delivery and prolong the activity of healing ABD. In this paper, a preparation method of
ET-PLGAmicrocapsule was optimized by the single-factor investigation and response surface method. Subsequently, the rat ABD
model was used to evaluate the enhancement effect of these microcapsules. Finally, the optimum parameters were determined as
follows: 40% dichloromethane, 160mg/mL PLGA, 10% internal aqua/oil phase, 4% PVA, and emulsifying for 10min. )ese
microcapsules were spherical in shape and fairly monodisperse in a particle size of 27,51 μm (PDI� 0.3), encapsulation rate 96.6%,
and drug loading 4.58%. Compared with the ET groups, the total healing volume of ABD in ET-PLGA groups was significantly
increased (P< 0.05). ET-PLGA microcapsules significantly enhanced the effect of ET on ABD. )is study provided important
technical support for the treatment of ABD with bisphosphonates by local administration. )is paper has an exploratory
significance for the development of water-soluble bioactive components with low bioavailability for ABD.

1. Introduction

Alveolar bone defects (ABDs) continue to be a perennial
problem, especially in the aged [1]. ABD is mainly caused by
trauma, infection, periodontal disease, or congenital alveolar
fenestration, which affected the mastication ability and
quality of life [2, 3]. Bisphosphonates, antibiotics, or anti-
inflammatory compounds have been wildly used to cure the
ABD, but their ability to effectively achieve alveolar re-
generation remains elusive [4, 5], especially the
bisphosphonates.

In clinical treatment, bisphosphonates are the most
commonly prescribed for antiresorptive drugs [6, 7]; for
example, etidronate sodium (ET) was frequently chosen to
increase bone mineral density and reduce the risk of fracture
and was well tolerated [8, 9] by oral administration.

However, its excretion levels by the renal system reached
38% to 73% in 24 h [10]. Furthermore, the poor absorption
from the gastrointestinal tract was its major disadvantage,
generally less than 1% [11]. )erefore, optimization of
synthetic bone substitutes with ET to locally adjust the
imbalance in bone remodeling seemed a straightforward
approach to aid bone regeneration in ABD.

Among the available synthetic bone substitutes, poly-
lactide-co-glycolide (PLGA) is an FDA-approved biode-
gradable material and had been used in locally implanted
medical devices, including scaffolds [12–15]. PLGA com-
posites could maintain the structural integrity of in situ
placement, provide micro-/macropore space, and stabilize
the bioadhesion of clots and quick biodegradation for rapid
clearance [16]. PLGA microcapsule is an effective way to
locally control drug release and can be easily adapted to
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complex defects in a less-invasive manner compared to
conventional surgery [17]. Compared to the conventional
drug delivery vector, PLGA also had been extensively ap-
plied to other delivery systems such as nanocrystals and
microspheres [18–20].

According to the internal structure, PLGA microparti-
cles are classified into microspheres and microcapsules [21].
In microcapsules, vesicular particles consist of a polymer
shell surrounding a single core (mononuclear) or multicores
which mainly appropriate for encapsulating hydrophilic
drugs. PLGA implants gradually released encapsulated drug
in situ as they were degradated and prolonged the drug
bioactivity through control degradation time [22, 23].
)eoretically, PLGA should be able to encapsulate water-
soluble ETand increase its bioavailability and tissue repair by
controlling release.

ABD repair generally lasts several months, so it is
necessary to prolong the drug efficacy in the treatment of this
disease [24]. An ET-loaded PLGA may help local delivery
and prolong the activity of ABD healing in rats for a long
period. However, there have been few reports on the fab-
rication of this delivery system. In this paper, a preparation
method ofWater1 (W1)/O (Oil)/W2 ET-PLGAmicrocapsule
was optimized by the single-factor investigation and re-
sponse surface method. Subsequently, the rats’ ABD model
was used to evaluate the enhancement effect of these
microcapsules.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1.Ethics Statement. All animal experiments strictly comply
with the Guidelines for Animal Experimentation of Jiangsu
University (Zhenjiang, China), and the protocol was ap-
proved by the Animal Ethics Committee of this institution.

2.2. Materials and Chemicals. Etidronate sodium
(purity> 99.8%) was purchased from Jizhi Biochemical
Technology Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). PLGA (75/25) was
purchased from Jinan Daigang Bioengineering Co., Ltd.
(Jinan, Shanghai, China). )e chromatographic distilled
water was made in our laboratory. Chloral hydrate, polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA), dichloromethane (DCM), ethyl acetate
(EAC), and KOH were purchased from Titan Technology
Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China).

2.3. Preparation of ET-PLGA Microcapsules. )e ET-PLGA
microcapsules were prepared by improved double emulsion
solvent—an evaporation method to form W1/O/W2 com-
plex emulsion.)e customized preparation parameters were
set as follows: 40% DCM (DCM: EAC), 160mg/mL PLGA,
10% internal aqua/oil phase, 4% PVA, and emulsifying for
10min. )e operation flow is shown in Figure 1.

2.4. Quality Evaluation of Microcapsules. )e encapsulation
efficiency (EE) of microcapsules was chosen as the main
index to evaluate microcapsules, and the drug loading yield
(DL) and particle size distribution (PSD) were also

considered. EE (%)� [(amount of drug used in the for-
mulation−Amount of residue in the supernatant)/Amount
of drug used in the formulation]× 100%. Actual drug loa-
ding� (Total amount of drugs in microcapsules/Microcap-
sule weight)× 100%.

2.5. Determination of Drug Content. We accurately weighed
etidronate sodium, prepared 5mg/mL standard solution,
diluted to 10 μg/mL, 40 μg/mL, 80 μg/mL, 160 μg/mL,
320 μg/mL, and 400 μg/mL standard solution. An Ics 600 ion
chromatograph ()ermo Fisher Scientific Co., Ltd.,
Shanghai, China) was used to detect the peak area as the
ordinate and the concentration as the abscissa, and linear
regression was used to obtain the standard curve equation.
In order to determine the residual amount of ET in the
supernatant as described in Figure 1, 5mL of the supernatant
of ET-PLGA microcapsule preparation was obtained, suc-
cessively filtrated by using a C18 SPE column and 0.22 μm
aqueous membrane, and then, injected into an ion chro-
matograph for analysis.

2.6. Single-Factor Experiment. )e entrapment rate as the
main index and the main factors affecting the formation of
microcapsules, such as oil phase composition (DCM: EAC),
PLGA concentration, volume ratio of internal water phase to
oil phase (RWO), emulsification time, and PVA concen-
tration, were investigated. During the single-factor inves-
tigation, the encapsulation rate and particle size were
measured as evaluation indicators.

2.7. Response Surface Experiment. Based on single-factor
experiment, response surface experiment was designed by
selecting 3 factors (Proportion of DCM, PLGA concentra-
tion and RWO) which have an obvious influence on the
quality of microcapsules. )e response surface was designed
by Box–Behnken, and the encapsulation rate was taken as
the index.

2.8. Animals andAdministration. )irty SD rats (220± 20 g)
were supplied by the Laboratory Animal Center of Jiangsu
University. Before the experiment, all rats were given 14 days
of adaptation period with a standard laboratory rodent diet
(calcium content 0.5%) and tap water under climate-con-
trolled conditions (55% humidity, 25°C, and 12 hours al-
ternating day and night). After the accommodation period,
the rats were anesthetized with 10% urethane (10mL/kg) by
intraperitoneal injection. After fixation, the alveolar bone of
rat was exposed and a round hole bone defect was made by
using a dental drill (T3, Sirona Dental Systems Co., Ltd.,
Shanghai, China) near the first molar. In order to prevent the
high temperature of the operation area, the rats’ ABD was
made by intermittent and low-speed drilling. After estab-
lishing the ABD model, the ET powder or prepared ET-
PLGA microcapsule were implanted into the bone defect
immediately, and the gingiva was sutured carefully. Rats
were divided into 6 groups (n� 5); they were the blank
control group (CON), ABD model group (ABD), ET low-
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dose group (ET-L, 2mg), ET high-dose group (ET-H,
10mg), ET-PLGA low-dose group (ET-PLGA-L, 2mg), and
ET-PLGA high-dose group (ET-PLGA-L-H, 10mg). In the
CON group, no diaphragm was implanted and the wound
was sutured directly. All the experimental protocols were
approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of Jiangsu
University.

2.9. Collection and Analysis of Alveolar Bone Samples.
Within one month after the operation, cone-beam com-
puted tomography (CB-CT, kawa i-cat 17–19, Imaging
science international LLC, USA) was used to scan the ABD
of rats every week. )e main parameters of CB-CT were as
follows: reconstruction solvent size was 8 cm╳ 8 cm
(diameter╳ height), resolution was 125 pixels, exposure was
mAs� 37.07, KVP� 120, and acquisition time� 26.9 sec-
onds. Mimics Research 20.0 software was applied to analyze
the CT image and calculate defect volume.

2.10. Statistical Analysis of Data. Statistical analyses were
conducted by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test
(GraphPad Prism 5.0) for comparing all groups. Data were
presented as mean value± SD. )e P value< 0.05 was
considered as statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Methodological Validation. Ion chromatography was
established for the determination of ET residue in the super-
natant by an external standard method (Figure 2). )e mobile
phase was 30mmol/L KOH solution with isocratic elution.)e
regression equation was obtained by linear regression of
concentration Y with peak area X. )e standard curve was
Y� 0.251,X−0.184,R2� 0.9996.)e results showed that there is
a good linear relationship between 10μg/mL and 400μg/mL.
)e 3 or 10 times of the relative standard deviation of the
analytical blank values was calculated as the limit of detection

(LOD) and limit of quantitation (LOQ). )e LOD and LOQ
were 0.6 ng and 2.1 ng, respectively. One sampling solution was
treated according to Section 2.5 and then injected into an ion
chromatograph for 6 times continuously to record the peak
area of ET. )e RSD was 2.34% which indicated that the
precision is fine (Table S1). Similarly, when the sample solution
was injected at 0, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 24h, the RSD of the peak area
of ET was 0.27%, indicating that ET was stable within 24h
under room temperature (Table S2). For repeatability, six
samples with the same concentration were determined and the
RSD of their contents was 0.37% (Table S3), indicating a good
repeatability. )e sample with known concentration was
chosen, and, respectively, added into ETaccording to 1 :1, 1 : 2,
and 1 : 4 times, and the recovery rate was calculated ([Measured
quantity−Original quantity]× 100/Amount added, %).
)e recovery was 99.6% with the RSD of 1.81% (Table S4). All
these results showed that the ion chromatography method
established in this paper can be well applied to optimize the
preparation of ET-PLGA microcapsules.

3.2. Single-Factor Results. )e oil phases (30%, 45%, 60%,
and 75% dichloromethane, Table 1), PLGA concentrations
(80, 120, 160, and 200mg/mL, Table 2), PVA concentrations
(1%, 2%, 3%, and 4%, Table 3), emulsification times (5, 10,
15, and 20min, Table 4), and RWO (v/v 5%, 10%, 15%, and
20%, Table 5) were investigated by EE (%) and particle size
(nm). )e single factor results indicated that the best en-
capsulation efficiency was obtained when the proportion of
DCM, PLGA, PVA, emulsification time, and RWOwas 30%,
200mg/mL, 4%, 10min, and 5%, respectively.

3.3. Response Surface Test Results. )e proportion of DCM
and the concentration of PLGA and RWO were the three
factors that had an obvious influence on the quality of mi-
crocapsules. )e Box–Behnken software was used to design
response surface experiment (Table 6), and the encapsulation

Aqueous phase
(W1)

External water phase
(W2)

Oil phase
(O) W1/O

ET aqueous
solution

3% PVA/3% NaCl
(W2)

PLGA solution
(DCM: EAC) Colostrum

Microcapsule Double emulsion
(W1 / O / W2)Freeze drying Crude

microcapsule

Supernatant
(ion chromatograph)

Volatile oil
phase

Residual quantity

Stir

Slowly addSlowly add Stir

Wash

Centrifugation

Figure 1: Preparation flow chart of ET-PLGA microcapsules.
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rate was taken as the evaluation index. )e predicted results of
response surface showed that when the oil phase composition
(DCM: EAC) was 40%, PLGA was 160mg/mL and RWO was
10%, and the EE% was up to 97.83% (Figure 3).

3.4. Validation of Optimum Preparation. According to the
results of single-factor and response surface experiments, the
optimum parameters were determined as follows: 40%

DCM, 160mg/mL PLGA, 10% RWO, 4% PVA, and
emulsifying time 10min. Based on the optimized results, 3
batches of ET-PLGA microcapsules were prepared in par-
allel, and their EE, DL, particle size, and morphology were
detected in turn. )e results demonstrated that the average
encapsulation rate was 96.6% (RSD, 0.46%) and the average
DL was 4.58% (RSD, 0.98%). Under the microscope and
scanning electron microscope, the surface of ET-PLGA
microcapsules was smooth without adhesion (Figure 4). )e
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Figure 2: Determination of sodium etidronate by ion chromatography. (a) Chromatogram of the ETstandard solution; (b) chromatogram
of ET detection in samples.
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particle size was 27.51 μm (RSD, 1.2%), and the polydis-
persity index (PDI) was below 0.3, indicating that the dis-
tribution of the particles was narrow. After measuring zeta
potential, it was found that the average potential of the
particle was below −38mV, indicating that its property was
relatively stable (Table 7).

3.5.HealingEffect onABD. After administration, the healing
volume was calculated once a week for 4 consecutive times.
When measuring the healing volume (HV) of bone defect
weekly, the calculationmethod was to subtract the volume of
defect (VD) in the previous week from the VD in the current

Table 1: )e effect of oil phase composition on the preparation of PLGA microcapsules.

Proportion of DCM (%) EE (%) Particle size (nm)
30 87.11 12085.61
45 84.94 21872.26
60 84.59 27462.43
75 80.92 27174.97

Table 2: Effect of PLGA concentration on the preparation of PLGA microcapsules.

PLGA concentration (mg/mL) EE (%) Particle size (nm)
80 74.94 7784.28
120 87.55 9500.88
160 84.74 25136.59
200 92.94 25732.73

Table 3: Effect of PVA concentration on the preparation of PLGA microcapsules.

PVA concentration (%) EE (%) Particle size (nm)
1 90.88 56577.15
2 89.67 95270.58
3 82.65 19958.97
4 98.79 11593.56

Table 4: Effect of emulsification time on the preparation of PLGA microcapsules.

Emulsification time (min) EE (%) Particle size (nm)
5 83.53 18711.51
10 86.88 82029.78
15 84.94 13068.48
20 84.94 18896.24

Table 5: Effect of volume ratio of the internal water phase to oil
phase on the preparation of PLGA microcapsules.

Proportion of the internal water phase
(%) EE (%) Particle size

(nm)
5 93.47 38459.89
10 78.37 19318.54
15 85.03 20178.52
20 78.23 20780.43

Table 6: Response surface experiment design.

Std Run A B C EE%
2 1 1 −1 0 96.88
7 2 −1 0 1 93.49
1 3 −1 −1 0 94.90
16 4 0 0 0 95.78
15 5 0 0 0 96.88
10 6 0 1 −1 96.78
6 7 1 0 −1 96.88
4 8 1 1 0 96.78
11 9 0 −1 1 96.94
5 10 −1 0 −1 96.95
3 11 −1 1 0 96.93
14 12 0 0 0 95.28
9 13 0 −1 −1 96.97
17 14 0 0 0 96.92
8 15 1 0 1 96.97
13 16 0 0 0 96.91
12 17 0 1 1 96.94
“−1”: 20% DCM, PLGA 160mg/mL, 5% proportion of the internal water
phase; “−0”: 30% DCM, PLGA 180mg/mL, 7.5% proportion of the internal
water phase; “1”: 40% DCM, PLGA 200mg/mL, 10% proportion of the
internal water phase.
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week, such as HVn �VDn−1 −VDn, n� 1, 2, 3, 4. )e total
healing volume (THV) was calculated as
THV�HV1+HV2+HV3+HV4. )e effects of ET and ET-
PLGA microcapsules on the healing of ABD were compared
by total healing volume (Figure 5). Compared with the ABD
group (0.478± 0.100mm3), the total healing volume in all
treatment groups was significantly increased (P< 0.01).
Compared with the ET-L group (0.828± 0.075mm3), the
total healing volume of ET-PLGA-L (1.133± 0.175mm3) was
enhanced significantly (P< 0.05). Compared with the ET-H
group (1.223± 0.083mm3), the total healing volume of ET-
PLGA-H (1.528± 0.113mm3) was also significantly im-
proved (P< 0.05). Additionally, there was no abnormal
infection, ulceration, or death in the ET-PLGAmicrocapsule
group during the whole experiment.

4. Discussion

Compared with the traditional PLGA microspheres, the
preparation of PLGAmicrocapsules with water-phase nuclei
has higher technical difficulties [25]. PLGA microspheres
have shortcomings in drug loading, encapsulation efficiency,
and drug release, especially for water-soluble drugs and
hydrophilic macromolecules [26–28]. In this paper, ET-
PLGA microcapsules were prepared by double emul-
sion—solvent evaporation (W1/O/W2). PLGA polymers
were dissolved in a mixture of DCM and EAC (volatile), and
then, ETaqueous solution was slowly dripped into it to form
an internal aqueous phase, thus forming a W1/O colostrum.
)en, the W1/O colostrum was slowly dripped into the
aqueous solution containing 3% PVA and 3% NaCl to form
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the W1/O/W2 composite emulsion. Finally, upon DCM and
EAC evaporation from the internal oil phase droplets, the
solubility of PLGA polymers decreased gradually leading to
phase separation and migration to the interface surrounding
water droplets.

It was found that the amount of PLGA had a significant
impact on the particle size of microcapsules [29]. With the
increase of PLGA concentration, the size of microcapsules
decreased from several microns to several hundred nano-
meters. PLGA not only acted as a drug carrier but also played
the role of an emulsifier when the internal water phase was
encapsulated into the oil phase [30–32]. It could be inferred
that the stability of the colostrum was one of the key factors
affecting the EE of microcapsules. In addition, due to the
presence of PVA in the external water phase, it had the
function of a surfactant. When the colostrumwas added into

the external aqueous phase to prepare the compound
emulsion, the outer wall of this prepared microcapsule was
compact and uniform [33–35].

Determination of ET and calculation of bone defect
volume were the other two technical difficulties in this paper.
Fortunately, an ion chromatography method was success-
fully established, which completed the analysis of a single
sample within 10min with high precision. )is powerful
analysis method provided important technical support for
the optimization of microcapsules. On the other hand,
evaluation of the enhancement effect of microcapsules on
ABD repair lasted for 1 months and the scanning by CB-CT
was needed every week. CB-CT, as a modern noninvasive
imaging technique, was widely used in radiology, ortho-
pedics, dentistry, and image-guided radiation therapy
[36, 37]. Compared with micro-CT and high-resolution CT,

Figure 4: )e morphology of ET-PLGAmicrocapsules. (a) Freeze-dried powder of ET-PLGA microcapsules; (b) the morphology of ET-PLGA
microcapsules under an upright microscope; and (c) the morphology of ET-PLGA microcapsules under a scanning electron microscope.

Table 7: Particle size and potential of ET-PLGA microcapsules.

Batch Particle size (nm) Polydispersity Zeta potential (mV) EE% DL%
1 2740 0.26 −38.29 96.65 4.64
2 2717 0.30 −38.63 97.12 4.57
3 2795 0.29 −38.33 96.03 4.53
Average value 2751 0.28 −38.42 96.60 4.58
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CB-CT recovered imaging parameters accurately, leading to
superior image quality [38]. CB-CT provided strong tech-
nical support for the evaluation of synergism of ET-PLGA
microcapsules in this study.

5. Conclusions

An improved double emulsion/solvent evaporation ap-
proach was employed to prepare ET-PLGA microcapsules
successfully. )ese microcapsules were spherical in shape
and fairly monodisperse in size with a mean particle size of
27.51 μm (PDI� 0.3). )e results demonstrated that the
average encapsulation rate was 96.6% and the average DL

was 4.58%. ET-PLGA microcapsules significantly enhanced
the effect of ETon alveolar bone defects. )is study provided
an important research foundation for the local use of
bisphosphonates. More importantly, the implantable PLGA
microcapsule system constructed in this study was especially
suitable for water-soluble active ingredients (polysaccha-
rides or peptides) with low oral bioavailability in natural
medicine.

Data Availability

)e data used to support the findings of this study are
available from the corresponding author upon request.
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Background. +e incidence of gout has been rapidly increasing in recent years with the changing of diet. At present, modern
medications used in the clinical treatment of gout showed several side effects, such as gastrointestinal damage and the increased
risk of cardiovascular disease. +e traditional Chinese prescription Simiao Powder (SMP) has a long history in the treatment of
acute gouty arthritis (AGA) and has a good curative effect. However, the mechanism and target of its therapeutic effects are still
not completely understood.Methods. Potential active compounds (PACs) and targets of SMP were found in the TCMSP database,
and the disease target genes related to AGA were obtained by searching CTD, DisGeNET, DrugBank, GeneCards, TTD, OMIM,
and PharmGKB disease databases with “acute gouty arthritis” and “Arthritis, Gouty” as keywords, respectively. +e network of
“Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM)-PACs-potential targets of acute gouty arthritis” was constructed with the Cytoscape 3.7.2
software, and the target genes of acute gouty arthritis were intersected with genes regulated by active compounds of SMP. +e
resultant common gene targets were input into Cytoscape 3.7.2 software, and the BisoGenet plug-in was used to construct a PPI
network. +e GO functional enrichment analysis and KEGG pathway enrichment analysis of the intersecting target proteins were
performed using R software and corresponding program packages. +e molecular docking verification was carried out between
the potentially active compounds of SMP and the core target at the same time. Results. 40 active components and 203 targets were
identified, of which 95 targets were common targets for the drugs and diseases. GO function enrichment analysis revealed that
SMP regulated several biological processes, such as response to lipopolysaccharide and oxidative stress, RNA polymerase II
transcription regulator complex, protein kinase complex, and other cellular and molecular processes, including DNA-binding
transcription factor binding. Results of KEGG pathway analysis showed that SMPwas associated with AGA-related pathways such
as interleukin-17 (IL-17), tumor necrosis factor (TNF), p53, and hypoxia-inducible factor 1 (HIF-1) signaling pathways. +e
results of molecular docking showed that active compounds in SMP exhibited strong binding to five core protein receptors (TP53,
FN1, ESR1, CDK2, and HSPA5). Conclusions. Active components of SMP, such as quercetin, kaempferol, wogonin, baicalein,
beta-sitosterol, and rutaecarpine, showed therapeutic effects on AGA.+ese compounds were strongly associated with core target
proteins (such as TP53, FN1, ESR1, CDK2, and HSPA5). +is study reveals that IL-17, TNF, p53, and HIF-1 signaling pathways
mediate the therapeutic effects of SMP on AGA. +ese findings expand our understanding of the mechanism of SMP in the
treatment of AGA.
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1. Introduction

Gouty arthritis (GA) is characterized by acute onset of single
joint redness, swelling, heat, and pain at night or in the
morning. +e pain progressively worsens, and in severe
cases, patients often suffer from cutting pain, which often
reaches a peak within 24 hours [1]. +e number of gout
patients has increased drastically due to dietary changes and
high intake of high-purine foods and beer [2]. According to
the gout epidemic survey in Hong Kong, the prevalence of
gout increased from 1.56% in 2006 to −2.92% in 2016 [3]. In
the United States, the prevalence of gout was about 3.9% in
2016, with an estimated 9.2 million gout patients [4]. Acute
gouty arthritis (AGA) is the first symptom of gout. Severe
pain can reduce the quality of life of patients. Recurrent
acute arthritis can destroy joints and damage internal organs
[5]. Gout treatment guidelines issued in 2012 by the
American College of Rheumatology (ACR) recommend
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) or oral
colchicine for acute attacks of gout [6]. It has been reported
that NSAIDs are harmful to the gastrointestinal tract, liver,
and kidney, central nervous system, etc. [7]. Colchicine is an
anti-inflammatory drug commonly used in the treatment of
acute gout. However, when taken in large doses, it easily
causes gastrointestinal tract discomfort, liver and kidney
damage, or heart disease. Meanwhile, it may lead to poi-
soning in elderly patients [8]. +erefore, safer and more
effective drugs for the treatment of AGA are urgently
needed.

Simiao Powder (SMP) is a well-known prescription used
in ancient China for the treatment of joint pain [9]. +is
prescription originated from Chengfang Biandu in the Qing
Dynasty (1904 A.D.). SMP is composed of Rhizoma Atrac-
tylodis (Cang Zhu), Cortex Phellodendri (Huang Bo), Radix
Vladimiriae (Niu Xi), and Semen Coicis (Yi Yi Ren), and it
could clear heat, dry dampness, and promote blood circu-
lation to invigorate the tendons. In the gouty arthritis model,
Lin et al. revealed that SMP treatment could effectively relieve
joint symptoms and improve laboratory indexes (e.g., serum
uric acid content or inflammatory cytokines IL-1b, IL-9, IFN-
g, and so on). Moreover, the anti-inflammatory effect of SMP
was stronger than febuxostat [10]. A systematic review and
meta-analysis demonstrated that SMP possesses anti-in-
flammatory, analgesic, and uric acid-lowering effects and
hence can treat AGA. Jiawei reported that SMP is superior to
other anti-inflammatory drugs or combined uric acid-low-
ering drugs. Compared to modern medications, SMP is as-
sociated with fewer adverse events [11]. However, the
mechanism and the therapeutic target of SMP in the man-
agement of AGA are vague and are the main limiting factors
for its widespread clinical application [11].

+e entire human body is a complex network, and the
occurrence and progression of a disease are the results of the
comprehensive action of multiple factors. Single-targeted
therapy cannot meet the needs of multitarget and multi-
pathway treatment of diseases. +e network pharmacology
concept put forward by Hopkins in 2007 [12] provides a

“multiway” and “multitarget” approach to drug analysis. It is
similar to the thoughts of TCM compound prescription, as
well as the characteristics of the overall TCM compatibility
and comprehensive and multipathway treatment of diseases.

+e present study employed network pharmacology and
molecular docking techniques to establish the active com-
ponents of SMP in AGA treatment and predicted the po-
tential target and drug action pathways of SMP. Collectively,
we aimed to explore the potential mechanism of action of
SMP and provide a reference for pharmacological research
and clinical application of this prescription.+e specific flow
chart is shown in Figure 1.

2. Methods

2.1. Screening of Drug Components and SMP Targets.
Rhizoma Atractylodis (Cang Zhu), Cortex Phellodendri
(Huang Bo), Radix Vladimiriae (Niu Xi), and Semen Coicis
(Yi Yi Ren), SMP components, were acquired from the
traditional Chinese medicine systems pharmacology data-
base and analysis platform (TCMSP, http://tcmspw.com/
tcmsp.php), capturing all the potential active components of
drugs in SMP. We screened the active compounds in SMP
following the standards of oral bioavailability (OB) ≥30%
and drug-likeness (DL) ≥0.18. +en, a search was under-
taken for corresponding targets of active compounds on the
TCMSP platform.+e identified drug targets were input into
the UniProt database (https://www.uniprot.org/). To obtain
the abbreviation of the human gene for each target, we set
the protein type as “Homo sapiens.”

2.2. Search and Screening of AGA-Related Genes. +e search
for target genes related to AGAwas achieved using the terms
“acute gouty arthritis” and “Arthritis, Gouty” in the Human
Gene Database (GeneCards, https://www.genecards.org/),
Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM, https://
www.omim.org/), the Pharmacogenomics Knowledge Base
database (PharmGKB, https://www.pharmgkb.org/), Drug-
Bank database (https://www.drugbank.ca/), DisGeNET da-
tabase (https://www.disgenet.org/), the +erapeutic Target
Database (TTD, http://db.idrblab.net/ttd/), and Compara-
tive Toxicogenomics Database (CTD, http://ctdbase.org/).
+e results of the above databases were integrated to obtain
the target genes of AGA after deleting the repeated genes.

2.3. Potential SMP Targets in the Treatment of AGA. We
intersected the targets regulated by active compounds in
SMP with the disease target genes of AGA. After that,
common targets were obtained. +e R 4.0.2 software and its
Venn diagram package were employed to generate a Venn
diagram of the SMP-AGA-related target.

2.4. Network Construction of Potential Active Compound-
Potential Target. +e potential targets and active com-
pounds corresponding to the potential targets of SMP in
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AGA treatment were introduced into Cytoscape 3.7.2
software. +en, we constructed the network of “TCM-active
compound-potential targets” and conducted the visualiza-
tion display.

2.5. Construction of the Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI)
Network and Screening of Core Targets. +e intersection
target was imported into Cytoscape 3.7.2 software. +e PPI
network was constructed via its plug-in BisoGenet with the
following data sources: DIP, BIOGRID, HPRD, BIND,
MINT, and INTACT. +e plug-in CytoNCA was employed
for topology analysis. +en, the degree centrality (DC)
betweenness centrality (BC) of each node was calculated. A
larger DC and BC of the node at the protein location implied
that the protein was more important in the constructed PPI
network [13]. Because we screened out various important
target proteins, other protein interaction parameters, such as
closeness centrality (CC) and eigenvector centrality (EC),
were further applied to screen core target proteins.

2.6.GeneOntology (GO)FunctionalEnrichmentandtheKyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) Pathway En-
richment Analyses. +e ID of the intersection target was

obtained using R4.2.0 software and its “org.Hs.eg.db”
package. +en, the “clusterProfiler” and other program
packages were adopted for GO functional enrichment
analysis of the target. A histogram was constructed after
screening out the first 10 functional categories of biological
process (BP), cellular component (CC), and molecular
function (MF). +e target proteins were subjected to the
KEGG enrichment analysis, whereby the first 30 KEGG
pathways were selected to construct the histogram. Infor-
mation of the first 20 KEGG pathways was introduced into
Cytoscape 3.7.2 to draw the KEGG pathway-gene network
map. After that, we selected a signal pathway closely related
to GA for visual display.

2.7. SMP Potential Active Compounds and Protein Molecular
Docking. +e 2D structure of the potential compound was
retrieved from PubChem (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/). For small molecules, their energy was minimized
using ChemBio3D 2014 software. +e 2D structure was
converted into a 3D structure. We downloaded the 3D
structure of the core target protein from the Protein Data
Bank (PDB) database (http://www.rcsb.org). Using the
Pymol software, the target protein receptor molecules
were processed, including dehydration and removal of
ligand small molecules. +e target protein receptor
molecule was hydrogenated using Autodock Tools 4.2.6
software. +e center coordinate and size of the box were
set based on the position of the active site of the protein
molecule and the area where it potentially acted on the
ligand small molecule. Molecular docking was achieved
using AutoDock Vina, whereby lower binding energy
depicted a better affinity between the receptor and the
ligand. +e binding energy ≤0 kcal/mol indicated that the
compound could bind and interact with the target,
whereas the binding energy <−5 kcal/mol demonstrated a
very strong binding force. +e docking results with the
best binding force between each core target protein and
active compound were simultaneously presented in 2D
images and 3D structures.

3. Results

3.1. Target Screening of SMP and AGA. In total, 403 com-
pounds of SMP were obtained from the TCMSP database,
including 49 from Rhizoma Atractylodis (Cang Zhu), 140
from Cortex Phellodendri (Huang Bo), 176 from Radix
Vladimiriae (Niu Xi), and 38 from Semen Coicis (Yi Yi Ren).
Besides, 52 active compounds were screened according to
OB≥ 30% and DL≥ 0.18, including 4 from Rhizoma
Atractylodis (Cang Zhu), 25 from Cortex Phellodendri
(Huang Bo), 17 from Radix Vladimiriae (Niu Xi), and 6 from
Semen Coicis (Yi Yi Ren). After eliminating repeated active
compounds, 40 active compounds were obtained. From the
TCMSP platform, 916 targets of the 40 active compounds
were obtained, including 60 from Rhizoma Atractylodis
(Cang Zhu), 430 from Cortex Phellodendri (Huang Bo), 384
from Radix Vladimiriae (Niu Xi), and 42 from Semen Coicis
(Yi Yi Ren). After eliminating repeated targets, 203 targets

Network of drug-PAC-potential target of AGA

Protein-protein interaction networks of the Simiao Powder

GO and KEGG enrichment analysis
network of KEGG signaling pathway-gene

compound-related targets
Active compounds and Targets related to AGA

CTD,
DisGeNET,
DrugBank,
GeneCards,

TTD, OMIM,
PharmGKB 

arthritis
Acute gouty

TCMSP

Simiao powder

Molecular docking simulation

Figure 1: Flow diagram of the study.
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and their abbreviations were obtained. Information of active
compounds and the number of action targets of TCM in
SMP are outlined in Table 1.+rough a search in GeneCards,
OMIM, PharmGKB, DrugBank, DisGeNET, TTD, and CTD
databases, 1,204 target genes associated with AGA were
obtained (Figure 2).

3.2. PotentialTargets andCorrespondingActiveCompounds of
SMP in the Treatment of AGA. +e drug-disease intersection
target (the potential target of SMP in AGA treatment) was
obtained by intersecting the 203 drug targets with 1204
disease targets using R software, with 95 potential targets
(Figure 3). Notably, 33 active compounds corresponded to
the 95 potential targets. +ey were the active compounds of
SMP in AGA treatment.

3.3. Construction of TCM-PACs-Potential Target of AGA
Network. We drew and analyzed the potential targets of
SMP in the treatment of AGA using Cytoscape 3.7.2 network
drawing software. +en, a PAC-potential target network
diagram of SMP for AGA treatment was constructed
(Figure 4). +e network diagram comprised 133 nodes
(including 95 target genes, 33 drug active components, 4
TCM, and 1 disease name) and 250 edges. We further
calculated the degree of the compound in the figure. No-
tably, a higher degree implied that the compound played a
more critical role in the network. +e top six active com-
pounds included MOL000098-quercetin, MOL000422-
kaempferol, MOL000173-wogonin, MOL002714-baicalein,
MOL000358beta-sitosterol, and MOL002662-rutaecarpine,
with 79, 30, 21, 18, 12, and 7 as the corresponding target
numbers, respectively.

3.4. Construction of PPI Network, Topological Analysis, and
Determination of Core Targets. After obtaining the potential
target genes, they were imported into Cytoscape 3.7.2
software. We then drew the PPI network diagram using the
Bisogent plug-in and obtained 5,264 nodes and 133,011
connections (Figure 5(a)). For the first topology analysis,
DC≥ 74 and 982 nodes and 43,726 connections were ob-
tained (Figure 5(b)). +e second topology analysis was
conducted with BC≥ 925.611 (average), CC≥ 0.581 (aver-
age), and EC≥ 0.096 (average) to identify the crucial target
genes; eventually, 54 nodes and 829 lines were obtained.
Target proteins with the top five degree values were selected
as the core target proteins in the protein network
(Figure 5(c)), where TP53 protein, FN1 protein, ESR1
protein, CDK2 protein, and HSPA5 protein corresponded to
946 edges, 781 edges, 1,762 edges, 687 edges, and 445 edges,
respectively.

3.5. GO Functional Enrichment and KEGG Pathway En-
richment Analyses. For GO analysis, BP, CC, and MF were
included, and 1,938 items were obtained via BP enrichment
analysis (including response to lipopolysaccharide, oxidative
stress, reactive oxygen species (ROS), etc.); 36 items via CC
enrichment analysis (including RNA polymerase II

transcription regulator complex, protein kinase complex,
and membrane raft); 145 items via MF enrichment analysis
(including DNA-binding transcription factor binding, heme
binding, and RNA polymerase II-specific DNA-binding
transcription factor binding). To draw the GO function
histogram of SMP in AGA treatment, we selected the top 10
BP, CC, and MF results at P< 0.05 (Figure 6).

To further elucidate the pathways regulated by the
therapeutic target genes, we did a KEGG pathway analysis.
Results revealed that these target genes were distributed in
155 pathways. To construct a histogram, the pathways with
the top 30 enriched genes were selected (Figure 7). GA-
related pathways were mainly associated with IL-17, TNF,
p53, and HIF-1 signaling pathways. We also analyzed the
association of the top 20 pathways with their corresponding
target genes by constructing a KEGG pathway-gene network
diagram (Figure 8). +ere were 83 nodes (including 20
pathways and 63 target genes) and 403 lines. Based on the
number of regulatory pathways, the top five genes were
RELA, TP53, MAPK1, IKBKB, and CHUK with 16, 15, 15,
15, and 15 regulatory pathways, respectively. A strong re-
lationship existed between GA and inflammation (the IL-17
pathway is closely related to inflammation). +erefore, we
constructed a diagram to demonstrate the association of the
regulatory target of SMP with the IL-17 pathway (Figure 9).

3.6. Molecular Docking. Using the AutoDock Vina software,
PACs in the network map of “TCM-PAC-potential targets of
AGA” were docked with five core target proteins (TP53, FN1,
ESR1, CDK2, and HSPA5) in PPI. A higher binding activity
between the compound and the target protein receptor implied
lower binding energy. Results demonstrated that the docking of
33 active compounds with the 5 core target protein receptors
was less than 0kcal/mol (a majority was less than −5kcal/mol)
(Table 2).+emolecular docking results of the compounds with
the highest binding energy corresponding to the five targets are
displayed in 2D images and 3D structures (Figure 10).

4. Discussion

+e repeated attacks and protracted course of acute gouty
arthritis can lead to joint swelling, deformity, and de-
struction of bone and joint cartilage. Tophi can be formed in
many parts of the body, and it could seriously invade joints,
kidneys, and even aorta and heart valves in severe cases
[14–16]. For the treatment of gout, anti-inflammatory an-
algesics are mainly used in the acute stage. After the pain of
patients is completely relieved, the use of uric acid-lowering
drugs to correct the serum uric acid level is adopted
[7, 17, 18]. Studies have found that although febuxostat and
allopurinol can effectively reduce blood uric acid levels, they
can also increase the risk of cardiovascular disease [19].
Traditional Chinese medicine compounds could function in
anti-inflammatory analgesics and lowering uric acid at the
same time, which has certain advantages compared with
anti-inflammatory analgesics alone [20–22]. Besides, its
relatively fewer adverse reactions and lower price have
attracted more and more scholars’ attention.
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According to Figure 4, the key active components of
SMP in the treatment of GA were quercetin, kaempferol,
wogonin, baicalein, beta-sitosterol, and rutaecarpine.
Quercetin is the active compound of Cortex Phellodendri
(Huang Bo) and Radix Vladimiriae (Niu Xi), kaempferol is
the active compound of Radix Vladimiriae (Niu Xi),
wogonin is the active compound of Rhizoma Atractylodis
(Cang Zhu) and Radix Vladimiriae (Niu Xi), baicalein is
the active compound of Radix Vladimiriae (Niu Xi),
beta-sitosterol is the active compound of Cortex Phello-
dendri (Huang Bo) and Radix Vladimiriae (Niu Xi), and
rutaecarpine is the active compound of Cortex Phellodendri
(Huang Bo). Among them, quercetin and wogonin are the
common active components of two traditional Chinese
medicines, which is similar to the compatibility and syn-
ergism of TCM compounds. Considering Semen Coicis (Yi
Yi Ren) as an indispensable TCM in this prescription, the
active ingredient stigmasterol, characterized by a great

degree value in Figure 4, was established as one of the
crucial active compounds.

+ese PACs in SMP have a certain curative effect on
inhibiting inflammation and lowering blood uric acid level
[23]. Among them, quercetin, baicalein, wogonin, and
rutaecarpine showed strong anti-inflammatory effects
[19–21]. Baicalein could inhibit the activity of NF-κB and
some inflammatory factors, such as monocyte chemotactic
protein-1 (MCP-1), interleukins, tumor necrosis factor,
and cellular adhesion molecules. In addition, it also clears
the reactive oxygen species (ROS) to show anti-inflam-
matory and antioxidant effects [24]. Moreover, wogonin, a
flavonoid from medicinal plants, has shown various bio-
logical activities. It potentially inhibits the production of
inflammatory mediators by macrophages and lymphocytes
[25]. Inhibition of NF-κB and mitogen-activated protein
kinase (MAPK) pathways in rutaecarpine-derivative R3
inhibits the NLRP3 inflammasome activation, which

Table 1: Active compounds and their number of targets of SMP.

No. Source ID Compound OB DL Number
1 Huangbo, Niuxi MOL000098 quercetin 46.43 0.28 138
2 Niuxi MOL000422 kaempferol 41.88 0.24 55
3 Cangzhu, Niuxi MOL000173 wogonin 30.68 0.23 41
4 Niuxi MOL002714 baicalein 33.52 0.21 33
5 Huangbo MOL000790 Isocorypalmine 35.77 0.59 31
6 Huangbo, Niuxi MOL000358 beta-sitosterol 36.91 0.75 28
7 Huangbo MOL001455 (S) -Canadine 53.83 0.77 28
8 Huangbo, Niuxi, Yiyiren MOL000449 Stigmasterol 43.83 0.76 27
9 Huangbo MOL002670 Cavidine 35.64 0.81 24
10 Huangbo MOL000787 Fumarine 59.26 0.83 22
11 Huangbo MOL002651 Dehydrotanshinone II A 43.76 0.4 18
12 Cangzhu MOL000188 3β-acetoxyatractylone 40.57 0.22 17
13 Huangbo, Niuxi MOL000785 palmatine 64.6 0.65 16
14 Huangbo MOL002662 rutaecarpine 40.3 0.6 14
15 Huangbo, Niuxi MOL001454 berberine 36.86 0.78 14
16 Huangbo MOL006422 thalifendine 44.41 0.73 12
17 Huangbo MOL002894 berberrubine 35.74 0.73 11
18 Huangbo MOL002644 Phellopterin 40.19 0.28 9
19 Niuxi MOL002897 piberberine 43.09 0.78 9
20 Huangbo, Niuxi MOL001458 coptisine 30.67 0.86 8
21 Huangbo MOL001131 phellamurin_qt 56.6 0.39 7
22 Niuxi MOL003847 Inophyllum E 38.81 0.85 6
23 Huangbo MOL002668 Worenine 45.83 0.87 6
24 Yiyiren MOL001323 Sitosterol alpha1 43.28 0.78 5
25 Huangbo MOL002666 Chelerythrine 34.18 0.78 5
26 Yiyiren MOL000953 CLR 37.87 0.68 3
27 Niuxi MOL004355 Spinasterol 42.98 0.76 3
28 Huangbo MOL002663 Skimmianin 40.14 0.2 3
29 Yiyiren MOL000359 sitosterol 36.91 0.75 3
30 Niuxi MOL001006 poriferasta-7 42.98 0.76 3
31 Huangbo MOL002641 Phellavin_qt 35.86 0.44 3
32 Yiyiren MOL001494 Mandenol 42 0.19 3
33 Huangbo MOL001771 poriferast-5-en-3beta-ol 36.91 0.75 2
34 Huangbo MOL000622 Magnograndiolide 63.71 0.19 2
35 Cangzhu MOL000184 NSC63551 39.25 0.76 1
36 Huangbo, Niuxi MOL002643 delta 7-stigmastenol 37.42 0.75 1
37 Huangbo MOL005438 campesterol 37.58 0.71 1
38 Cangzhu, Niuxi MOL000085 beta-daucosterol_qt 36.91 0.75 1
39 Yiyiren MOL008121 2-Monoolein 34.23 0.29 1
40 Niuxi MOL012461 28-norolean-17-en-3-ol 35.93 0.78 1
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consequently lowers the expression of proinflammatory
cytokine IL-1β [26, 27]. +e pathogenesis of GA is highly
associated with the inflammatory cascade induced by the
activation of the inflammatory bodies of NLRP3 [2]. +us,
the inhibitory effect of rutaecarpine on the inflammatory
body activation of NLRP3 may influence GA treatment.
Besides, quercetin and kaempferol may significantly elevate
the total antioxidant capacity and inhibit the xanthine
oxidase (XOD) effect in hyperuricemia rats [28]. In another
study, inhibition of XOD activity could reduce the serum

uric acid level and the formation of ROS, consequently
reducing the deposition of gout urate crystals [29]. Ad-
ditional studies found that quercetin could reduce serum
uric acid levels in hyperuricemia mice and impede renal
insufficiency. +is was achieved via the regulation of renal
organic ion transport protein and uromodulin, and dem-
onstrated fewer side effects than allopurinol [30, 31]. Beta-
sitosterol (SIT), the main compound among various
phytosterols, can reduce the expression of chemokines and
inflammatory cytokines. It then regulates various biological
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CETN3

OSBPL9

ABCG2

DNAJC21
URODKPRP

APOBEC3CDDX3YFDFT1

UBE2F

ETHE1

GOT1MTPNNOL9
ATP1A3BRINP1COX17

WNT9B
PHKA1

STT3A
BROX

LRSAM1MAP3K14RPL23ACNTRLUBE2V1IDH3ASNRPD2PSMD12

CPS1PRDX5
PPP1R2OSBP

EPB41L2

MARCH5

UBR1

ROCK1

BTF3
RTCBRPL26

DDX47

RPS15

PSMB6XPOTOSBPL10

AGO4

OAT

RAB35

PRSS23WDR36

MARSHNRNPLL
CLK3

RPL36

DEK

TSNAX

TXNRD1

THOP1THOC2SNX3

RFC5

EIF3B

HYOU1

CNP

TMOD3
RPL4

RPL6HADHBRPL30 PSMD4PSMD13TRMT10CRPLP1RPL23

HACD3
NMD3GPI
INSIG2

ARMC6
ATXN10

HEXIM1
PRKCDBPATP6V1HCEP164PPIL3

ASS1DMWDRPL13AGFPT1 RSU1
PDCD11MAGEC2

MDH1
PGAM1

PITPNA
PFKFB3

DLDZFAND2BHSF2

PHOSPHO2-KLHL23EIF2B3

NABP2DCXMRPS28
PABPC3EXOSC10SH3BP4

BRIX1

MSI2
ACOT7 PPA1IQGAP2

TBL3
MYL12B

PMF1

MON2
GPATCH8CDK20

MRPS18B
ESF1NDUFS2CAPRIN1

PMF1-BGLAP
ATP6AP1

CTNNA2
GLUD1

PCDH7MTHFD1LMRPL13
HEATR1

ARL13B
ARMT1DNAJC17SEC31B

DHX30ATP6V1A
PEPDADAR

LARP1CSE1L
AATF
RFC2

PTPN13SLC25A3
SRP72

HK1GTPBP4RNF32
EIF5 ACIN1

MRPL38RPL7PHGDH

HIST1H2AE
DICER1ESRRBRPL15

BOLA2BPLCB1RPL26L1RPL35A
ARL1UBXN2BHSPA2

CS
PHLDA1

MRPL24
PHKG2

IFIT1SBDS
RPL36AL

GRIPAP1
GIPC1RHOB

DSG1PNN
METTL18

RPL24IGF2BP2
EDC4CNTROBASF1AFABP5

CDC16
UBR4SEPT2EIF3LEIF4G2

SEPT9RPL10L
MAP3K20NOP2
GBP2

GLUD1P5LUZP6

EIF3CLTTKNLKU2AF1
H2AFVRPL22ENO2RPS5 RPS17LAMP1RPL21

AHNAKLIG4CCDC88ARPL27RPL34PRKRA
RBM39

SF3A3CD81SRRM1KIF1A
RBBP4LRIF1HIST2H2BECDT1SMARCE1SKP1HIST1H3ISMC1A
HIST4H4HIST1H2BD

EEF1AKMT3
RBM45NUDT21KPNA4HIST1H4ERAPGEF2MARCKSGIGYF2

SUMO3LUZP1USP37SRSF9LUC7L2
YEATS4WIZPPP1R12A

HIST1H2BI
KAT6A
BAG1SPICE1

C2CD5H3F3A
TCOF1GNL2RSL1D1RPRD1B

DYRK1A
NCAPGHIST3H3
SCO2

RBM7
TBC1D4

MYOD1ZNF24TRRAP
TAF7WDR82SYMPKUSP39

KPNA6KMT2CH3F3AP4HIST1H1A

TRIM25BCOR

SLC9A1
ALYREF

RBL2
HIST2H3DLLGL2PRMT8

SMARCAD1
TADA3GTF2B

H3F3BSRRM2MCM3RAD21
PUF60EIF2AK2HIST1H3AHIST1H3EID2HIST1H4FRPL13DDX21MAGED1COPS6CAMKK2

CSNK2A3RPA2CCT4TOP2ABCAS2CUL4BDDX17HNRNPREZH2KIF5A
MCM5

RAE1SRP14TNFRSF14
HNRNPA0

EIF2S1GBAS

MEPCETPM4RPS23MED4SYNCRIP
FASCCHCR1PSMD11RPL38

COMMD3-BMI1
G3BP1PAICSPTNCEP250PAXIP1PTBP1SF1LMNARPA3RPSARCN1SFPQ

MED20
SYNPOSUZ12

HECW2HIST1H3FST13JUPTBL1XHIST1H3GBMI1FBXW11HNRNPC
POLEC14orf1ARHGEF2DDX20GADD45GIP1

EIF3H

AICDA
HIRAMYBBP1A

PSME4
CCNH

KRT14SNRPD1RPAP3DNAJC8SF3A1RPS18
CSNK1A1

BRD8
HADHA

TOP1SSBKIF11TARSSARNPAPEX1PASKPRMT1

PAX6THRAP3SAT1LCOR
NCBP2SF3B1CBLC
HSPA6SND1

UPF1SIPA1SUGP2
DYRK2UTP14ASUPT16HVARSSMARCC2ACTA2TAF9RPS25
GAR1NR2F6

TCF3RPL14SMARCA5HDAC11GSTM4

KANSL1LMNB2

SLC25A4
LMO7

VAC14RING1TUBA4BCEBPZ
BRD7LMO2

SNIP1HERC4PIAS2EDF1ING4ATRXTFAP4TDGGLI1UBE2OCOPS7A
MAP1SFOXO1MEN1MAX

PELP1

HNRNPAB

BTBD10 SBF2
MEF2DZNF496

PSG1
NEIL3OGG1TPP1 TOE1NAT9

FOXR1FLYWCH2
EP400TEX11

LZTR1

CDYL

ARPC5RBM5KDM4BYTHDF2
SNRPNMSL2

MLLT1MAGEA11
LRWD1PCGF2NR2E3KAT2AEID1ANAPC7FAM193B

DMAP1
SRP9GLYR1MED21CEBPBCETN2SIN3B

NKX2-1CXXC1ARID4APOLR2I
CDCA7LTONSL
ARHGEF1
EPC1

DBF4RTF1

COPS8BRD3
POLR2H

UBASH3A
MED10RPP30

CCNK

ZFP91-CNTF

THAP12
PRCC

TAF6
NSD1VAMP8 MSL1NSD2ORC2CHD7SATB1GTF2F1POLD1

DHFRPRRC2CZNF219PDLIM1LGALS7BSPIN1PRPF4BSMARCA1
RBM17

TOPBP1

RNF4ATXN2
PFKLSUPT20H
S100A7ANGPTL4MIF4GDCIAPIN1

HIRIP3HIST1H2AB
G3BP2

RBM15XPCUSF1TRAF3IP2FMNL1PPP1R8WDR33RNGTT PHLDB2

HIST2H2AB

CDK7

POLR2K
TAF10MYLK2CARD8

LAMP2C14orf166LBRRAD50MDN1TOB1HIST2H2AA4FOXQ1

MRPL53WDR18CHAF1BRFX5TOX4
MED6

RNF146STK38

SNAPC1PFKFB1
IL2RA

NKX2-5BACH2

NR0B1TADA1
FBXO45

FBXO42NUTM1

MXD1

HOXB6

CCNJL

FBXO31
FAR1

SUPT7LELOF1

MNT
ZFPM1
POU1F1

CENPO
CELA2BSNX27

CSNK1G1
GADD45B

C18orf21

KLF6

MED19
CALCOCO1

POU2F2

DET1AKR7A2

PARP3MYOCD

TWIST2

GABRB3

CCDC50

BRF1
MED9MPP1

FAAP20
KDM3AMKL1

MOK

TAF11

ZBTB3

KDM2B
AFF1KPNA5SAP130MAGEA10

HOXB9

PDX1
TRIM65

CCNE2
WDHD1
ZNF423FOXA1

KDM6ATRIP4FOSL1BLIDFOXN1
LIN37TMEM161ASREBF2

TRMT1LTRAFD1

SRCAPCRTC3
LIN9HINFPPHF21ACCNCFAM175AGATA4HSPB8

PADI4
TWIST1RAD9AMED16CEBPEAFF4

POU4F2

GPR39 DOPEY2

MS4A3

CENPX
ERCC5

NFE2L1LIFRNHP2
TAF5THAP8

CSN3

FBN3SELENOP

ARL6IP4

DTD1

DDC

NKTR

JAZF1

CHL1

SIX4LPIN1

NPIPA2

GJB5

ALKBH8

RFX4

SP2
TRIM59

IFI35

HHEX POLR3H

RBBP9

CDKN3

EEF2KMT
DMKN

POLG2RNASEL

IFITM2

CUX1

CCDC158

TEP1
NFE2L3SNRK

NPRL3

MECRCENPS

ITPKB
AHRR

MAN1A2
EBF3

POTEJ

XYLT1HOXD9

GCHFR

DUSP26

MAOB

POLR2CRPS6KA5CCDC6TCEA1P2SMC3PNKPCALD1
FHL3

FBXW8GPS2

PARP10NKRFBRPF1
DTX3L

NFYB
GYS1THRA

JMJD6
CTCFAHR

DNMT3LRADIL
SATB2

ELP3NR5A1
GTF2F2

TCF12
RBBP5MITF

ERCC2TRIM8TLN2
BHLHE40BACH1

RECQL
HMGA1SERPINB5

FOXK2
VAT1
ATRAPLP2DES

L3MBTL1
LSM12MARK2

DPF2POLA1CHD4UBTFANP32EPSMF1SREBF1
ZFP36CEP350EHMT2

USP10RNF20NMIAKT3DDIT3
MX1DUSP1HCFC1HIST2H2AA3HNF4A

NTMT1

MED15

NELL1

FOXJ2
MAF

IRF1
NFYADNTTIP2IGF2R
MED1

MASP1

BCAS3
KLF4

ZBTB7A
UQCC2PLAGL1

POLR2DTXN2

CRNKL1HERC5HNF1A

ANAPC10

ARNTFANCD2
VDR

NPAS3

BNC2BEND4

RBAK
STOML1SCN8A

MTERF4

NEK10

FKBP11

DLX3

SNX13

PKNOX2

CR2

SERPINA7

NRF1MSX1
NFATC3S100A13LMO3HOXA10

SRA1
MYO9BNR4A2

MYBL2RXRG
UPF3ANMNAT1

ARID3B

OAZ1
NUB1

GMFB

RNF40

MED25

ACP5

NR5A2

KDM5A
DDIT4

PFKFB2

CENPC

DBPNFAT5

SLC4A8

HOXC8

ZFAT

CREG1

SNAPC5

PPP1R26

FABP1

FANCEHLF

INSM1

SMAD1UBR5SMAD3

PRDM14
KLF5

JDP2

KANK2

GATA1

FRAT2

SART1

FOXP3

SRF NR0B2

JUNBMAFK
THRB

REPS2

FOXA3

ETS2GLI3BCL3
PPP2R3ASETD1A

ZNF668
NR1I3

TXNIPVRK1
PRC1BICD2
QKI

MRPS25RASSF9

LRBA

ATF4ID3

CAMK1
XPA

BHLHE41HNRNPA1L2MYCBP2VPS33B

MED17

FOSL2PPARA

JMYFAAP100

C3orf62

DPF3
SPIB

KCNE3
BATF

FBXO32SMG5

HMGN1

LOC101060399NR2F1
NFIC

RNF166
ERCC1

TCEAL1
GSG2
MYB

IRF8

WDR73
E2F2

TNFSF10
ZMIZ1

SMYD3
MRFAP1 CEBPDZNHIT3

DNAJC13
BATF2

SETDB1
POLR2A

SRSF6

ANP32ACBX4
CPSF6

EIF5B

SUPT5H
RBM4IVNS1ABP

CENPE
POLR2JOGTCTBP1NRDCTOLLIP
NCOA2

NUP62MAP4ANP32BRBBP7HIST1H4CFRS3SMARCC1PDE4DCENPARBPJCHMP4B

HIST1H2BFCOPS2RPS7HIST1H4I
PSMA7

POLR2LHIST1H2BG
GARTGADD45AHDAC9SERBP1

UIMC1TADA2AHIST1H4LBIRC6YBX3
HIST2H4BHIST1H3CHIST1H4DCNOT7CIRBPPSME3

HIST1H3D
FOXS1

ATP6V1C1USP1HIST1H2BCRCC1PRRC2ALRRFIP2
HIST1H4AACTL6A
HIST1H2BESNRPCTP63

DR1MCM6
HIST1H3JEIF4B

ATP5BSMC2SAMHD1

MFAP1CSTF3
MACF1PAWR

AURKB
PCNA
SGTBSIRT6SUMO2TRIM27

NCOR1
USP15
EEF1B2HIST1H3BCNOT1FANCATUBGCP4DSG2PDHBRALYSHMT2MCM4SRSF5

SOX8

XPO6

FOXR2

KLF11

MAGOHB

ICE2
METTL21C

CUEDC2
SPSB1

TEAD1

HOXD13

E2F3
MED27MZT2BHAND1

SHOC2

ATF7
CDR2

ATF6

EPC2

HOXD8

SNAPC3

MAFB

NCOA4CASC3
CASP8AP2

ING5
PPP1R13LMED7

KMT5C

YBX2
LINC00312

CRABP1PADI1

MUT
CABYR

SMTN

NTN4

ZNF142

ZNF366
FAM133BNFU1DISP3DLX2GCKR

MTIF3 PGC

SENP5
CCL18TMEM97

YY2

CACUL1

SLC30A9

CT55

ROR1
NT5DC2

PNISRDNAJC4

RAB41
CENPK

DPF1

NABP1

ZNF503
PARP4KNDC1

TRIM6FBXO8

WNK3

CCNJ

ALKBH7PLIN4

CD86

DCTN3

UTP3
GIPC2

STAB2

BPHL

ZBTB37AURKAIP1
MAGEA2B

KRT72PRTFDC1TAF4B

TMED1RAI1
FERMT3RUSC2SIRT5FOXD4

TTC37AKAP12APLFMRPL27RIOX2
CHTF18NCAPH2

C1orf123 REXO4 HIST1H2BJNCCRP1RSPH3

TCF20

C12orf65

DIS3L2

RIOK1
BOLA2-SMG1P6

NPATEIF4G3ANKHD1-EIF4EBP3CCDC97
DIS3

PIM2
DDAH2

GEMIN6

PIWIL4SLC25A20
ACTL8

TAF13
SCML2UHRF1BP1L

SEPT8 LGALS7BTBD2HIST1H2BB
KMT2E

MOV10MKNK2
GTF3C2

RBM28
RPF2ANXA6PHF20ARID1ATAF2PAX5

TAF1C
ING3LYL1

ZNF302MRPL43CPSF3DDX52METTL13
L3MBTL2TAF1A
TARBP2CHD1
CSTF1

CAMSAP3MBD3TFDP3RPRD1AANAPC4ZSCAN1
RFC1

CCAR1
HIST1H2BL

PHLPP1SGSM2
LDB1KIF26BCDC7MAGEA2ESPL1

KDM4C LIG3GEMIN2

GTF2H1DTLCBX1KCND3POLR2E

PPP2R5C

CCNT2
LIN54

KAT6B

FNDC11TFDP2TSPYL4BDP1
DUSP6

CACNG4
DLX5

BUD13SMA4
APITD1-CORT

KDM4D

YY1AP1
RFPL2NFIXGTF2A2

ACY1CCNO
STAC3TRIM6-TRIM34CCDC106

ZNF420

TSTD2

PATZ1
DUSP7ELK3CREBZF

HOXC9

HMGN2
TXNRD2MSX2BATF3

MECOMMAFF
DUSP9RPA4

TRIP11
SULT1E1ANKZF1FBXO4

GTF2H4

TAF5L SERPINB4

IRAK1BP1
NPIPB13

ENTPD6

MTHFSD
PKIA

OPN1LW

RRN3
SPDYAPCDHA4
SOX10

EDRF1

HAND2
PDAP1FCHSD2NGLY1

FAM98AWIPI1U2SURP
LOC107984053FARSB

HELLSHSF4ING1MYCN

PARGMETTL22SUPT3H
PTP4A1

PLA2G12ATAF9B
KMT5BHELZ2

ZBTB2MAP9

USF2
AZGP1

ZBTB48

ELL3
ANAPC11
KMT2D
ZNF281

CCNB1IP1PAGR1

BTAF1

MBD2

SLX4IP

MTMR1
UBE2Q1RNF25

FOXO6

CETN1ZCCHC11ELAVL2

ELF1
ETV4

YEATS2
TPP2RORA

PNRC2

E2F6
CIZ1

CHD5

DNAJC2
INO80PPP3CB

FOXC1

MAFGPOLR2FLSM3
HMGB2

PAF1

CIITATAF4MLLT3ATAD2

NAT10DNAJC10
PSMD14MYO1B
RPL8
FANCIZNF622POLBMYOF

ZBTB7BZMYND11
NOC2LLYZ

SRPRATRA2ANCBP1SURF2
PRPF4ORC5DCAF8RBM48

CSTF2
U2AF1L5

DNAJA4RBM10

DAP3ELLTRMT6GLOD4RPS27LH2AFY
SMC4

HIST1H2BK
CDC6

RRP12DKC1

NAP1L4SLIRPGRWD1
NELFB

GSRPNPPTCD3
HIST1H2AD

FOXP1

ATAD5
PPFIBP1

FTSJ3HOXB7
SSU72USP47TOP2B

ANKMY2ING2NVLSERPINB9EXOSC7

NME2P1
SERPINB2SHISA5

POLRMTRBM41STXBP3
AKIP1 MRPS5

SS18

ERCC6L
RBM23ARGLU1

MRTO4MRPS2
CDK15

MACROD1

RPS4Y1

FILIP1

ASTE1RBMS2

RNF144B
GUSBP3

SLC39A10

ZNF121

SPACA7

SH3D21

TAL1SMN1HNRNPU

RNF39

BPIFB3

XDH

ZNF182

RPS2PAFAH1B3SNRPA1HSPA1LSRSF2 TCEA1PRPF40AUSP16CHD3IFI16

UHRF1BRF2RPL18AGEMIN4
RPS3

PSMA2
MBD1LARS

RPS28
GCN1RPS6KA3HNRNPUL2USP11RPS26LUZP4

EIF3INME1WDR76AIRE

RPS14SEPT11EIF3ERPL12
POLR1CEIF3F
MGMT

EIF4ENIF1

SDF4

ATAD3B
RCN2DDX18EIF2S2

SCAMP3

RPS8
PARP2RPS24RPL32EFTUD2 CAND1

SCNN1G

ANXA1
CTNNBL1

BICDL1

AASSRAB15

AIFM2

AGAP4

GTSF1 TTC39C

GUCA1A

CMSS1
TOP1MT

HIST1H2BOZSWIM7
ADAMTS10TBC1D3B

SPEG

CCNB3

UBE3D

C10orf90

SERAC1ACBD6

HIST1H2AH

GZMMC2orf73

ZSCAN20

POF1B

PTP4A2
PCSK7ARHGEF17

ZBTB5

DCLK1

ALDH1A1

MTMR2
ANKRD27KIAA0087

PCLAFNUTF2

CUEDC1

RECQL4FLG2
NFS1

TSFM

DHRS4

ZMPSTE24

LBHD1
DSG3

ZNF385A
ANO3

GPX2

CCDC70
DGKD

GALNT6
DNAH2

RAD23A

RPL3

TAGLN2

RPL9

IPO9

CPVL
RPS15A

LGALS3BP

EBNA1BP2AIFM1
NUP155

EIF4H

ACOT13DDX50

ELMSAN1

PPP5CRPL37AWRAP73
COIL

NECAP2KDM4ARPS10
CPNE1
RPN1

BRE
S100A9SAP18TUBA1C

ANXA3ATP5J2

RAB27A

SFXN3

CCS

CEPT1
AHSG

SRI
PBXIP1

TYMSRNF213
TALDO1

TRADD
STK25
NUMBL

ZCCHC10

ADSL

HIST1H2BM

ANKRD13A
DNAJC1

AARSD1

SRSF1RPS13NONOOFD1BIRC5ASH2LSRSF7
TERF1SRP9P1UBE2HDCUN1D1MAP3K3

CDC5LHNRNPUL1COPS5CCT2
CNBP
TRIM21

KPNA1PSMC3
VCP
DBNLNUFIP1

NF2
CLIC1

NME2
BYSL

VTN

KIAA0368CCAR2REL

GOLGA2PIN1PTENFUSSPTBN1

TTC1
SNRNP70

UBE2E4P

TSG101
PIWIL1CEP170APBB1UBL4A

IQGAP1CENPJTOMM22PIK3R3TSC22D1PTGES3CDK11AKRT18
DGCR14
EEF1GUBB

PKD1

HMGA2NUP133
RPS12DOK2
DNAJB6

PLIN3

DDX27MYH14NUP85TOMM20RPN2
PABPC4

HELZ
TUBB6

PPIF

SPACA1
PPIG

EIF2AK3PSMG1

PHKA2

ACADVL
ARFGEF1PPIHSEC23B

UBD

RPLP2UBAP2LTELO2
EPPK1

HAUS2PUS1RPL27ARPL10A

KHSRPMAPRE2ZW10EIF3GAPEH

TTI1TOMM34EIF2B5
TXNL4AEIF3JMKNK1

HECTD3NTPCRIGSF21THOC5UTP15
MAGED2

RBM6
MPHOSPH6

HERC1

POP7ANK2
MTDH

EMG1
UBXN8

CDK2AP1ARHGAP25
PDCD5RNF187 PRAM1DPH1

FXR1HIST1H2BNMRPL10
MYL9

ZFP91
RIOX1

PWP1
CRP

EIF4EBP3

PDXKLAS1LABR
LYPLA1 XBP1TRIP12CHD1L

GRPEL1TAF1B

H1FX
SNRPFSNRPD3

MRPS23EXOSC8UBA2SLC9A3R1DCTN2

MVPBUB3SART3SLC7A9UST HIST1H2BH
USP38FOXJ3

ZNF197PLCH1

AGAP3

STK26
PSMD9

PSMD10FBXO6PSMA5YWHAHFAF1C1QBPRPGRIP1L

TRAF6

DROSHA
PFKMPARD3

FASNSAE1TOR1AIP1RIPK1PDS5A
HNRNPLCADPHF10SLC25A5MTNR1BTIA1ALDOAPRPF19ARF6RPS27RANBP2PXNMAP1LC3AEIF3A

NUP93
ATP2A2BAG5

AHCYL1
HNRNPDLHLA-B

CFTRPARK2HSPA5

NTRK1
SFNITGA4

RIF1DCTN1
DNM2FLOT1HSPA8SLC25A6MPGCDC37

OTUB1
TNFRSF1BARRB1
HNRNPH2

NFKB2MCCTXLNA
NFKBIBRBM14DBN1CCT6ALRRK2

FLIIPOT1CKB

BPTF

UBXN7

MSH6

MKS1PIR
UBE2CUSP8

FAM71D
C11orf98

ANO5

WDR66

GALR3

APOO

TUBE1

CC2D1B
RPL36A

ADPRHL2
SNX15

TSNAXIP1

PRUNE1

MBNL1

LGMN

PGM5

RMDN1

DBR1

SPAG1

RAP2C

TNFAIP2

TMCO3

VPS13D

NBASDYNC2LI1

HPCAL4UNC5CL

TFAMARFGEF3

TBCEAKR1B10

KIAA1524
ETFBKMT
KLHL5

NDRG2

LY6G5B

AGAP7P

SPATA7

PALM3

POU4F1

ERICH6

BVES

LCE3AARRDC5

AGAP5

MDM2EEF1D
SNU13MATR3TOMM70

HDAC5
TRIM32SRPK2NASPKDM1APRMT5

MYO1C
EWSR1

ARRB2
STK11TBK1
CCT7NUAK1LAMTOR3FUBP3TCF4GRK5SOX2TNFRSF1ANCLPHB2KIF5BXPO1SNW1CDK2YWHAGVHLRANYWHAZUBCZYXHIPK1HUWE1TAB1HDAC6PPP1CBGARSPAN2ATF2MCM7RPA1ISG15

FKBP5HNRNPD
FOXG1DDX39BMYC

GADD45GBRCA1XRCC6
EED
NUP153ESR1

UNC45ATAB2PSMC4CUL4ACEP76SMARCB1TBL1XR1SMURF1DDX5CUL1

TMSB4XNFKB1TP73TMEM135YWHAEACTR2HSPA4ACACACHUK
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Figure 5: Protein-protein interaction network of the Simiao Powder.
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functions, including anti-inflammatory, analgesic, immu-
nomodulatory, and antimicrobial functions [32, 33]. Also,
stigmasterol can inhibit the inflammation induced by so-
dium urate crystals and XOD activity in mice, a phe-
nomenon that validates its antigout effect [34].

Herein, to obtain the core target proteins of SMP in the
treatment of GA disease, the PPI network of intersecting
target proteins was constructed. Also, we performed two
topological screens on the SMP target for GA treatment
based on DC, BC, CC, and EC. TP53, FN1, ESR1, CDK2,
and HSPA5 were the five core target proteins. Based on the
existing reports, TP53, also known as p53, contributes to
transcriptional regulation of the cell cycle, DNA repair, cell
survival, and cell metabolism [35]. Inhibition of p53 exerts
a substantial effect on promoting the senescence of
IL-1β-induced chondrocytes [36]. +e potential role of
TP53 in the regulation of inflammation has been described,
whereby it significantly inhibits the production of proin-
flammatory factor IL-6 [37].+e overexpression of FN1 can
activate TGF-Akt/PI3K/Akt signal pathway to promote cell
viability and differentiation capacity [38]. Cyclin-depen-
dent kinase (CDK) is the main regulator of cell division. It
can be potentially triggered by different cyclins at different
cell cycle stages [39], and it can regulate the secretion of
inflammatory cytokines in macrophages [40] and inhibit

CDK2. In consequence, a reduction in chemotaxis of
primary neutrophils outlines the role of CDK2 in regu-
lating inflammation [39]. Estrogen receptor 1 (ESR1) is a
subtype of human ESR, expressed in chondrocytes, stromal
cells, and osteoblasts [41]. In particular, ESR can induce the
transcription of related target genes to promote the pro-
liferation and differentiation of tissue cells as they bind to
estrogen [42]. Heat shock protein family A member 5
(HSPA5) gene can also participate in the inflammatory
process of various types of osteoarthritis as it encodes the
binding immunoglobulin protein (BiP) of the endoplasmic
reticulum Hsp70 family [43].

Following the KEGG signal pathway analysis, the
mechanisms of SMP in the treatment of AGA were mainly
anti-inflammation and protection of the cartilage. +e
critical inflammatory signaling pathways included TNF and
IL-17, whereas the apoptosis signaling pathways included
p53 and HIF.

Current pieces of research on the mechanism of gout
have reported that the phagocytosis of MSU crystal triggers
the change of inflammatory cell state of synovial cells in GA
pathogenesis [14]. For instance, the deposition of MSU
crystals promotes the local release of TNF-α and IL-1β,
which causes persistent gout episodes [44]. IL-17 also
stimulates macrophages and monocytes to produce
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proinflammatory factors, including IL-1β, TNF-α, and IFN-
c (Figure 9). As a powerful proinflammatory cytokine, IL-17
can increase serum IL-17 levels 8 hours following the acute
attack of gout [45]. Moreover, in several arthritic animal
models, the inhibition of IL-17 expression was found to limit
inflammation and reduce joint erosion [46]. +e TNF sig-
naling pathway has also proved to be a crucial inflammatory
signal pathway. Signal transduction is mediated by TNF
receptor 1 (TNFR1) and receptor-2 (TNFR2). TNFR2 is, in
most cases, expressed in immune cells. It binds to TNF-α
and TNF-β to regulate immune response [47]. TNF-α is a
proinflammatory cytokine produced by different cell types,
such as macrophages, lymphocytes, and fibroblasts, and
reflects inflammation, infection, and other environmental
stresses [48]. Previous reports showed that inhibition of
TNF-α expression in synovial cells during AGA could ef-
fectively inhibit local inflammation [49, 50].

+e physiological dose of soluble uric acid exerts a
specific protective effect on cartilage [51]. However, fol-
lowing repeated attacks by GA, the articular cartilage edge
is damaged, the articular surface becomes irregular, the
joint space becomes narrow, and MSU deposition occurs
[52]. A study found that reduced articular cartilage matrix
secretion in patients with GA was associated with

chondrocyte apoptosis [53]. p53 can regulate cell differ-
entiation and senescence. +e inhibition of p53 expression
potentially improves senescence and affects the destruction
of IL-1β-induced chondrocytes [36]. Compared to the
inflammatory signaling pathway, the HIF-1 signaling
pathway is slightly less in gout studies. As a transcription
factor, activation of HIF-1α expression in synovial cells
may be induced during hypoxia. Synovial hyperplasia
follows the repeated infiltration of inflammatory cells in the
joint. On the other hand, hypoxia is associated with im-
mune cell infiltration and synovial hyperplasia. +erefore,
the upregulation of synovium-derived HIF-1α occurs in the
pathogenesis of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and osteoar-
thritis (OA), which are hypoxia-associated diseases
[54, 55]. HIF-1α exerts a regulatory role in the function of
immune cells. Activated LPS-induced macrophages can
also express HIF-1α, which is crucial in glycolysis and the
induction of proinflammation [56]. +e therapeutic effect
of SMP on AGA may be derived through the regulation of
the inflammatory signal pathway, p53 apoptosis signal, and
HIF-1signaling pathway. And other top-ranked signaling
pathways, such as the AGE-RAGE signaling pathway in
diabetic complications, fluid shear stress, and atheroscle-
rosis, etc., still lack their gout-related studies, which are

Table 2: +e affinity of the putative compounds with core targets.

Compound Affinity -TP53
(kcal/mol)

Affinity-FN1 (kcal/
mol)

Affinity-ESR1
(kcal/mol)

Affinity-CDK2
(kcal/mol)

Affinity -HSPA5 (kcal/
mol)

Dehydrotanshinone II A −7.6 −4.0 −8.7 −11.5 −8.3
3β-acetoxyatractylone −6.8 −3.3 −8.7 −8.6 −6.9
baicalein −6.6 −4.0 −8.4 −8.7 −9.7
kaempferol −6.4 −3.9 −8.3 −8.4 −8.8
wogonin −6.9 −3.9 −8.3 −8.7 −7.9
quercetin −6.5 −3.9 −8.1 −8.8 −8.2
Phellopterin −6.6 −3.4 −7.9 −8.5 −7.0
phellamurin_qt −7.4 −3.8 −7.2 −9.4 −7.8
Mandenol −4.3 −1.6 −7.1 −6.4 −4.2
rutaecarpine −8.3 −4.2 −7.0 −10.5 −9.6
2-Monoolein −4.9 −2.1 −6.6 −6.5 −4.7
Spinasterol −7.9 −3.8 −6.5 −9.1 −8.3
beta-sitosterol −7.3 −3.4 −6.5 −10.6 −7.6
Phellavin_qt −7.1 −3.7 −6.2 −9.5 −7.7
CLR −7.0 −3.2 −6.1 −9.9 −8.1
poriferast-5-en-3beta-ol −7.6 −3.1 −6.1 −9.9 −7.0
sitosterol −6.8 −3.1 −6.0 −10.2 −7.7
Stigmasterol −7.8 −3.9 −5.9 −9.8 −8.1
Sitosterol alpha1 −7.2 −3.6 −5.6 −9.8 −8.4
Fumarine −7.4 −3.9 −5.5 −9.5 −8.9
Chelerythrine −7.6 −3.6 −5.5 −10.4 −8.2
Worenine −7.7 −4.3 −5.4 −10.9 −9.0
poriferasta-7 −7.1 −3.5 −5.3 −10.4 −7.6
epiberberine −6.8 −3.8 −5.1 −9.4 −8.6
Cavidine −6.9 −3.9 −4.9 −8.7 −8.1
berberine −7.3 −3.8 −4.8 −9.6 −8.0
thalifendine −6.8 −4.0 −4.7 −9.6 −8.3
(S)-Canadine −6.7 −3.8 −4.7 −9.1 −8.1
berberrubine −6.9 −3.8 −4.7 −9.5 −7.6
Inophyllum E −8.6 −4.4 −4.2 −11.7 −9.7
coptisine −7.4 −4.0 −4.2 −10.1 −8.9
Isocorypalmine −6.5 −3.9 −4 −8.7 −7.5
palmatine −6.5 −3.6 −3.6 −8.8 −7.2
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Figure 10: Continued.
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likely to be the future direction of gout mechanism
research.

According to the space matching and energy matching
relationship between molecules, the core target protein of SMP
in AGA treatment was docked with active compounds. +is
provides a reference for the subsequent research and devel-
opment of targeted drugs. +e 2D image of molecular docking
depicts the binding mode between the core target protein and
the compound as well as the interaction with the surrounding
amino acid residues. Hydrophobic interaction best describes
the main association of target protein TP53, FN1, and ESR1

with InophyllumE.+e target proteinCDK2 residue Leu83 (A)
forms a hydrogen bond with Inophyllum E, whereas the
residues Asp34 (A), Lys96 (A), +r37 (A), and Gly227 (A) of
the target protein HSPA5 form five hydrogen bonds with
baicalein. +e main forces between ligand and protein are
hydrophobic force and hydrogen bond, which both are
chemical bonds with strong binding force. According to Ta-
ble 2, key components of SMPhave strong binding activity with
core target proteins, such as TP53, FN1, ESR1, CDK2, and
HSPA5, suggesting that SMPmay play its pharmacological role
by regulating these key targets. However, there are still some
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Figure 10: A diagram for the five core targets molecular docking of SMP gouty arthritis treatment.
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shortcomings in this study, and the conclusions need to be
further verified by in vivo, in vitro, and clinical trials.

5. Conclusion

+e present study systematically expounds the core com-
pounds and molecular action mechanism of SMP in the
treatment of AGA. +e core compounds of SMP, including
quercetin, kaempferol, wogonin, baicalein, and beta-sitos-
terol, were screened via network pharmacology, whereas the
core targets of AGA including TP53, FN1, ESR1, CDK2, and
HSPA5 were screened out via PPI. +ese core compounds
are characterized by stable binding activity to the core
targets. Also, SMP could regulate signal pathways related to
AGA disease, for example, TNF, IL-17, p53, and HIF sig-
naling pathways. +ese findings suggest the potential syn-
ergistic role of SMP in treating AGA via multiple
components, multitargets, multiple biological functions, and
multiple signal pathways.
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Objective. 'e purpose of this work is to study the mechanism of action of Duhuo Jisheng Decoction (DHJSD) in the treatment of
osteoporosis based on the methods of bioinformatics and network pharmacology.Methods. In this study, the active compounds of
each medicinal ingredient of DHJSD and their corresponding targets were obtained from TCMSP database. Osteoporosis was
treated as search query in GeneCards, MalaCards, DisGeNET,'erapeutic Target Database (TTD), Comparative Toxicogenomics
Database (CTD), and OMIM databases to obtain disease-related genes. 'e overlapping targets of DHJSD and osteoporosis were
identified, and then GO and KEGG enrichment analysis were performed. Cytoscape was employed to construct DHJSD-
compounds-target genes-osteoporosis network and protein-protein interaction (PPI) network. CytoHubba was utilized to select
the hub genes. 'e activities of binding of hub genes and key components were confirmed by molecular docking. Results. 174
active compounds and their 205 related potential targets were identified in DHJSD for the treatment of osteoporosis, including 10
hub genes (AKT1, ALB, IL6, MAPK3, VEGFA, JUN, CASP3, EGFR, MYC, and EGF). Pathway enrichment analysis of target
proteins indicated that osteoclast differentiation, AGE-RAGE signaling pathway in diabetic complications, Wnt signaling
pathway, MAPK signaling pathway, PI3K-Akt signaling pathway, JAK-STAT signaling pathway, calcium signaling pathway, and
TNF signaling pathway were the specifically major pathways regulated by DHJSD against osteoporosis. Further verification based
on molecular docking results showed that the small molecule compounds (Quercetin, Kaempferol, Beta-sitosterol, Beta-carotene,
and Formononetin) contained in DHJSD generally have excellent binding affinity to the macromolecular target proteins encoded
by the top 10 genes. Conclusion. 'is study reveals the characteristics of multi-component, multi-target, and multi-pathway of
DHJSD against osteoporosis and provides novel insights for verifying the mechanism of DHJSD in the treatment of osteoporosis.

1. Introduction

Osteoporosis is characterized by low bone mass, impaired
bone microstructure, increased bone fragility, and suscep-
tibility to fracture and is also a systemic bone disease [1].
Osteoporosis can occur in different genders and ages, but it

is more common in postmenopausal women and elderly
men [2]. 'e serious consequences of osteoporosis are
fragility fractures that can occur during minor trauma or
daily activities, leading to an increase in disability and
mortality [3]. Moreover, the treatment and nursing of os-
teoporosis and osteoporotic fracture need to invest huge
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manpower and material resources, and the cost is high,
resulting in heavy family, social, and economic burden [4].
'erefore, early adoption of scientific prevention strategies
and standardized treatment is very necessary. Among these,
drug therapies such as bisphosphonates and denosumab are
commonly used to treat osteoporosis by inhibiting the de-
velopment, formation, and survival of osteoclasts [1]. Al-
though these drugs are effective, high-dose or long-term use
may cause serious adverse effects, such as gastrointestinal
tolerance, atypical long bone fracture, jaw osteonecrosis, and
acute renal failure [1]. 'erefore, continuing to search for
potential drugs with significant efficacy and high safety has
become a consistent hot spot for the treatment of
osteoporosis.

As we all know, traditional Chinese medicine (TCM)
plays an important role in health maintenance in China and
other Asian countries [5]. For a long time, TCM has been
used as a complementary and alternative treatment option
for patients with osteoporosis [6]. Systematic reviews and
experimental studies have explored the efficacy and safety of
TCM prescriptions in the treatment of osteoporosis, in-
cluding Duhuo Jisheng Decoction (DHJSD), Xianling
Gubao capsules, Liuwei Dihuang Decoction, and Erxian
Decoction [2, 7–9].

DHJSD is a TCM recorded in Bei Ji Qian Jin Yao Fang of
the Tang Dynasty for the treatment of “Bi Zheng,” usually
consisting of the following 15 herbs, including Du Huo
(Radix Angelicae Pubescentis), Sang Ji Sheng (Herba Taxilli),
Qin Jiao (Radix Gentianae Macrophyllae), Fang Feng (Radix
Saposhnikoviae), Xi Xin (Herba Asari), Fu Ling (Poria
Cocos), Chuan Xiong (Rhizoma Chuanxiong), Bai Shao
(Radix Paeoniae Alba), Du Zhong (Cortex Eucommiae
Ulmoidis), Ren Shen (Panax Ginseng), Gan Cao (Radix
Glycyrrhizae), Dang Gui (Radix Angelicae Sinensis), Niu Xi
(Radix Achyranthis Bidentatae), Shu Di Huang (Radix
Rehmanniae Preparata), and Rou Gui (Cortex Cinnamomi)
[10]. Among them, Du Huo has the good effects of relieving
the pain of “Bi Zheng,” dispelling cold and dehumidification,
nourishing blood and Qi; Xi Xin, Fang Feng, and Qin Jiao
dispel rheumatism, relax tendons and muscles, and benefit
joints; Sang Ji Sheng, Du Zhong, Rou Gui, and Niu Xi
nourish liver and kidney and strengthen bones and muscles;
Dang Gui, Bai Shao, Shu Di Huang, and Chuan Xiong
promote blood circulation; Ren Shen, Gan Cao, and Fu Ling
strengthen spleen and supplement Qi [11]. 'e combination
of the above herbs forms DHJSD, the classic bone injury
prescription in TCM, it has the effect of nourishing the liver
and kidney, benefiting Qi and blood, and stopping the pain
of “Bi Zheng”, which obviously improves the microcircu-
lation of the body [2]. According to the theory of Chinese
medicine, “Bi Zheng” refers to the symptoms of numbness,
soreness, and poor flexion of muscles and joints caused by
external factors (wind, dampness, cold, heat) on the body
surface, tendons, and veins [12]. Osteoporosis belongs to the
category of “Gu Bi” and “Gu Lou” in TCM theory [13]. And
the cause of osteoporosis is the deficiency of Qi and blood in
the liver and kidney and the loss of nutrition in the tendons
and bones, so the treatment should be to nourish the liver
and kidney and strengthen the tendons and bones as the

primary treatment [14]. 'erefore, DHJSD has been widely
used in China to treat rheumatoid arthritis, intervertebral
disc disease, knee osteoarthritis, and osteoporosis, especially
postmenopausal osteoporosis [2, 11, 14–17]. However, due
to the ingredients contained, the mechanism of action of
TCM is often elusive.

'e network pharmacology of TCM is a part of bio-
informatics, and it is still a priori analysis method for
studying the relationship between drugs, compounds, dis-
eases, and targets [18]. Due to the characteristics of multi-
component, multi-target, and multi-pathway of TCM,
network pharmacology has been widely used to clarify the
mechanism of action of TCM and provide researchers with
new directions and strategies. In this work, we tried to use
the network pharmacology method to reveal the active
compounds of DHJSD, and the key genes and pathways of
DHJSD against osteoporosis, which facilitated further re-
search and development (Figure 1).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Screening of Potential Active Compounds and Related
Targets in DHJSD. We used the Traditional Chinese Med-
icine Systems Pharmacology (TCMSP, Version: 2.3, https://
tcmspw.com/tcmsp.php) database and the analysis platform
[19], and input the names of 15 Chinese herbal medicines in
DHJSD to obtain the corresponding compounds and related
information. According to the absorption, distribution,
metabolism, and excretion (ADME) protocols, the active
compounds were screened, and the criteria were oral bio-
availability (OB) ≥30 and drug-likeness (DL) ≥0.18 [20, 21].
'en, the potential target proteins of the selected active
compounds were mined in TCSMP database to construct the
potential target gene set of DHJSD. UniProt database
(https://www.uniprot.org/) was used to obtain the unique
corresponding gene names and UniProt ID of drug or
disease-related targets [22]. 'e species was selected as
“Homo sapiens.”

2.2. Mining of Osteoporosis-Related Targets.
Osteoporosis-related targets were obtained through re-
trieving GeneCards (https://www.genecards.org/) [23],
MalaCards (https://www.malacards.org/) [24], DisGeNet
database (https://www.disgenet.org/, v7.0) [25], 'erapeutic
Target Database (TTD) (http://db.idrblab.net/ttd/) [26],
Comparative Toxicogenomics Database (CTD) (http://
ctdbase.org/, Last update by June, 2020) [27], and Online
Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) (https://omim.org/,
updated November 25, 2020) [28] using the keyword “os-
teoporosis.” GeneCards is a comprehensive, user-friendly
database providing information on all annotated and pre-
dicted human genes, and we screen out targets with the
relevance score ≥10 [23]. DisGeNET is a discovery platform
that contains one of the largest public collections of genes
and variants related to human diseases; targets with the score
≥0.1 were screened [25]. CTD is a powerful public database
designed to improve people’s understanding of how envi-
ronmental exposure affects human health; targets with the
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inference score ≥20 were screened [27]. Finally, the potential
targets obtained from the six databases mentioned above
were integrated and de-duplicated to construct a set of
targets relevant to osteoporosis.

2.3. Network Construction and Analysis. DHJSD-related
targets and osteoporosis-related targets were entered sepa-
rately into the Venn online tool (http://www.bioinformatics.
com.cn/) for common targets, which were candidate targets
of DHJSD against osteoporosis. 'e interaction between
“DHJSD-active compounds-target genes-osteoporosis” was
constructed by Cytoscape software (version 3.7.2) [29].

2.4. Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI)Analysis. PPI underlies
most biological processes in living cells and is essential for
understanding cell physiology in normal and disease states
[10]. In this study, PPI network analysis of the obtained
common targets was performed using the STRING database
(http://string-db.org/; version 11) with the species limited to
“Homo sapiens” and a confidence score >0.4 [30]. 'e PPI
networks were constructed by Cytoscape software (version
3.7.2). Additionally, the plug-in 12 CytoHubba algorithms of
Cytoscape software (Degree, Maximal Clique Centrality
(MCC), Density of Maximum Neighborhood Component
(DMNC), Maximum Neighborhood Component (MNC),
Edge Percolated Component (EPC), Closeness, Between-
ness, ClusteringCoefficient, EcCentricity, Radiality, Stress,
BottleNeck) were used to select the first 10 nodes for finding
the hub genes [31, 32].

2.5.GeneOntology (GO) andKyotoEncyclopedia ofGenes and
Genomes (KEGG) Pathway Enrichment Analysis. We per-
formed GO and KEGG pathway enrichment analysis using

the clusterProfiler package in R (R 4.0.2 for Windows) to
identify the biological processes and signaling pathways
involved in DHJSD in treating osteoporosis [33–35]. An
adjusted P value of <0.05 was considered to identify the
enriched terms.

2.6. Molecular Docking. 'e plug-in CytoHubba of Cyto-
scape software was used to screen top 10 hub genes [32]. In
addition, Sankey diagram (http://sankeymatic.com/) was
built with top 10 hub genes and relative active ingredients of
DHJSD to find out key active ingredients. Sankey diagram
discloses the relationship among herb, ingredients, and
targets. Subsequently, molecular docking between top 10
hub genes and key active ingredients was carried out to
predict the accuracy of the pivotal components and pre-
diction targets using AutoDock Vina [36]. PubChem da-
tabase (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) and RCSB
protein data (http://www.rcsb.org/) were selected to
download the MOL2 format of ligands and PDB format of
proteins [4]. Crystal of proteins were introduced to Pymol
software (https://pymol.org/2/; version 2.4.1) to conduct
dehydration and separation of ligands [37]. Subsequently,
the crystal conducted was introduced to AutoDockTools to
build a docking grid box of targets [1]. Molecular dockings
were achieved via AutoDock Vina [37]. 'e lower Vina
scores, one of the results of molecular docking, represent a
more stable binding affinity of protein and ligand [38].
Eventually, the complexes of protein and compound were
visualized by Pymol software.

3. Results

3.1. Screening of Active Compounds in DHJSD. A total of
1939 compounds in DHJSD were retrieved through the

DHJSD Osteoporosis

Active compounds screening

DHJSD target genes prediction Osteoporosis target genes prediction

TCMSP database

UniProt database

GeneCards, MalaCards, DisGeNET, 
TTD, CTD, OMIM databases

Overlapping target genes
Venn diagram

Hub genes

STRING database

PPI network

Cytoscape

Molecular docking verification 

Enrichment analysis

DHJSD-compounds-target 
genes-osteoporosis network

GO KEGG pathway

Cytoscape

Figure 1: 'e schematic diagram of the present study to investigate potential mechanisms of DHJSD against osteoporosis.
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TCMSP database, of which 99 were from Du Huo, 46 were
from Sang Ji Sheng, 27 were from Qin Jiao, 173 were from
Fang Feng, 192 were from Xi Xin, 34 were from Fu Ling, 189
were from Chuan Xiong, 85 from Bai Shao, 147 from Du
Zhong 190 from Ren Shen, 280 from Gan Cao, 125 from
Dang Gui, 176 from Niu Xi, 76 from Shu Di Huang, and 100
from Rou Gui. According to the criteria of OB ≥30% and DL
≥0.18, a total of 240 (after removing duplication: 209) active
compounds of DHJSD were screened, of which 9 were from
DuHuo, 2 were from Sang Ji Sheng, 2 were fromQin Jiao, 18
were from Fang Feng, and 8 were from Xi Xin, 15 from Fu
Ling, 7 from Chuan Xiong, 13 from Bai Shao, 28 from Du
Zhong, 22 from Ren Shen, 92 from Gan Cao, 2 from Dang
Gui, 20 from Niu Xi, and 2 from Shu Di Huang. However,
there is no compound in Rou Gui that meets the screening
criteria. Table 1 shows the basic information of some active
compounds in DHJSD.

3.2.Mining of the Putative Target Genes for DHJSD. By using
the compound-target search function of TCMSP database, it
was confirmed that 179 of the 209 active compounds in
DHJSD possess target proteins. Subsequently, UniProt da-
tabase was used to convert the target protein predicted by the
biologically active compound of DHJSD into gene name.
Finally, 267 putative target genes were identified.

3.3. Mining of the Potential "erapeutic Targets of DHJSD in
Treating Osteoporosis. A total of 3131 potential therapeutic
targets of osteoporosis were obtained by searching Gene-
Cards, MalaCards, DisGeNET, TTD, CTD, and OMIM
databases. 'e Venn diagram was drawn by using Venn
online platform, which is derived from the targets regulated
by the active ingredients of DHJSD and the potential targets
of osteoporosis. Subsequently, a total of 205 core targets were
obtained, which were the potential therapeutic targets of
DHJSD in the treatment of osteoporosis, as shown in Fig-
ure 2. 'e “DHJSD-active compounds-target genes-osteo-
porosis” network of DHJSD against osteoporosis was
constructed by Cytoscape software (Figure 3). In this case,
the sub-network of “active compounds-target genes” in-
cludes 379 nodes and 1856 edges.We ranked the target genes
according to the number of targeting nodes. Table 2 shows
the basic information of some key targets of DHJSD against
osteoporosis.

3.4. Construction of the PPI Network and Mining of the Hub
Genes of DHJSD in Treating Osteoporosis. A total of 205
potential target genes of DHJSD in the treatment of oste-
oporosis were input into STRING database to obtain PPI
network. 'e network involves 205 nodes and 4078 edges.
'en, the obtained data was imported into Cytoscape 3.7.2
version for further visualization (Figure 4(a)). Subsequently,
according to the 12 CytoHubba algorithms of Cytoscape
software, including Degree, MCC, DMNC, MNC, EPC,
Closeness, Betweenness, ClusteringCoefficient, EcCentricity,
Radiality, Stress, and BottleNeck, the top 10 hub genes of
DHJSD for treating osteoporosis were selected based on the

above results. 'e top 10 genes calculated based on 12 al-
gorithms contain a total of 41 different genes.We showed the
relationship between these genes and the corresponding
algorithms in the form of Chord diagrams (Figure 4(b)).
'en, we sorted the genes according to the number of al-
gorithms corresponding to them and got the top 10 hub
genes, and the results were consistent with the results of the
Degree algorithm (Figure 4(c)). 'e top 10 hub genes
contained AKT1, ALB, IL6, MAPK3, VEGFA, JUN, CASP3,
EGFR, MYC, and EGF. In addition, the Sankey diagram was
constructed using the top 10 hub genes and the relative
active compounds of DHJSD, of which MOL000098
(Quercetin) targets most hub genes (Figure 5).

3.5.GOandKEGGPathwayEnrichmentAnalysis. In order to
elucidate the biological mechanisms of DHJSD against os-
teoporosis, GO and KEGG pathway enrichment analysis was
performed by using clusterProfiler in R. 'e 205 potential
targets of DHJSD for treating osteoporosis were input into
the R, and a total of 2590 GO terms (adjusted, P< 0.05) were
obtained, including 2320 biological process (BP) terms and
179 molecular function (MF) terms and 91 cellular com-
ponent (CC) terms. Based on the adjusted P value from
small to large, the top 10 GO-BP terms were mainly enriched
in cellular response to chemical stress (GO:0062197), re-
sponse to metal ion (GO:0010038), response to antibiotic
(GO:0046677), response to lipopolysaccharide (GO:
0032496), response to alcohol (GO:0097305), response to
steroid hormone (GO:0048545), response to molecule of
bacterial origin (GO:0002237), response to oxidative stress
(GO:0006979), response to reactive oxygen species (GO:
0000302), and response to nutrient levels (GO:0031667).'e
top 10 GO-CC terms were mainly enriched in membrane
raft (GO:0045121), membrane microdomain (GO:0098857),
membrane region (GO:0098589), transcription regulator
complex (GO:0005667), vesicle lumen (GO:0031983), RNA
polymerase II transcription regulator complex (GO:
0090575), cyclin-dependent protein kinase holoenzyme
complex (GO:0000307), serine/threonine protein kinase
complex (GO:1902554), mitochondrial outer membrane
(GO:0005741), and cytoplasmic vesicle lumen (GO:
0060205).'e top 10 GO-MF terms were mainly enriched in
nuclear receptor activity (GO:0004879), ligand-activated
transcription factor activity (GO:0098531), steroid hormone
receptor activity (GO:0003707), RNA polymerase II-specific
DNA-binding transcription factor binding (GO:0061629),
DNA-binding transcription factor binding (GO:0140297),
“DNA-binding transcription activator activity, RNA poly-
merase II-specific” (GO:0001228), DNA-binding tran-
scription activator activity (GO:0001216), phosphatase
binding (GO:0019902), heme binding (GO:0020037), and
NADP binding (GO:0050661). Finally, the top 10 GO en-
richment terms were selected and visualized using bar di-
agram, as shown in Figure 6. Table 3 shows the top 10 GO
enrichment items.

Additionally, a total of 170 enriched KEGG pathways
(adjusted, P< 0.05) were obtained, the top 10 including
AGE-RAGE signaling pathway in diabetic complications
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Table 1: Basic information of some active compounds in DHJSD.

Molecule ID Molecule name OB
(%) DL 2D structure Source PubChem

CID

MOL001924 Paeoniflorin 53.87 0.79 O

O

O
O

O

O

OH

OHHO

HO

HO Bai Shao (Radix Paeoniae
Alba) 442534

MOL000492 Cianidanol 54.83 0.24
OHO

OH

OH

OH

OH

Bai Shao 9064

MOL002135 Myricanone 40.60 0.51

O

O

O

HO

OH

Chuan Xiong (Rhizoma
Chuanxiong) 161748

MOL001494 Ethyl linoleate 42.00 0.19

O

O
Chuan Xiong 5282184

MOL003608 O-acetylcolumbianetin 60.04 0.26

O

O

O

O

O Du Huo (Radix Angelicae
Pubescentis) 161409

MOL004780 Angelicone 30.99 0.19

O

O

O

O

O

Du Huo 616303

MOL002773 Beta-carotene 37.18 0.58 Du Zhong (Cortex Eucommiae
Ulmoidis) 5280489

MOL009031 Epiquinidine 68.22 0.40

N

N

HO

O

Du Zhong 94175
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Table 1: Continued.

Molecule ID Molecule name OB
(%) DL 2D structure Source PubChem

CID

MOL000296 Hederagenin 36.91 0.75

HO

Fu Ling (Poria Cocos) NA

MOL000273
16alpha-

Hydroxydehydrotrametenolic
acid

30.93 0.81

OH

OH

O

HO

Fu Ling 10743008

MOL004328 Naringenin 59.29 0.21

OH O

HO O

OH

Gan Cao (Radix Glycyrrhizae) 439246

MOL000354 Isorhamnetin 49.60 0.31

OH

OH

OH

O

O

O

HO Gan Cao 5281654

MOL000392 Formononetin 69.67 0.21

O
O

OHO

Gan Cao 5280378

MOL002714 Baicalein 33.52 0.21

O

O

H
O

H
O

O
H

Niu Xi (Radix Achyranthis
Bidentatae) 5281605

MOL000785 Palmatine 64.60 0.65

O

O

O

O

N+

Niu Xi 19009

MOL005344 Ginsenoside rh2 36.32 0.56

O

O

H
O

H
O

H
O

H
O

H
O

H
O

Ren Shen (Panax Ginseng) 119307
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Table 1: Continued.

Molecule ID Molecule name OB
(%) DL 2D structure Source PubChem

CID

MOL000787 Fumarine 59.26 0.83
O

O

O

O

N

O

Ren Shen 4970

MOL001558 Sesamin 56.55 0.83

O
O

O
O

O

O

Xi Xin (Herba Asari) 72307

MOL002962 3-O-Methylviolanone 48.23 0.33

O

O
O

O

O

H
O

Xi Xin 10019512

MOL011753 5-O-Methylvisamminol 37.99 0.25

OO

O O

OH
Fang Feng (Radix
Saposhnikoviae) 441970

MOL000011 Cleomiscosin A 68.83 0.66

O
H

O

O

O

O
O

OO
H

Fang Feng 442510

MOL000449 Stigmasterol 43.83 0.76

O
H

Dang Gui (Radix Angelicae
Sinensis), Niu Xi, Ren Shen,

Shu Di Huang
5280794

MOL000359 3-Epi-beta-Sitosterol 36.91 0.75

O
H

Bai Shao, Chuan Xiong, Fang
Feng, Gan Cao, Qin Jiao, Sang
Ji Sheng, Shu Di Huang (Radix

Rehmanniae Preparata)

12303645

MOL000098 Quercetin 46.43 0.28

OH

OH

OHO

O

OH

OH

Du Zhong, Gan Cao, Sang Ji
Sheng (Herba Taxilli), Niu Xi 5280343

MOL000358 Beta-sitosterol 36.91 0.75

OH

Bai Shao, Dang Gui, Du Huo,
Du Zhong, Fang Feng, Niu Xi,

Qin Jiao, Ren Shen
222284
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(hsa04933), Kaposi sarcoma-associated herpesvirus infec-
tion (hsa05167), fluid shear stress and atherosclerosis
(hsa05418), hepatitis B (hsa05161), prostate cancer

(hsa05215), hepatitis C (hsa05160), pancreatic cancer
(hsa05212), human cytomegalovirus infection (hsa05163),
IL-17 signaling pathway (hsa04657), and TNF signaling
pathway (hsa04668). 'e top 20 KEGG pathway enrichment
terms were selected and visualized using bar diagram, as
shown in Figure 7. Next, we searched the KEGG pathway
database for osteoporosis, looking for potential pathways
related to osteoporosis in the enriched 170 pathways. A total
of 50 pathways were selected that may be associated with
osteoporosis, and then we proceeded to build a network map
of target genes and pathways using Cytoscape software
(Figure 8). 'ese include 13 of the pathways most strongly
associated with osteoporosis, including osteoclast differen-
tiation (hsa04380), AGE-RAGE signaling pathway in dia-
betic complications (hsa04933), Wnt signaling pathway
(hsa04310), MAPK signaling pathway (hsa04010), apoptosis
(hsa04210), chemokine signaling pathway (hsa04062), T cell
receptor signaling pathway (hsa04660), B cell receptor
signaling pathway (hsa04662), PI3K-Akt signaling pathway
(hsa04151), JAK-STAT signaling pathway (hsa04630),

Table 1: Continued.

Molecule ID Molecule name OB
(%) DL 2D structure Source PubChem

CID

MOL000422 Kaempferol 41.88 0.24

OH

OH

OHO

O

OH

Bai Shao, Du Zhong, Gan Cao,
Niu Xi, Ren Shen, Xi Xin 5280863

MOL000173 Wogonin 30.68 0.23

OH

O

O

HO

O

Fang Feng, Niu Xi 5281703

MOL000211 Mairin 55.38 0.78

HO

O

OH
Bai Shao, Du Zhong, Gan Cao 64971

MOL001942 Isoimperatorin 45.46 0.23

O O

O

O

Du Huo, Fang Feng 68081

MOL001941 Ammidin 34.55 0.22
O O

O

O

Du Huo, Fang Feng 10212

Abbreviations: DHJSD, Duhuo Jisheng Decoction; OB, oral bioavailability; DL, drug-likeness.

62 205 2926

DHJSD (267) Osteoporosis (3131)

Figure 2: Venn diagram of DHJSD-related targets and osteopo-
rosis-related targets.
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calcium signaling pathway (hsa04020), NF-kappa B sig-
naling pathway (hsa04064), and TNF signaling pathway
(hsa04668). Table 4 shows the enriched 50 possible related
pathways of osteoporosis.

3.6. Molecular Docking Results. According to the results of
the Sankey diagram, we carried out molecular docking of
the core target protein and active compound involved.
Molecular docking between top 10 target proteins (AKT1,
ALB, IL6, MAPK3, VEGFA, JUN, CASP3, EGFR, MYC,
EGF) and key active compounds (Quercetin, Kaempferol,
Beta-sitosterol, Wogonin, Beta-carotene, Baicalein, Nar-
ingenin, Formononetin, Paeoniflorin, Ginsenoside Rh2,

and Epiquinidine) was carried out using AutoDock Vina.
'e docking scores of the strongest affinity of 10 core target
proteins and 11 key active compounds were visualized
using the heatmap, as shown in Figure 9. 'e binding
energy between target proteins and the active compounds
was approximately between −5.8 and −10.9 kcal mol−1.
AKT1, ALB, MAPK3, JUN, CASP3, and EGFR have
stronger docking energy. 'e remaining target proteins
also have relatively strong docking energy, which means
that the compounds in DHJSD bind well to 10 core target
proteins. Eventually, we chose the top 4 target protein
macromolecules and small compound molecules with the
best docking affinity for visualization with Pymol
(Figure 10).
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Figure 3: “DHJSD-active compounds-target genes-osteoporosis” network. 'e red octagon represents the disease; the brown diamond
represents the herbs contained in DHJSD; the cyan rectangle represents the potential targets; the blue ellipse belongs to the herbs contained
in DHJSD; and the purple ones are common ingredients. 'e line between two nodes represents the interaction; the size of each node
represents the number of connections.
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Table 2: Basic information of some key targets of DHJSD against osteoporosis.

UniProt ID Gene symbol Protein names Degree
P35354 PTGS2 Prostaglandin G/H synthase 2 144
P03372 ESR1 Estrogen receptor 98
P0DP23 CALM1 Calmodulin-1 96
P07900 HSP90AA1 Heat shock protein HSP 90-alpha 96
P10275 AR Androgen receptor 85
P35228 NOS2 Nitric oxide synthase, inducible 80
P23219 PTGS1 Prostaglandin G/H synthase 1 74
Q15596 NCOA2 Nuclear receptor coactivator 2 70
P24941 CDK2 Cyclin-dependent kinase 2 68
P37231 PPARG Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma 68
P49841 GSK3B Glycogen synthase kinase-3 beta 65
Q92731 ESR2 Estrogen receptor beta 62
P20248 CCNA2 Cyclin-A2 59
P27487 DPP4 Dipeptidyl peptidase 4 57
P07550 ADRB2 Beta-2 adrenergic receptor 52
P19793 RXRA Retinoic acid receptor RXR-alpha 52
Q16539 MAPK14 Mitogen-activated protein kinase 14 51
O14757 CHEK1 Serine/threonine-protein kinase Chk1 48
P22303 ACHE Acetylcholinesterase 34
P08709 F7 Coagulation factor VII 33
Q15788 NCOA1 Nuclear receptor coactivator 1 25
P35968 KDR Vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 2 24
P25100 ADRA1D Alpha-1D adrenergic receptor 15
P06401 PGR Progesterone receptor 15
P31645 SLC6A4 Sodium-dependent serotonin transporter 15
P35372 OPRM1 Mu-type opioid receptor 14
P21728 DRD1 D (1A) dopamine receptor 12
P08235 NR3C2 Mineralocorticoid receptor 12
Q01959 SLC6A3 Sodium-dependent dopamine transporter 12
P27338 MAOB Amine oxidase [flavin-containing] B 10
Q92934 BCL2 Bcl2-associated agonist of cell death 8
P00918 CA2 Carbonic anhydrase 2 8
P42574 CASP3 Caspase-3 8
Q04206 RELA Transcription factor p65 7
P31749 AKT1 RAC-alpha serine/threonine-protein kinase 6
Q07812 BAX Apoptosis regulator BAX 6
P05412 JUN Transcription factor AP-1 6
O95150 TNFSF15 Tumor necrosis factor ligand superfamily member 15 5
P55211 CASP9 Caspase-9 4
P24385 CCND1 G1/S-specific cyclin-D1 4
P03956 MMP1 Interstitial collagenase 4
P08588 ADRB1 Beta-1 adrenergic receptor 3
P35869 AHR Aryl hydrocarbon receptor 3
P15121 AKR1B1 Aldo-keto reductase family 1 member B1 3
Q14790 CASP8 Caspase-8 3
P06493 CDK1 Cyclin-dependent kinase 1 3
P05177 CYP1A2 Cytochrome P450 1A2 3
P08684 CYP3A4 Cytochrome P450 3A4 3
P09211 GSTP1 Glutathione S-transferase P 3
Q92819 HAS2 Hyaluronan synthase 2 3
P09601 HMOX1 Heme oxygenase 1 3
P05231 IL6 Interleukin-6 3
P28482 MAPK1 Mitogen-activated protein kinase 1 3
P04150 NR3C1 Glucocorticoid receptor 3
Q03181 PPARD Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor delta 3
P14672 SLC2A4 Solute carrier family 2, facilitated glucose transporter member 4 3
P00441 SOD1 Superoxide dismutase [Cu-Zn] 3
Q9H3D4 TP63 Tumor protein 63 3
P15692 VEGFA Vascular endothelial growth factor A 3
Q13085 ACACA Acetyl-CoA carboxylase 1 2
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4. Discussion

Osteoporosis is a degenerative disease, which increases with
age. With the prolongation of human life and the coming of
aging society, osteoporosis has become an important health

problem [1]. Considering the threat of the aging of the global
population and the increasing side effects of clinical drugs,
finding potential drugs for the prevention and treatment of
osteoporosis from natural products is a novel treatment
strategy [2]. DHJSD is an extremely common TCM that has

Table 2: Continued.

UniProt ID Gene symbol Protein names Degree
P00533 EGFR Epidermal growth factor receptor 2
P01106 MYC Myc proto-oncogene protein 2
P02768 ALB Albumin 1
P01133 EGF Pro-epidermal growth factor 1
P27361 MAPK3 Mitogen-activated protein kinase 3 1
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Figure 4: 'e PPI network of potential targets of DHJSD in the treatment of osteoporosis. (a) 'e PPI network from STRING was further
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been used in China to treat patients with osteoporosis, es-
pecially postmenopausal osteoporosis [2]. However, the
mechanism of action of TCM is usually elusive due to the
ingredients it contains. It is of great significance to explore the
molecular mechanism of TCM by using systematic and
normative bioinformatics methods to mine multiple databases
to integrate and analyze the information of target proteins and
compounds [4]. A systematic network pharmacological
method for determining molecular biological networks has
been developed, which may be used to discover new thera-
peutic effects of drugs derived from medicinal plants. In this
study, based on systematic network pharmacology, including
ADME system assessment, PPI network analysis, GO and
KEGG pathway analysis, and molecular docking verification,
the active ingredients and potential targets of DHJSD in the
treatment of osteoporosis were evaluated.

According to the principle of ADME (setting OB ≥30
and DL ≥0.18) [20], we searched the TCMSP database and
screened a total of 209 active compounds (after dedupli-
cation) from the 15 herbs contained in DHJSD (Rou Gui did
not find a compound that meets the requirements). By using
the compound-target search function of the TCMSP data-
base, 267 target proteins were finally found from 209 active
compounds (30 of which did not find the corresponding
target protein). 'en, we transformed the full name of the

target protein into the gene ID through UniProt database.
'rough searching 6 disease-target databases (GeneCards,
MalaCards, DisGeNET, TTD, CTD, and OMIM), a total of
3131 potential osteoporosis treatment targets were obtained.
Finally, we obtained 205 potential target genes of DHJSD in
the treatment of osteoporosis. 'e network of DHJSD
against osteoporosis was built, which was involved in 394
nodes and 2265 interactions. Furthermore, PPI network has
been constructed involved in 205 nodes and 4078 edges. Top
10 hub genes were revealed by weighing the CytoHubba 12
algorithms of Cytoscape software (Degree, MCC, DMNC,
MNC, EPC, Closeness, Betweenness, ClusteringCoefficient,
EcCentricity, Radiality, Stress, and BottleNeck), including
AKT1, ALB, IL6, MAPK3, VEGFA, JUN, CASP3, EGFR,
MYC, and EGF.

AKT1 is one of three closely related serine/threonine
protein kinases (AKT1, AKT2, and AKT3), which regulates
many physiological processes including metabolism, pro-
liferation, cell survival, and angiogenesis [39]. A study
published in 2012 showed that AKT1 may be a regulator of
the differentiation and function of osteoblasts and osteo-
clasts [40]. IL6 is an important inflammatory factor, and its
function involves a variety of inflammation-related disease
states, including diabetes mellitus susceptibility and systemic
juvenile rheumatoid arthritis [41]. A study published in 2018

Figure 5: Sankey diagram.'e colored vertical bars on the left represent the different herbs contained in DHJSD, the middle bars represent
the active ingredients of the herbs, and the right bars represent the target genes. 'e size of the bars and the thickness of the lines represent
the number of interactions.
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showed that the upregulation of IL6 expression is an im-
portant factor in promoting the osteogenic differentiation of
adipose-derived stem cells [42]. ALB is the most important
protein in human plasma, which maintains the body’s
nutrition and osmotic pressure, and acts as a carrier protein
for a variety of endogenous molecules (including hormones,
fatty acids, and metabolites) and exogenous drugs [43]. A
retrospective study suggested that preoperative ALB levels
may help predict complications after osteoporotic vertebral
compression fractures [43]. MAPK3 is a member of the
MAP kinase family and plays a role in the signal cascade that
responds to various extracellular signals to regulate various
cellular processes, such as proliferation, differentiation, and
cell cycle progression [44]. Studies have shown that MAPK3
promotes the expression of RUNX2, and targeting MAPK3
can affect osteoblast differentiation [44]. VEGFA is a
member of the PDGF/VEGF growth factor family, which is
active in angiogenesis, angiogenesis, and endothelial cell
growth, and induces endothelial cell proliferation, promotes
cell migration, and inhibits cell apoptosis [45]. By inhibiting
the expression of VEGFA, miR-16-5p could exert an anti-
osteogenesis effect [45]. 'e human JUN gene encodes a
protein that is highly similar to the viral protein, which

directly interacts with specific target DNA sequences to
regulate gene expression [46]. By activating the c-Fos/c-Jun
pathway, IL-7/IL-7R could promote RANKL-mediated os-
teoclast formation and bone resorption and induce bone loss
in ovariectomized mice [46]. 'e protein encoded by the
CASP3 gene is a cysteine-aspartic acid protease, which plays
a vital role in the execution-phase of cell apoptosis [47]. By
targeting CASP3 and activating the PI3K-Akt signaling
pathway, the overexpression of miR-378 could attenuate the
osteogenic differentiation inhibited by high glucose [47].'e
protein encoded by the EGF gene is a member of the epi-
dermal growth factor superfamily, which acts as an effective
mitogenic factor and plays an important role in the growth,
proliferation, and differentiation of various cell types [48].
EGFR gene encodes a protein that is a receptor for members
of the epidermal growth factor family [48]. Studies have
shown that inhibition of the EGFR signaling pathway in-
hibits the expression of the enhancer of zeste homolog 2
(Ezh2) through the ERK1/2 pathway, thereby promoting the
senescence of osteoprogenitor cells [48]. MYC is a proto-
oncogene and encodes a nuclear phosphoprotein, which
plays a role in cell cycle progression, apoptosis, and cell
transformation [49]. In a mouse model of osteoporosis, both
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Figure 6: Barplot of the top 10 GO enrichment items. 'e GO enrichment items (BP, CC, MF) are arranged from left to right according to
the adjusted P value.
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the loss of MYC and the pharmacological inhibitory effect of
ERRα reduced bone loss [49]. 'e main physiological
processes regulated by proteins encoded by the top 10 target
genes include inflammatory response, immune response,
cell proliferation, differentiation, apoptosis, migration, cell
cycle progression, endocrine metabolism, angiogenesis,
growth, and nutrition. Based on the above analysis results, it

is also speculated that DHJSD against osteoporosis may play
a role through the above process.

'e one-to-one correspondence between the top 10 hub
genes and the corresponding active compounds contained in
DHJSD had been shown using the Sankey diagram. 'e
relative active compounds include MOL000098 (Quercetin),
MOL000422 (Kaempferol), MOL000358 (Beta-sitosterol),

Table 3: 'e top 10 Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment items.

ID Description P value Adjust
P value

Gene
number GO items

GO:0062197 Cellular response to chemical stress 2.20332E− 36 9.75E− 33 46 Biological process
GO:0010038 Response to metal ion 1.04408E− 35 2.31E− 32 46 Biological process
GO:0046677 Response to antibiotic 5.44269E− 34 8.03E− 31 43 Biological process
GO:0032496 Response to lipopolysaccharide 8.0729E− 34 8.93E− 31 43 Biological process
GO:0097305 Response to alcohol 1.19658E− 33 1.06E− 30 38 Biological process
GO:0048545 Response to steroid hormone 2.14139E− 33 1.58E− 30 45 Biological process
GO:0002237 Response to molecule of bacterial origin 4.25534E− 33 2.69E− 30 43 Biological process
GO:0006979 Response to oxidative stress 1.67651E− 32 9.27E− 30 47 Biological process
GO:0000302 Response to reactive oxygen species 2.14509E− 32 1.05E− 29 37 Biological process
GO:0031667 Response to nutrient levels 1.65363E− 30 7.32E− 28 47 Biological process

GO:0004879 Nuclear receptor activity 1.2238E− 16 3.33E− 14 14 Molecular
function

GO:0098531 Ligand-activated transcription factor activity 1.2238E− 16 3.33E− 14 14 Molecular
function

GO:0003707 Steroid hormone receptor activity 1.51056E− 12 2.74E− 10 12 Molecular
function

GO:0061629 RNA polymerase II-specific DNA-binding transcription
factor binding 1.0407E− 11 1.42E− 09 21 Molecular

function

GO:0140297 DNA-binding transcription factor binding 2.02886E− 11 2.21E− 09 23 Molecular
function

GO:0001228 DNA-binding transcription activator activity, RNA
polymerase II-specific 5.32777E− 11 4.35E− 09 25 Molecular

function

GO:0001216 DNA-binding transcription activator activity 5.59254E− 11 4.35E− 09 25 Molecular
function

GO:0019902 Phosphatase binding 4.84351E− 10 3.29E− 08 16 Molecular
function

GO:0020037 Heme binding 5.8588E− 09 3.54E− 07 13 Molecular
function

GO:0050661 NADP binding 7.53723E− 09 4.10E− 07 9 Molecular
function

GO:0045121 Membrane raft 3.10297E− 15 5.63E− 13 25 Cellular
component

GO:0098857 Membrane microdomain 3.33964E− 15 5.63E− 13 25 Cellular
component

GO:0098589 Membrane region 7.90284E− 15 8.88E− 13 25 Cellular
component

GO:0005667 Transcription regulator complex 4.33831E− 10 3.66E− 08 22 Cellular
component

GO:0031983 Vesicle lumen 1.59056E− 09 1.07E− 07 19 Cellular
component

GO:0090575 RNA polymerase II transcription regulator complex 2.17645E− 09 1.22E− 07 14 Cellular
component

GO:0000307 Cyclin-dependent protein kinase holoenzyme complex 1.03807E− 08 5.00E− 07 8 Cellular
component

GO:1902554 Serine/threonine protein kinase complex 2.64297E− 08 1.11E− 06 10 Cellular
component

GO:0005741 Mitochondrial outer membrane 4.65534E− 08 1.74E− 06 13 Cellular
component

GO:0060205 Cytoplasmic vesicle lumen 5.57446E− 08 1.88E− 06 17 Cellular
component
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MOL000173 (Wogonin), MOL002773 (Beta-carotene),
MOL002714 (Baicalein), MOL004328 (Naringenin),
MOL000392 (Formononetin), MOL001924 (Paeoniflorin),
MOL005344 (Ginsenoside Rh2), and MOL009031 (Epi-
quinidine). Among them, Quercetin targets most central
genes. Quercetin is a member of the flavonoid family isolated
from onion, apple, grape, tea, and many kinds of Chinese
herbal medicines, which seems to have obvious anti-
osteoporosis properties [50]. Studies have shown that Quer-
cetin alone or in combination with alendronate could prevent
glucocorticoid-induced osteoporosis through its bone forma-
tion stimulation [50]. Quercetin promotes bone marrow
mesenchymal stem cells (BMSCs) proliferation and osteogenic
differentiation, improves the in vitromodel of osteoporosis, and
provides protection against TNF-α-induced impairment of
BMSC osteogenic function [51].

'en, we performed the GO and KEGG pathway en-
richment analysis of genes that DHJSD against osteoporosis.
Based on the adjusted P value from small to large, the top 3
GO-BP terms were mainly enriched in cellular response to
chemical stress, response to metal ion, and response to
antibiotic. 'e top 3 GO-CC terms were mainly enriched in
membrane raft, membrane microdomain, and membrane
region. 'e top 3 GO-MF terms were mainly enriched in
nuclear receptor activity, ligand-activated transcription
factor activity, and steroid hormone receptor activity. Based
on the adjusted P value from small to large, the top 10 KEGG
pathways were mainly enriched in AGE-RAGE signaling
pathway in diabetic complications, Kaposi sarcoma-associated
herpesvirus infection, fluid shear stress, and atheroscle-
rosis, hepatitis B, prostate cancer, hepatitis C, pancreatic
cancer, human cytomegalovirus infection, and IL-17

signaling pathway. We searched for osteoporosis in the
KEGG pathway database and found that there are ten
pathways directly related to osteoporosis and related
diseases, including osteoclast differentiation (hsa04380),
AGE-RAGE signaling pathway in diabetic complications
(hsa04933), Wnt signaling pathway (hsa04310), MAPK
signaling pathway (hsa04010), apoptosis (hsa04210),
chemokine signaling pathway (hsa04062), T cell receptor sig-
naling pathway (hsa04660), B cell receptor signaling pathway
(hsa04662), endocrine and other factor-regulated calcium
reabsorption (hsa04961), and mineral absorption (hsa04978).
'e first eight pathways are in the list of KEGG pathway
enrichment analysis we have done. Six of the top 10 hub genes
(AKT1,MAPK3, JUN, CASP3, IL6, andVEGFA) are enriched
in AGE-AGE signaling pathway in diabetic complications,
three of the top 10 hub genes (AKT1, MAPK3, and JUN) are
enriched in osteoclast differentiation, eight of the top 10 hub
genes (AKT1, MAPK3, VEGFA, JUN, CASP3, EGFR, MYC,
and EGF) are enriched in MAPK signaling pathway, two of
the top 10 hub genes (JUN, MYC) are enriched in Wnt
signaling pathway, four of the top 10 hub genes (AKT1,
MAPK3, JUN, and CASP3) are enriched in Apoptosis, two of
the top 10 hub genes (AKT1, MAPK3) are enriched in
Chemokine signaling pathway, and three of the top 10 hub
genes (AKT1, MAPK3, and JUN) are enriched in T cell re-
ceptor signaling pathway and B cell receptor signaling
pathway.

In addition, the enriched pathways related to the above
pathways in the KEGG database include PI3K-Akt signaling
pathway (hsa04151; enriched genes: AKT1, IL6, MAPK3,
VEGFA, EGFR, MYC, EGF), JAK-STAT signaling pathway
(hsa04630; enriched genes: AKT1, IL6, EGFR, MYC, EGF),
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Figure 7: Barplot of the top 20 KEGG pathway enrichment items. 'e color of each bar represents the adjusted P value, and the length
represents the number of enriched genes.
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calcium signaling pathway (hsa04020; enriched genes:
EGFR, EGF), TNF signaling pathway (hsa04668; enriched
genes: AKT1, IL6, MAPK3, JUN, and CASP3), and NF-
kappa B signaling pathway (hsa04064). Li et al. [52] found
that, through the PI3K-Akt signaling pathway, the knock-
down of LNC_000052 could promote BMSCs osteogenesis,
proliferation, and migration and inhibit cell apoptosis.
Studies have shown that miR-10b could promote osteogenic
differentiation and increase bone formation through the
TGF-β signaling pathway [53]. In addition, JAK-STAT
signaling pathway plays a role in the differentiation of os-
teoblasts and osteoclasts [54]. Jin et al. [55] found that
sclareol prevents bone loss caused by ovariectomy in vivo by

inhibiting NF-κB and MAPK/ERK signaling pathways and
inhibits osteoclast production in vitro. Zha et al. [56] found
that miR-920 targets HOXA7 through the MAPK signaling
pathway to promote the osteogenic differentiation of human
bone mesenchymal stem cells. It is well known that there are
many pathways that have a large or small relationship with
osteoporosis, and these pathways are classified mainly as
bone metabolism, inflammatory response, immune re-
sponse, endocrine system, and cell apoptosis [57].

By mining the database, we obtained the compounds
contained in each herb in DHJSD, and then we predicted the
potential targets of DHJSD by these compounds, and then
we performed KEGG pathway enrichment analysis to obtain
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the potential pathways of action of DHJSD based on these
targets. 'erefore, the above obtained targets and signaling
pathways should be relevant to the functions of the herbs in
DHJSD. It has been shown that the therapeutic effect of the
herb Du Huo in osteoporotic rats is associated with the
activation of Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway to promote
bone formation [58]. Qin Jiao extract showed a better in-
hibitory effect on adjuvant arthritis rats, which may be

related to the inhibition of JAK2/STAT3 signaling pathway
[59]. Fu Ling significantly ameliorated renal injury in db/db
mice, and the mechanism may be related to the inhibition of
p38 MAPK phosphorylation and the activation of PPARc

pathway [60]. 'ese results are consistent with the func-
tional annotations of Du Huo (strengthening bones and
reducing back and knee pain), Qin Jiao (dispelling rheu-
matism), and Fu Ling (strengthening the spleen and

Table 4: 'e enriched 50 possible related pathways of osteoporosis.

ID Description P value Adjust P value Gene number
hsa04933 AGE-RAGE signaling pathway in diabetic complications 3.2722E− 31 8.83495E− 29 34
hsa05418 Fluid shear stress and atherosclerosis 8.02758E− 26 6.42442E− 24 34
hsa04657 IL-17 signaling pathway 2.23263E− 21 6.69789E− 20 26
hsa04668 TNF signaling pathway 1.93321E− 20 5.21968E− 19 27
hsa04659 '17 cell differentiation 1.77974E− 17 3.00331E− 16 24
hsa04210 Apoptosis 5.07009E− 17 8.0525E− 16 26
hsa04218 Cellular senescence 1.70327E− 15 1.9995E− 14 26
hsa04066 HIF-1 signaling pathway 4.55414E− 15 4.72929E− 14 22
hsa01521 EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor resistance 1.19998E− 14 1.11722E− 13 19
hsa04115 p53 signaling pathway 3.86218E− 14 3.36383E− 13 18
hsa05235 PD-L1 expression and PD-1 checkpoint pathway in cancer 1.25365E− 13 9.95542E− 13 19
hsa04380 Osteoclast differentiation 1.52063E− 13 1.14047E− 12 22
hsa04620 Toll-like receptor signaling pathway 2.26415E− 13 1.5283E− 12 20
hsa04660 T Cell receptor signaling pathway 2.26415E− 13 1.5283E− 12 20
hsa04012 ErbB signaling pathway 6.6254E− 13 4.25919E− 12 18
hsa04151 PI3K-akt signaling pathway 1.24292E− 12 7.80436E− 12 34
hsa04370 VEGF signaling pathway 3.47037E− 12 1.99361E− 11 15
hsa04915 Estrogen signaling pathway 6.54943E− 12 3.60403E− 11 21
hsa04010 MAPK signaling pathway 6.67413E− 12 3.60403E− 11 30
hsa04658 '1 and '2 cell differentiation 3.05E− 11 1.55E− 10 17
hsa04068 FoxO signaling pathway 1.6511E− 10 7.96064E− 10 19
hsa04064 NF-kappa B signaling pathway 2.32207E− 10 1.09993E− 09 17
hsa04621 NOD-like receptor signaling pathway 1.2042E− 09 5.16086E− 09 21
hsa04931 Insulin resistance 3.58386E− 09 1.423E− 08 16
hsa04662 B Cell receptor signaling pathway 5.33879E− 09 2.08909E− 08 14
hsa04024 cAMP signaling pathway 5.66891E− 09 2.1641E− 08 22
hsa04910 Insulin signaling pathway 1.80579E− 08 6.58868E− 08 17
hsa04912 GnRH signaling pathway 2.87106E− 08 1.03358E− 07 14
hsa04071 Sphingolipid signaling pathway 1.04592E− 07 3.62048E− 07 15
hsa04014 Ras signaling pathway 4.64353E− 07 1.475E− 06 20
hsa04920 Adipocytokine signaling pathway 5.07934E− 07 1.57635E− 06 11
hsa04062 Chemokine signaling pathway 5.25301E− 07 1.61172E− 06 18
hsa04110 Cell cycle 1.11163E− 06 3.15936E− 06 14
hsa04630 JAK-STAT signaling pathway 1.15731E− 06 3.25493E− 06 16
hsa00140 Steroid hormone biosynthesis 1.30408E− 06 3.59286E− 06 10
hsa04930 Type II diabetes mellitus 9.82492E− 06 2.50258E− 05 8
hsa05323 Rheumatoid arthritis 1.03843E− 05 2.62033E− 05 11
hsa04928 Parathyroid hormone synthesis, secretion and action 3.6295E− 05 8.67227E− 05 11
hsa03320 PPAR signaling pathway 6.67976E− 05 0.000155477 9
hsa04020 Calcium signaling pathway 7.36869E− 05 0.000168606 15
hsa04310 Wnt signaling pathway 9.54755E− 05 0.000213045 13
hsa04929 GnRH secretion 0.000116074 0.000254797 8
hsa04022 cGMP-PKG signaling pathway 0.000147423 0.000321001 13
hsa04015 Rap1 signaling pathway 0.00041579 0.000863564 14
hsa04666 Fc gamma R-mediated phagocytosis 0.00195976 0.003834313 8
hsa04152 AMPK signaling pathway 0.002019554 0.003922874 9
hsa01212 Fatty acid metabolism 0.002098286 0.003989699 6
hsa04923 Regulation of lipolysis in adipocytes 0.002098286 0.003989699 6
hsa04150 mTOR signaling pathway 0.010773083 0.018409699 9
hsa04918 'yroid hormone synthesis 0.031361971 0.049810189 5
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benefiting the kidney) in TCM theory. 'e number of
studies on the targets and pathways of other herbs for the
treatment of osteoporosis is currently very limited, and this
becomes our next research direction. By using modern
pharmacological methods to explore the specific mecha-
nisms by which DHJSD exerts its therapeutic effects, it is
more beneficial to understand and complement TCM the-
ories, and thus to uncover the essence of TCM and find
alternative therapies for diseases.

5. Conclusion

By using the network pharmacology approach, we have
studied the potential targets of DHJSD and the underlying
mechanism of its anti-osteoporosis effect, which has the
characteristics of multi-component, multi-target, and
multi-pathway. AKT1, ALB, IL6, MAPK3, VEGFA, JUN,
CASP3, EGFR, MYC, and EGF may be potential targets of
DHJSD in treating osteoporosis. According to the results
of enrichment analysis of KEGG pathway, we found
pathways closely related to the pathological process of
osteoporosis, mainly including AGE-RAGE signaling
pathway in diabetic complications, osteoclast differenti-
ation, MAPK signaling pathway, Wnt signaling pathway,
PI3K-Akt signaling pathway, JAK-STAT signaling path-
way, and TNF signaling pathway. 'erefore, this study
reveals that the anti-osteoporosis effect of DHJSD may be
based on its direct or indirect regulation of the above-
mentioned potential targets and pathways. DHJSD may
provide a promising direction for future research, so
enough relevant experimental research verification is
needed, which is very important for revealing its exact
regulatory mechanism.
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Objective. (is study aimed to explore the mechanism of Modified Danggui Sini Decoction in the treatment of knee osteoarthritis
via a combination of network pharmacology andmolecular docking.Methods.(emain chemical components and corresponding
targets of Modified Danggui Sini Decoction were searched and screened in TCMSP database. (e disease targets of knee os-
teoarthritis were summarized in GeneCards, OMIM, PharmGkb, TTD, and DrugBank databases.(e visual interactive network of
“drugs-active components-disease targets” was drawn by Cytoscape 3.8.1 software. (e protein-protein interaction network was
constructed by STRING database. (en, GO function and KEGG pathway enrichment were analyzed by Bioconductor/R, and the
pathway of the highest degree of correlation with knee osteoarthritis was selected for specific analysis. Finally, molecular docking
was used to screen and verify core genes by AutoDockTools software. Results. Seventy-onemain components ofModified Danggui
Sini Decoction and 116 potential therapeutic targets of knee osteoarthritis were selected.(e KEGG pathway and the GO function
enrichment analysis showed that the targets of Modified Danggui Sini Decoction in the treatment of knee osteoarthritis were
mainly concentrated on PI3K-Akt signaling pathway, TNF signaling pathway, IL-17 signaling pathway, apoptosis signaling
pathway, Toll-like receptor signaling pathway, (17 cell differentiation signaling pathway, HIF-1 signaling pathway, and NF-κB
signaling pathway. It mainly involved inflammatory reaction, regulation of apoptotic signaling pathway, cellular response to
regulation of inflammatory response, cellular response to oxidative stress, and other biological processes. (e molecular docking
results showed that ESR1-wogonin, MAPK1-quercetin, RELA-wogonin, RELA-baicalein, TP53-baicalein, TP53-quercetin, and
RELA-quercetin have strong docking activities. Conclusion. Modified Danggui Sini Decoction has the hierarchical network
characteristics of “multicomponent, multitarget, multifunction, and multipathway” in the treatment of knee osteoarthritis. It
mainly regulates the proliferation and apoptosis of chondrocytes by regulating the PI3K-Akt signaling pathway and establishes
cross-talk with many downstream inflammatory-related pathways to reduce the overall inflammatory response. Meanwhile, HIF-
1 expression was used to ensure the normal function and metabolism of knee joint under hypoxia condition, and the above
processes play a key role in the treatment of knee osteoarthritis.

1. Introduction

Knee osteoarthritis (KOA) is a common degenerative bone
and joint disease, which is caused by the imbalance of
degradation synthesis coupling of chondrocytes, extracel-
lular matrix, and subchondral bone under the action of
mechanical and biological factors [1]. Among them, articular
cartilage damage is the most important pathological change

of KOA, which is mainly mediated by inflammatory reac-
tions, leading to chondrocyte apoptosis and cartilage matrix
degradation [2].

Modified Danggui Sini Decoction is a classic prescrip-
tion of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) in treating
KOA. It is composed of Danggui nourishing blood and
Guizhi warming meridians, which is combined as the
monarch medicine. Baishao helps Danggui to nourish blood
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and harmonize nutrient, and Xixin helps Guizhi to warm
and dredge blood vessels. It is supplemented with Tongcao,
Niuxi, and Duzhong to invigorate kidney and bone, leading
meridians to the affected areas. (e whole prescription is
used for warming yang and dispersing cold, nourishing
blood and unblocking pulse, warming without dryness,
tonifying without stagnation, and playing the effect of
“warming meridians, dispersing cold, nourishing blood, and
unblocking pulse” [3]. Previous clinical studies have con-
firmed that this prescription is safe and effective in the
treatment of KOA, but there is still a lack of relevant research
on its mechanism [4].

Network pharmacology, based on the discipline concept
of “multigene, multitarget, and multidisease,” coincides with
the medication thinking of TCM and has become a new
mode which is suitable for the systematic development of
TCM. Based on the network pharmacology, the chemical
components of Modified Danggui Sini Decoction were
scientifically screened and systematically predicted, and the
“drugs-active components-disease targets” interaction net-
work was established. Combined with GO function analysis,
KEGG pathway enrichment analysis, and molecular docking
technology, the mechanism and scientific connotation of
Modified Danggui Sini Decoction in the treatment of KOA
were revealed, providing an objective experimental basis for
clinical application of TCM treatment of KOA, and pro-
viding new ideas and methods for the treatment of ortho-
pedic and traumatology related diseases guided by TCM
theory.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Chemical Components and Targets of Modified Danggui
Sini Decoction. Choose TCMSP (https://tcmspw.com/)
Database [5], with the oral bioavailability (OB) ≥30% and
drug-likeness (DL) ≥0.18 as the screening conditions [6, 7],
the constituent herbs of Modified Danggui Sini Decoction
were searched in turn, and themain chemical components of
the prescription were obtained after supplementing the
common components recorded in Chinese Pharmacopoeia
[8]. Meanwhile, the corresponding targets of the above
chemical components were sorted out, and the target genes
annotation was completed by selecting the species as “Homo
sapiens” in UniProt (https://www.uniprot.org/) database.

2.2. Targets Genes of KOA. We selected GeneCards [9],
OMIM [10], PharmGKB [11], TTD [12], and DrugBank [13]
disease-related databases and searched with “knee osteo-
arthritis” as the keyword. Among them, the retrieval results
of GeneCards database were filtered with “correlation score
>1.” (e related genes of KOA were collected and a Venn
map was drawn.

2.3. Potential Targets of Modified Danggui Sini Decoction in
the Treatment of KOA. Using R language to match the
annotated compound targets and the summarized KOA
disease targets, the intersection genes were derived, and the
potential targets of Modified Danggui Sini Decoction in

treating KOA were obtained, and a Venn diagram was
drawn.

2.4. Construction of Regulatory Network and Protein-Protein
Interaction Network. (e software of Cytoscape 3.8.1 [14]
was used for visual analysis, and the above chemical com-
ponents and target relationship were imported into the
software, and the regulatory network diagram of “drugs-
active components-potential therapeutic targets of disease”
was drawn, and the color and shape of the visualization grid
were adjusted according to different node properties.

(e obtained potential therapeutic targets were imported
into the STRING (https://string-db.org/) network platform
[15], the research species was set as “Homo sapiens,” the
highest reliability (score >0.9) was selected by compre-
hensive scoring, the discrete targets were hidden, the net-
work diagram of protein-protein interaction (PPI) was
constructed, and TSV format file was exported. (e TSV file
was imported into the software of Cytoscape 3.8.1, and the
topological analysis was carried out by CytoNCA plug-in.
With the values of betweenness, closeness, degree, eigen-
vector, and local average connectivity-based method and
network greater than the median value, the core gene net-
work was obtained.

2.5. GO Function and KEGG Pathway Enrichment Analysis.
Go function analysis and KEGG pathway enrichment
analysis were performed using Bioconductor (https://www.
bioconductor.org/) platform and R language to analyze the
GO function and KEGG pathway enrichment of the po-
tential targets for the treatment of KOA.(rough the related
scripts, the tables of GO function analysis and KEGG
pathway enrichment analysis were derived by R language. In
GO function analysis, the top 10 items of biological process
(BP), cellular component (CC), and molecular function
(MF) were selected for visualization. In KEGG pathway
enrichment analysis, the top 30 items were selected for vi-
sualization.(e barplot was used to draw the histogram, and
the bubble was used to make the bubble diagram.

2.6.Molecular Docking. (e core genes were selected to find
the related drug components in the compound regulatory
network as small molecular ligands. (e 2D structure in-
formation of drug chemical components was downloaded
from PubChem (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) platform
and converted into the 3D structure by ChemBio3D soft-
ware, and the energy optimization of MM2 was carried out
to complete the preparation of small molecule ligands. (e
3D structure of the candidate target proteins was down-
loaded from PDB (http://www.rcsb.org/) database, and then
the protein receptors were prepared after the water mole-
cules and ligands were removed by PyMOL2.4.0 software.
Autodocktools software was used to read the receptor files,
which were converted to PDBQT format after hydrotreating
ion modification. (e ligand files were also converted to
PDBQT format for saving and then converted into the 2D
structure to draw the active pockets. Finally, AutoDock vina
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software will be used for molecular docking, and the lowest
free energy model is selected for visual analysis.

3. Results

3.1. Main Components of Modified Danggui Sini Decoction
and Treatment Targets of KOA. (rough TCMSP database,
the constituent herbs of Modified Danggui Sini Decoction
were searched in turn. After screening by “OB ≥30% and
DL≥0.18”, we searched the Chinese Pharmacopoeia for
supplement and got 71 main chemical components of
Modified Danggui Sini Decoction, including 3 kinds of
Danggui, 7 kinds of Guizhi, 13 kinds of Baishao, 8 kinds of
Xixin, 4 kinds of Tongcao, 20 kinds of Niuxi, and 16 kinds of
Duzhong (Table 1). A total of 931 target genes were obtained
by UniProt gene annotation simultaneously.

(rough GeneCards, OMIM, and other disease-related
databases, a total of 1812 KOA disease targets were collected
(Figure 1). By matching the targets of Modified Danggui Sini
Decoction with KOA related targets, one hundred and
sixteen cross-genes were derived, which were potential
targets of Modified Danggui Sini Decoction in treating KOA
(Figure 2).

3.2. Construction of Regulatory Network and PPI Network.
Using Cytoscape 3.8.1, the regulatory network of “drugs-
active components-disease targets” was drawn (Figure 3).
(e network consists of 42 chemical component nodes, 116
potential therapeutic targets, and 306 edges. (e circular
node represents the chemical composition of the drug, and
the rectangular node represents the gene target. (e size of
the visualization node is adjusted according to the degree
value of the gene targets. (e results showed that the top five
components with the highest degree were quercetin
(degree� 88), kaempferol (degree� 35), wogonin
(degree� 29), baicalein (degree� 19), and beta-sitosterol
(degree� 14). It is speculated that these components may be
the key active components of Modified Danggui Sini De-
coction in treating KOA.

(e potential therapeutic targets of Modified Danggui
Sini Decoction in the treatment of KOA were imported into
the STRING network platform to obtain PPI network dia-
gram (Figure 4). (e network contains 103 nodes and 401
edges. After calculating the median value of each parameter,
thirty targets were obtained with “betweenness >46.20,
closeness >0.21, degree >6, eigenvector >0.05, local average
connectivity-based method >2.40, and network >3.10” as the
first screening parameters. Similarly, twelve core targets
were obtained by the second screening with parameters
greater than median value, i.e., “betweenness >7.77, close-
ness >0.55, degree >8, eigenvector >0.13, local average
connectivity-based method >4.14, and network >5.31”
(Figure 5, Table 2).

3.3. GO Function and KEGG Pathway Enrichment Analysis.
After GO function analysis, a total of 2363 GO entries were
obtained (P< 0.05), and the top 10 items of BP, CC, and MF
were selected for visualization (Figure 6). In the histogram,

the redder the color is, the higher the enrichment degree is
and the stronger the possibility of drug target is. According
to the results of the biological processes, active components
of Modified Danggui Sini Decoction in the human body
mainly include response to lipopolysaccharide, response to
molecular of bacterial origin, cellular response to chemical
stress, response to metal ion, and response to oxidative
stress. Cellular components mainly include membrane raft,
membrane microdomain, membrane region, vesicle lumen,
secretary granule lumen. (e molecular functions mainly
include nuclear receptor activity, ligand-activated tran-
scription factor activity, protease binding, heme binding,
and tetrapyrrole binding. (e rich biological functions, to
some extent, explain the reason why the same prescription
can treat multiple diseases and also lay the foundation for
exploring the effective ingredients and searching for sig-
naling pathways.

(rough KEGG pathway enrichment analysis, a total of
150 related signal pathways of Modified Danggui Sini De-
coction in the treatment of KOA were obtained (P< 0.05),
and the top 30 items were listed for visual analysis (Figure 7).
In the bubble diagram, the abscissa represents the ratio of the
gene, the color also reflects the enrichment degree, and the
bubble size represents the number of genes. (e enrichment
pathways mainly include fluid shear stress and atheroscle-
rosis, AGE-RAGE signaling pathway in diabetic complica-
tions, kaposi sarcoma-associated herpesvirus infection,
human cytomegalovirus infection, PI3K-Akt signaling
pathway, hepatitis B, TNF signaling pathway, and IL-17
signaling pathway. (e PI3K-Akt pathway, which is closely
related to inflammatory response and bone metabolism, is
selected as an example (Figure 8). (e red labeled nodes are
the targets of Modified Danggui Sini Decoction, which
indicates that the prescription plays a key role in the PI3K-
Akt signaling pathway by regulating marker targets.

3.4. Molecular Docking. In order to further verify the pre-
diction results of the network, and to elaborate the mech-
anism and scientific connotation of Modified Danggui Sini
Decoction as a classic Chinese medicine prescription in the
treatment of KOA, quercetin, kaempferol, wogonin, bai-
calein, and β-sitosterol were selected as the top active
components for molecular docking with Jun, TP53, ESR1,
MAPK1, and RELA in turn. (e binding energy between
drug component ligands and target receptors is an impor-
tant indicator to evaluate the binding capacity. It is generally
considered that the docking affinity is stronger when the
binding energy is less than −5.0 kcal/mol, and the docking
activity is extremely strong when the binding energy is less
than −7.0 kcal/mol [16]. From the docking results (Figure 9,
Table 3), it was found that ESR1-wogonin, MAPK1-quer-
cetin, RELA-wogonin, RELA-baicalein, TP53-baicalein,
TP53-quercetin, and RELA-quercetin had the lower binding
energies. In addition, quercetin and wogonin have the
largest number of receptors as ligands. It is speculated that
Modified Danggui Sini Decoction mainly participates in the
treatment of KOA from the above molecular docking
process.
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4. Discussion

As a cultural treasure inherited for thousands of years, TCM
has accumulated rich clinical experience, especially in the
field of Traditional Chinese Medicine prescriptions. With
the advancement of the modernization of Chinese herbal
medicine, many studies have applied network pharmacology
to explore the pharmacological mechanism of herbal
medicine and prescription [17–19], and to carry out the

research on the compatibility law and action mechanism of
TCM, which also provides new ideas and methods for the
scientific development and innovation of Chinese medicine.
In order to systematically understand the mechanism of
Modified Danggui Sini Decoction in the treatment of KOA,
OB and DL were used as the important criteria for drug
composition screening, a total of 71 main chemical com-
ponents were obtained, and 116 potential therapeutic targets
were obtained by matching the corresponding drug targets
with the KOA disease targets. After further statistical
mining, 12 core targets, 2363 GO functional enrichment
items, and 150 KEGG related pathways were obtained,
which explained that Modified Danggui Sini Decoction has
the hierarchical network characteristics of “multicompo-
nent, multitarget, multifunction, and multichannel” in the
treatment of KOA.

(e classical compatibility theory of TCM emphasizes
that the four parts of monarch, minister, adjuvant, and
messenger are combined to achieve synergy and minimize
toxic and side effects integrally. Among them, the “mes-
senger” mainly provides the effects of guiding the active
ingredients to reach the target organs and harmonizing the
actions of these agents [20, 21]. In addition, according to
modern pharmacology and network biology, the drug
mechanism of the TCM rules has been verified from a
molecular/system level [7]. In this study, Dazao and Gancao,
as the “messenger,” did not participate in the direct treat-
ment of the disease. (erefore, in order to avoid bias or
redundancy in the results, the two herbs were not included.

4.1. Potential Active Ingredients of Modified Danggui Sini
Decoction in Treating KOA. In this study, the top five
chemical components with the highest degree were quer-
cetin, kaempferol, wogonin, baicalein, and β-sitosterol. At
present, a considerable number of studies have proved that
quercetin can significantly inhibit articular chondrocyte
apoptosis and delay cartilage degeneration by reducing
oxidative stress and endoplasmic reticulum stress, so as to
achieve the purpose of treating KOA [22–24]. In addition,
kaempferol has obvious anti-inflammatory and therapeutic
effects on arthritis by inhibiting inflammatory factors such
as IL-1B, NO, and PGE2 [25]. Wogonin can treat osteo-
arthritis by inhibiting oxidative stress, inflammation, and
matrix degradation related to osteoarthritis, and regulating
the redox activity of chondrocytes [26]. Baicalein can ef-
fectively inhibit the expression of inflammatory factors and
slow down chondrocyte apoptosis and cartilage

Table 1: Main chemical components of Danggui Sini Decoction.

Drug Meridian tropism Number of compounds Part of components
Danggui Liver, heart, spleen 3 Ferulic acid, beta-sitosterol, stigmasterol
Guizhi Heart, lung, bladder 7 Beta-sitosterol, taxifolin
Baishao Liver, spleen 13 Paeoniflorin, beta-sitosterol, kaempferol
Xixin Heart, lung, kidney 8 Cryptopine, kaempferol
Tongcao Lung, stomach 4 Sitosterol, tetrapanoside B_qt
Niuxi Liver, kidney 20 Wogonin, baicalein, kaempferol, quercetin
Duzhong Liver, kidney 16 Pinoresinol diglucoside, beta-sitosterol

Figure 1: Venn diagram of KOA disease targets.

106 116 1696

Drug Disease

Figure 2: Venn diagram of Danggui Sini Decoction and KOA
targets.
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degradation in the treatment of osteoarthritis [27]. β-si-
tosterol is one of the main components of cell membrane
and has an estrogen-like effect. It is known to be effective

for hypercholesterolemia, heart disease, immune system
regulation, and cancer prevention [28, 29], but there is no
treatment research in KOA field.

Figure 3: (e “drug-active components-disease target” network. Note. the pink round is Guizhi, the green one is Duzhong, the red one is
Baishao, the purple one is Xixin, the orange one is Tongcao, the cyan one is Niuxi, and the blue one is Danggui.

Figure 4: Protein-protein interaction network.
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(erefore, the main active components and efficacy of
Modified Danggui Sini Decoction are similar to the results of
network pharmacology analysis. Meanwhile, it is speculated
that β-sitosterol has the value of research and development
in anti-KOA treatment.

4.2. Mechanism Analysis of Modified Danggui Sini Decoction
in Treating KOA. KEGG pathway and GO function en-
richment analysis showed that the targets of Modified
Danggui Sini Decoction in the treatment of KOA mainly
concentrated on PI3K-Akt signaling pathway, TNF signaling

Figure 5: Core genes. Note. Yellow nodes are the core genes obtained after screening.

Table 2: Core genes.

Name Betweenness Closeness Degree Eigenvector LAC Network
ESR1 47.50 0.69 16 0.28 7 11.33
MAPK8 22.59 0.63 12 0.23 6 7.68
TP53 53.06 0.71 17 0.30 7.41 12.82
EGFR 14.99 0.57 10 0.16 4.60 6.52
MAPK14 42.57 0.66 14 0.25 5.86 8.35
NR3C1 9.50 0.60 10 0.21 6.20 7.68
MAPK1 61.51 0.69 16 0.28 6.50 10.31
FOS 14.57 0.63 12 0.24 7 8.39
JUN 92.05 0.74 19 0.31 7.16 15.30
MYC 14.59 0.63 12 0.24 6.83 8.99
AKT1 76.72 0.67 15 0.24 4.80 8.17
RELA 71.50 0.67 16 0.24 5.38 10.97
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Figure 8: PI3K-Akt signaling pathway.

Figure 9: Molecular docking.Note. A is ESR1-wogonin molecular docking, B is MAPK1-quercetin molecular docking, C is RELA-wogonin
molecular docking, D is RELA-baicalein molecular docking, and E is TP53-baicalein molecular docking.
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pathway, IL-17 signaling pathway, apoptosis, Toll-like re-
ceptor signaling pathway, (17 cell differentiation, HIF-1
signaling pathway, and NF-κB signaling pathway. It mainly
involves inflammatory reaction, regulation of apoptosis
signaling pathway, cell response to chemical stress, cell
response to oxidative stress, and other biological processes.

Among them, the PI3K-Akt signaling pathway is an
important signal transduction pathway for regulating cell
proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis and promoting
related tissue regeneration [30]. Akt can also activate specific
downstream targets and interact with NF-κB, mTOR, and
P53 pathways. TNF in the tumor necrosis factor signaling
pathway is an inflammatory mediator with many biological
effects. TNF-α can induce the production of IL-6 and ac-
tivate the protease that decomposes cartilage and synovium
[31]. Activation of Toll-like receptor signaling pathway can
release inflammatory factors such as IL and TNF, activate
NF-κB in its downstream signaling pathway, and induce
apoptosis of articular chondrocytes [32]. As a hypoxia in-
ducible factor, HIF-1 can induce the survival of hypoxic
chondrocytes in hypoxic environment by maintaining the
hypoxia balance state, which plays an important role in
ensuring the normal physiological function and metabolism
of knee joint cartilage [33]. In the NF-κB signaling pathway,
a variety of upstream signal factors, including TNF, can
activate IKK, thus express downstream genes of NF-κB,
includingMMP-9, P65, and P50, and then produce a cascade
of inflammatory reactions and accelerate the decomposition
and destruction of articular cartilage [34]. In addition, the
IL-17 signaling pathway promotes the expression of in-
flammatory factors, which leads to the degradation of car-
tilage matrix. (e (17 signaling pathway can regulate
osteoclast differentiation and promote bone resorption [35].
(us, Modified Danggui Sini Decoction mainly regulates the
proliferation and apoptosis of chondrocytes by regulating
PI3K-Akt pathway and establishes cross-talk with many
downstream inflammatory-related pathways to reduce the
overall inflammatory responses. Meanwhile, HIF-1 ex-
pression was used to ensure the normal function and
metabolism of knee joint under hypoxia condition, so as to
play a role in the treatment of KOA.

At present, among the many regulatory pathways in-
volved in KOA, the specific mechanism of some signaling
pathways is still unclear, and there may be more complex
interactions between the pathways, which jointly participate
in the proliferation and apoptosis of chondrocytes, as well as
the synthesis and degradation of extracellular matrix. Recent
studies have found that the PI3K-Akt-mTOR signaling
pathway also plays an important role in the pathogenesis of
KOA. mTOR, as another serine/threonine protein kinase

downstream of PI3K-Akt, is closely related to cell apoptosis,
autophagy, cell survival, and structural reorganization
[36, 37].

In conclusion, the main active components and efficacy
of Modified Danggui Sini Decoction are similar to the results
of network pharmacology analysis. Meanwhile, it also points
out the direction for the follow-up study on the mechanism
of Modified Danggui Sini Decoction in the treatment of
KOA. (is study is only searched through the databases. It
did not take into account the clinical dosage, decocting
conditions, and other factors brought by the impact. (us,
the next step requires further experimental verification and
clinical research.
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